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In America the non-Orthodox branches of
Judaism have historically been expected to
help Jews adjust to the tensions of being
Jewish and American: the "post-Orthodox"
synagogue, with its rules of decorum, its
emphasis on solemnity and dignity in wor
ship, its urging that ostentation and excess
of any kind be avoided, socialized millions of
Eastern European Jews into the uppermiddle classes of Western society.
Ibday American non-Orthodox Jews are
in the throes of a severe identity crisis. The
modern-day Jew finds himself living in a
time w h e n the synagogue is no longer
needed as a socializer, and sociological forces
beyond the control of organized Judaism
help shake his already wavering faith in the
traditional values of his religion. The gen
eral acceptance of Jews into American life;
the decrease in adherence to religiolegal
norms as essential to being a "good Jew";
the confrontations between the traditional
"Chosen People" concept and the American
"all m e n are created equal" theme; the Nazi
Holocaust, the consequent decimation of a
religiohistorical community, and the rapid
assimilation of its remains into general
Western culture; the emergence of a strong
drive toward ethnic identification centered
about the State of Israel—all have tended to
increase a marginal Jewishness.
H o w the Jew remains a Jew against the
immense magnetic forces emanating from
the larger non-Jewish society around him —
a struggle that the author likens to Jacob's
wrestling with the angel — is the subject of
Rabbi Mirsky's study. In it he demonstrates
his conviction that "the application of
theories of deviance . . . seems highly
promising in determining the direction in
which American Jews are moving." H e dis
cusses the m a n y traditions and crosscur
rents that pose paradoxes and dilemmas for
the American J e w in search of a secure
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Epigraph
W h e n the gifted young Jew, still flexible in respect of his m e n 
tal habits, is set loose amon g the iron pots of [the] mechanistic
orientation [of modernity], the clay vessel of Jewish archaism
suffers that fortune which is due and coming to clay vessels
a m o n g the iron pots. His beautifully rounded heirloom, trade
marked " B . C , " goes to pieces between his hands, and they are left
empty. H e is divested of those archaic conventional preconcep
tions which will not comport with the intellectual environment in
which he finds himself. But he is not thereby invested with the
gentile's peculiar heritage of conventional preconceptions which
have stood over, by inertia of habit, out of the gentile past, which
go, on the one hand, to m a k e the safe and sane gentile, conserva
tive and complacent, and which conduce also, on the other hand,
to blur the safe and sane gentile's intellectual vision, and to leave
him intellectually sessile.
The young Jew finds his o w n heritage of usage and outlook
untenable; but this does not m e a n that he therefore will take over
and inwardly imitate the traditions of usage and outlook which
the gentile world has to offer; or at the most he does not uncriti
cally take over all the intellectual prepossessions that are always
standing over amon g the substantial citizens of the republic of
learning. The idols of his o w n tribe have crumbled in decay and
no longer cumber the ground, but that release does not induce
him to set up a n e w line of idols borrowed from an alien tribe to do
the same disservice. B y consequence he is in a peculiar degree
exposed to the unmediated facts of the current situation; and in a
peculiar degree, therefore, he takes his orientation from the run
of facts as he finds them rather than from the traditional in
terpretation of analogous facts in the past. In short, he is a skeptic
by force of circumstances over which he has no control. Which
comes to saying that he is in line to become a guide and leader of
m e n in that intellectual enterprise out of which comes the in
crease and diffusion of knowledge amon g m e n , provided always
that he is by native gift endowed with that net modicum of intel
ligence which takes effect in the play of that idle curiosity.
Thorstein Veblen,
'The Intellectual Pre-eminence of Jews in Modern Europe"
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Preface

W h y have I written this book on unorthodox Judaism? I do not
suppose that I know all of the answers, but I do know some of
them. I a m a Reform rabbi with a P h . D . in humanistic sociology,
teaching at a Jewish seminary that has a tradition of its own. I
a m a father worried about the future of Judaism and the Jewish
people, yet longing for his children's total self-fulfillment as
American Jews. I therefore want to clarify for myself what the
term "Jewish identity" signifies. I a m sure that I a m not alone in
confronting this question and in craving a meaningful answer.
It is m y hope that m y exploration of existent Jewish and
American phenomena m a y in some way shed some light on paths
presently shrouded in darkness and confusion. Perhaps this effort
of mine will help illumine the w a y for others groping toward a
positive American Jewish resolution to conflicts inherent in the
identity crisis of our age.
In this book I have employed m y understanding of the Jewish
past and two methodological systems that have proceeded from
the behavioral sciences. One approach is that of sociologists rep
resented by Kai Erikson, Howard S. Becker, Everett Hughes, and
Erving Goffman. These m e n employ theories of deviance, not so
m u c h to establish the cause of deviance, but rather to enable
deviants to determine for us, by the reactions they arouse among
the "normal," the strengths and weaknesses of the static and fluid
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boundaries of the collectivity. Since Judaism has the aspects of
both an eternal value system and an entity that has survived by
means of adjustment and flexibility of its values—and since
America is a land ever in flux and the home of the world's largest
Jewish community—the application of theories of deviance as
spelled out above seems highly promising in determining the di
rection in which American Jews are moving.
The second methodological approach I have recourse to in this
book relies heavily on the theories and case histories of ego
psychoanalysts such as Heinz Hartmann, Erik Erikson, and
Jacob Arlow. These analysts probe identity formation on the
biological, conscious, and unconscious levels, thereby providing
us with tools with which to examine not only h o w Jews are striv
ing toward an integral identity, but also h o w this striving can be
either abetted or set awry through legend, fantasy, stereotyping,
and more concrete phenomena such as child rearing, sexual ex
perimentation, and intrafamilial as well as intrainstitutional
transactions.
If this book seems the work of a dangling m a n seeking to find
his footing, I hope that its struggle with paradoxes and dilemmas
will be of help to others. As the well-known expression goes, "It is
hard work to be a Jew."
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Introduction

By w a y of introduction I feel that I owe m y readers some au
tobiographical reflections that might increase their ability to
evaluate the sense of American Jewish realities I intend this book
to convey. W h e n I was eight or nine years old, m y father was a
buyer for a large Cleveland department store. While waiting for
him to take the family home, I would wander through the store
and would invariably be drawn to one display in particular—the
display featuring religious goods. Since this was the mid-1940s,
still a time when Jewish religious items were rarely, if ever,
marketed beyond the confines of Jewish neighborhoods, what
made the display so irresistible, although it caused some guilt on
m y part, was the store's collection of crucifixes. W h e n I would
return home from these encounters with the dying Christ, I would
set about reproducing them in modeling clay or in crayon
sketches.
Soon enough m y mother began to be manifestly distressed with
m y fascination for such an overtly un-Jewish symbol; she tried to
provide m y apparent interest in religion with a more respectable
orientation. She bought m e books on Judaism, but not wishing to
squelch m y ecumenical spirit totally, she included among them a
book entitled One God: The Ways We Worship Him, by Florence
Fitch.1 The book introduced the young reader to the various forms
of Judaism and Christianity. M u c h to m y own and m y mother's
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chagrin, as hard as I tried to identify with the Judaism presented
in the book, I found myself staring again and again at a picture of
a life-size crucifix installed in a convent garden.
M y family's connection with institutional Judaism was tenta
tive. Both of m y parents were second-generation American Jews
whose basic Jewish allegiance was to Zionism. To be sure, I was
sent to a weekday Hebrew school and occasionally spent a morn
ing at Sunday school if m y mother, w h o taught kindergarten, was
able to get a job substituting at a synagogue. I knew nothing
about Judaism, but I had no doubt that Jesus was supposed to be
alien to m e . Although m y mother was college-educated, she was
close enough to her European roots to refer to Jesus as Yoshke, to
priests as gallochim, to a crucifix as a tzalem, and to a convert to
Christianity (the worst thing a Jew could be) as a m'shumed, a
term whispered with the utmost contempt.
M y grandparents, who had emigrated to America in 1905, had
witnessed several pogroms in their native Russia. These out
breaks, they maintained, always followed religious processions in
which the cross was prominently displayed. They would speak of
how as children they had habitually crossed the street opposite a
church to avoid being kidnapped by a priest, a m o n k , or a nun. In
America they lived and worked among non-Jews, but they never
lost their fear of the clergy and of the symbols of the Catholic
church, whether Eastern Orthodox or R o m a n .
Even if m y parents and grandparents were nonobservant and
rather disinterested Jews, they nevertheless managed to convey
to m e , however covertly, a sense of fear and awe where orthodox
Christianity was concerned. Consequently, when I began to ex
hibit a preoccupation with crucifixes, I was filled with a sense of
guilt on the one hand and of treason on the other.
Their attempt to direct m y religious urge into more suitable
channels soon took hold, and by the end of m y ninth year I had
determined to become a rabbi—though, in fact, I had probably
had less than one hour's contact with rabbis up to that point in m y
life. An d seventeen years later I actually did become a rabbi.
Thus it might be said that Jesus led m e into the rabbinate.
But, of course, this explanation is hardly adequate. M y knowl
edge of psychology convinces m e that there are far more complex
reasons to account for m y attraction to and rejection of the
crucifix than the distaste m y ordinarily permissive parents
showed for m y childish interest in that symbol.
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To begin with, m y parents at that time were in the process,
first, of striving to save their marriage and, then, of dissolving it.
The likelihood, therefore, is that m y sudden religiosity was a
function of m y turning away from them to look for a more stable
and less flawed parentage. It has since occurred to m e that I m a y
have been drawn to the spread-eagled figure on the cross because
I myself was suffering the torment of being pulled in two opposite
directions by the collapse of m y parents' marriage.
Next, it is undoubtedly true that the tortured figure on the
cross appealed to m y childish sense of the macabre and the
grotesque. There is for children a fascination in seeing a m a n in
the throes of agony. The sight did not differ very m u c h of course
from the virtually ubiquitous comic book depictions of m e n and
w o m e n hanged in dungeons, or stretched out on the rack in tor
ture chambers, only to be saved by Superman or Batman. Such
imagery has always appealed to children, probably because in it
the adult is the victim—and what child can resist such a fantasy?
Furthermore, children of m y generation knew that in the end the
forces of Good would prevail and the victims would be saved or at
least avenged. Thus, it is relatively easy to account for m y o w n
fascination with the m a n on the cross. However, it is another
matter to account for the anxiety this fascination caused m y par
ents.
It would be too simplistic to suggest that their historical knowl
edge of the relationship between Christians and Jews m a d e them
see in m y attraction to the crucifix some potential treason or
apostasy. For m y grandparents, w h o had actually been witness to
the murderous activities of cross-bearers, this explanation might
suffice. Christian religious fervor was for them synonymous with
the suffering they had seen visited on Jews in Europe. True, m y
parents, reaching maturity in the Great Depression, had borne
the brunt of anti-Semitism, particularly in the economic sphere;
equally true, they had heard a priest, Father Coughlin, continu
ally preach widely broadcast praises of Hitler's works coupled
with denunciations of the Jews. 2 M y parents themselves, how
ever, had never been the objects of persecution in the n a m e of
Christ, though of course they were very well aware of the history
of such persecutions.
The matter, I think, goes deeper. The fear of Jesus has roots in
the Jewish psyche, especially in two respects: the psychological
notion of attraction-repulsion and the basic psychological appeal
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of the Gospels. W e know that, psychologically, love and hate are
closely linked. To love and to hate both call forth the same emo
tions. Neither is the product of apathy or indifference. It is com
m o n enough to find good friends becoming bitter enemies or
former spouses or lovers violently attacking each other. It is
equally c o m m o n to see former enemies become lovers. Paul of
Tarsus ardently persecuted Christians, then became one of their
chief apostles.3 Former Marxists like Will Herberg have become
faithful and conservative Jews. Former clergymen have become
persecutors of their previous faith: Stalin, it is worth recalling,
had studied for the priesthood; Rabbi Solomon Levi, of
fourteenth-century Spain, became the rabidly anti-Jewish
ecclesiastic Paul of Burgos. 4
Attraction-repulsion is part of the same phenomenon. Perhaps
it is illustrated nowhere better than in the process of toilet train
ing. Before children are toilet trained, they take great delight in
their feces. They are attracted by the fecal smell and texture. The
distaste for feces has to be learned. The child's attitude toward his
o w n feces has to be actively changed from one of love to one of
hate. Once this happens few children remain indifferent. Often
they come to find their excrement utterly repulsive; they have to
defend themselves against its basic attractiveness, which is so
cially so unacceptable, by developing a hatred for it. Neverthe
less, the attractiveness remains, and w e find children needing
substitutes like Silly Putty, Play Dough, and the like. The m a k 
ers of perfume have always been aware of the attractionrepulsion phenomenon. The very substance produced by certain
female glands that w e spend millions of dollars a year neutraliz
ing through deodorants because w e have been conditioned to be
repelled by it is extracted from animals for use in the making of
alluring fragrances for which the same people pay millions more.
It can be argued that certain Jewish attitudes toward Jesus—
and, of course, certain Christian attitudes toward Jews and
Judaism—are functions of the same attraction-repulsion syn
drome. This is not to say that the syndrome is biological in the
case of the two religions; on the contrary, it is socio psycho logical,
as Freud was well aware when he wrote Moses and Monotheism.5
Nearly from the m o m e n t of awareness, American Jews confront
two sets of values. O n the one hand, Jews who live in a Christian
culture are bombarded with Christmas, with Easter, and with
schools and media that present belief in Jesus as normative, so
that in a sense it is un-American to dissociate oneself from Jesus.
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O n the other hand, in a world where Jews and Christians are
presumed to be equal—and in law are equal—one of the few
universally shared Jewish values is that Jews are not expected to
believe in, or even to admire, Jesus.6
Jesus is one of the few features of the pluralist American scene
that a non-Orthodox Jewish child is generally denied by his par
ents. Even in the days when the work ethic prevailed—that is,
w h e n one was supposed to show that he had earned everything he
possessed—no amount of money, prestige, or power entitled a Jew
to accept Jesus Christ as his Messiah, his Savior, or even his
friend. W h e n Jewish leaders have m a d e positive statements
about Jesus in public, they have emphatically not been relating to
the Savior Christ, but to the h u m a n Jewish prophet from
Nazareth.7 In short, to have anything but an intellectually de
tached attitude toward Jesus has been to risk excluding oneself
from the Jewish community. Even so, all the time that Jewish
parents and Jewish institutions continue denying Jews access to
Jesus, the larger culture goes on insisting that to deny him is to
be abnormal, asocial, and unworthy of the rewards of this world
or the next. A n American who refuses to accept the spirit of
Christmas is seen, and might even see himself, as a latter-day
Scrooge.
W h e n this psychosocial configuration is compounded by more
traditional Jewish attitudes that maintain that churches are
taboo places for Jews, a Jew, especially if he is not Orthodox, is
confronted with a situation in which he is denied access to a set of
beliefs that the culture has m a d e attractive to him as a child. H e
is also denied access, in a psychological sense, to certain omni
present and often physically attractive buildings since he is im
pelled to regard them as territory forbidden to Jews. W h a t re
sults, I believe, is internal as well as external pressure to resist
attractive beliefs and edifices in order to remain in good standing
in the Jewish community. To defend himself against the basic
lure of the Church, the Jewish child m a y be forced (uncon
sciously) to repress his attraction and to develop strong negative
feelings, bordering on repulsion, toward Jesus and His Church.
Hence the violent response of so m a n y Jews, particularly older
Jews, toward Jesus, Christianity, and the Church.
There is, however, another quite potent dimension to the Jesus
problem. In the myths presented in the Gospels are several
themes that relate to h u m a n beings at various stages of the life
cycle. Let us take first the Nativity stories in the form best know n
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to us from school plays, Christmas carols, and the media. In this
form, which is a composite of several Gospels, a young w o m a n ,
w h o is married but still a virgin, is told by an angel that she will
bear a child. This child, she is told, will be the Messiah. Toward
the end of her gestation period, she and her husband are forced to
travel to Bethlehem (the birthplace of their ancestor, King David)
to comply with governmental requirements. Upon their arrival,
with the mother in labor, they can find no place to stay and are
forced to bed down in a stable; whereupon, surrounded by soft
downy farm animals, she gives birth to a boy child named by the
angels Jesus, a Greek version of the Hebrew word for salvation.
For the child of later generations, it is a kind of salvation in an
oedipal sense. Psychoanalytic literature has been able to demon
strate that children are m u c h troubled by and try to escape from
the consciousness of sexual intercourse between their parents.
Furthermore, psychoanalysis tells us that the child's desire to be
dissociated from the superego-imposing parents often finds an
outlet in fantasies in which the child identifies with the displaced
offspring of royalty.8 Furthermore, children because of their size
see a special relationship between themselves and domesticated
animals such as fleecy lambs and soft-eyed, milk-giving cows.
At a later stage in the life cycle, the figure of an early adoles
cent Jesus besting learned authority is undeniably appealing to
the pubescent male whose budding body is constrained by
school—and to Jewish lads attempting to achieve their manhood
in a cheder.9 The suffering righteous Jesus has an attraction for
nearly all adolescents w h o regard themselves as Holden Caulfields at war with society, its institutions, and its hypocrites and
w h o see in Jesus a person w h o consorts with and loves those w h o
have been relegated to the periphery of respectable society. (Is it
too m u c h to suggest that adolescents, so m a n y of w h o m have skin
problems, are attracted to the Jesus w h o cures lepers?)
At an even later stage in the h u m a n life cycle, w e can identify
with the surrender of Jesus to society, his readiness to render to
Caesar what is Caesar's, and his negation of his o w n ego in order
to sit at the Right H a n d of Power. N o Eriksonian could achieve
more. 1 0 Anyone willing and able to immerse himself in tradi
tional Jewish sources could certainly find material of comparable
appeal. However, Jesus Christ is a superstar, while the fantasyfulfilling heroes of Jewish tradition lie all but totally lost, embed
ded as they are in foreign idioms and the special preserve of
institutionalized religion.
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H o w the J e w remains a Jew against the immense magnetic
forces emanating from the larger non-Jewish society around him,
the traumatic soul searching, the wrestling match between Jacob
and the unarmed angel, is the subject matter of this book. Jews
are indeed a peculiar, stiff-necked people, a mixed multitude of
souls in conflict. Nevertheless, they continue to wrestle within
and without to preserve their mystical covenant—even if it leads
to unorthodox Judaism.

PART ONE

O n the Frontier

chapter one

Evolution and the Stork

O f all the attributes associated with the Judaeo-Christian tradi
tion, those that come to mind most readily involve the h u m a n
body. Rabbinic Judaism not only regulates the sexual activities of
the J e w but also restricts his choice of food and drink, presents
him with a need for ritual bathing, and even goes so far as to
provide him with a benediction to be recited after he eliminates
bodily wastes.1 Traditional Christianity, too, pays m u c h at
tention to the body. It constantly warns of the temptations of the
flesh and bids the true believer, through ritual and through iden
tification with the crucified Christ, to rid himself of the body he
has had since birth and to be born again in Christ.2 It seems odd,
therefore, that the chief institutionalization of non-Orthodox
Judaism, Reform Judaism, heavily influenced by both Rabbinic
Judaism and the Christianity of the last 150 years, has paid so
little attention to the wants and needs of the body.
If it has been true of Rabbinic Judaism that it leaves no h u m a n
activity unregulated, and of Christianity that it sees the behavior
of the body as having a great deal to do with the status of the soul,
it is equally true that unorthodox Judaism in the garb of Reform
seems nearly totally unmindful of m a n as a physical being. O n e
searches in vain through the annals of Reform thought for more
than the vaguest references—and even these are rare—to the
h u m a n body. The traditional synagogal liturgy is rich in allu
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sions to both external and internal organs.3 It provides instruc
tions for various bends of the knee, for prostration before the ark,
for wrapping the head and arm in phylacteries, and for covering
the torso of a male worshipper with a prayer shawl. In contrast,
the Reform liturgy eliminates nearly every reference to h u m a n
organs, presents m a n as almost wholly cerebral, and provides
instruction only as to when one should stand, sit, speak, and be
silent.
Notably, however, Reform as a movement—if not invariably
Reform Jews as individuals—has been constant in taking a lib
eral position on the rights of workers, the equality of the sexes,
and such matters as birth control and abortion. Reform Judaism
cannot be accused of indifference to the plight of m a n when that
plight includes oppression of the body. But Reform is guilty of
indifference—or, more precisely perhaps, of embarrassment—
when confronted with the body in other than political and socio
economic terms.
From what does this peculiar attitude stem? O n e might suggest
m a n y answers, but what seems most inescapable is the fact that
Reform was born into a peculiar milieu and more than a century
later still finds itself most comfortable in that milieu. Reform,
that is to say, w a s created as a religion for generally uppermiddle-class m e n and w o m e n wh o wished to remain Jewish but
did not wish to appear significantly different from upper-middle
class m e n and w o m e n w h o were not Jewish. To a great extent,
this is still true. W h a t has changed are the upper-middle-class
values, which n o w question certain attitudes not previously the
object of m u c h thought.
Reform was born into an age of reason, an age when mind was
believed to be on the brink of conquering matter. It was a period
w h e n each m a n was conceded liberty to have his own thoughts,
but when a great deal of attention was paid to public comport
ment. Manners were formal, dress was stiff, and sex was virtually
unmentionable in polite company. In short, the age of reason was
an age w h e n reasonable people were expected to elevate their
minds and to leave the discussion of their bodies to those skilled
in the biological sciences. It was an age that gave humanity both
the theory of evolution and the stork w h o delivered babies ex
nihilo.4
Historically, therefore, Reform came into being at a time of
philosophical idealism, in an age when reason was triumphant
and the formalities of behavior and prudery were in full flower. It
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remained for an atheistic—or at least "ignostic" (someone wh o
does not know the meaning of the word "God")—Viennese Jew,
Sigmund Freud, to rescue the h u m a n body from the grip of
reason—which is precisely what Freud did with his discovery of
the unconscious and its roots in h u m a n biological drives. But
Reform has had surprisingly little to do, intellectually speaking,
with psychoanalysis. This has been true for a number of reasons.
First, in The Future of an Illusion, Freud maintained that the
idea of a liberal religion was impossible.5 Religion, he argued,
could not cater to the primitive emotional needs of the believer
and at the same time rationally debunk the myths and rituals
that answered to those needs. Reform Judaism based m a n y of its
claims to Jewish authenticity on its ability to study Judaism sci
entifically; it lay emphasis on what it construed as "the social
outlook" of the Hebrew prophets and de-emphasized the role of
customs, ceremonies, myths, and rituals.. It was, if Freud was
correct, highly vulnerable. Beyond that, the pessimism in Freud's
sociological writings about the future of the h u m a n race con
flicted with the optimism of Reform theologians. Reform preached
that a new world was upon us, a messianic era; Freud wrote that
there was no guarantee that Thanatos would or could be con
quered by Eros.
Finally, at the very heart of psychoanalytic therapy is the mat
ter of the individual's struggle to free his mind and body from the
irrational controls of both the id and the superego. Reform simply
refused to acknowledge the existence of this struggle, since
psychoanalytic thought implied that m a n was by nature not a
rational being but was at birth a lusting, pleasure-seeking ani
mal who had to be tamed through repression. This smacked too
m u c h of the Christian doctrine of original sin and spoke too con
temptuously of the creature who was little lower than the angels.
Thus, while psychoanalytic theory could have provided a means by
which Reform rediscovered the h u m a n body, it was bypassed for a
pseudo-Marxism that seemed more compatible with the Reform
view of m a n and society.
Even if the Reformers had recognized that psychoanalysis could
have helped them to a more complete understanding of m a n as a
being with both a body and a mind, however, there is a funda
mental reason w h y Reform had to prefer a more one-sided ap
proach to m a n . It is what we might call the decorum factor. Al
though at first glance this factor appears trivial, an understand
ing of how people behave in public, as described particularly in
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the writings of Philip Slater, Edward Hall, and Erving Goffman,
will demonstrate its importance.6
W h e n one examines the documents surrounding the earliest
attempts at reforming Judaism, even going as far back as Israel
Jacobson's first reformist institution, one is struck by the crucial
nature of the decorum issue. In his Prayerbook Reform in Europe,
Professor Jakob Josef Petuchowski says: "Side by side with the
publication of reformed prayerbooks, and in m a n y instances pre
ceding such publication, there arose, at the very beginning of the
nineteenth century, the literature of Synagogenordnungen. The
G e r m a n word . . . means 'Synagogue Order' and it carries the
implication both of authoritative pronouncements and of the
order and decorum which the Reformers wanted to see in the
synagogue."7
In 1810, Dr. Petuchowski tells us, the Consistory of the Israel
ites of the Kingdom of Westphalia issued a twenty-four-page edict
concerning behavior in the synagogue. A m o n g the rules were:
"The knocking on the doors and the calling out in the streets,
which is customary in several congregations as a sign of the im
pending worship service, must altogether cease. Instead, the con
gregations must follow the times of services which will be deter
mined by their rabbi without approval"; and, "Everybody should
be dressed as cleanly and as decently as possible w h e n appearing
in the synagogue. The prayer leader, in particular, must be de
cently attired."8
In 1838, in Wiirttemberg, similar rules were passed. S o m e of
them are of particular interest:
The synagogue should be entered with decorum and without noise.
H e w h o enters must immediately go to his seat and remain in it as
quietly as possible. The sexton should direct foreign Israelites to
seats. A n y walking around or standing together within the
synagogue is prohibited on pain of punishment. . . . A s being of
fensive to the decorum and to the dignity of the worship service, the
practice of the following customs is no longer permitted in the
synagogue: (a) the kissing of the curtain on entering the synagogue
during the service; (b) leaving one's seat in order to kiss the Scroll of
the L a w ; (c) the knocking during the reading of the Book of Esther
on the feast of Purim; (d) the malkoth-beating on the eve of the D a y
of Atonement; (e) the noisy beating of hosanoth on the 7th day of
Tabernacles; (f) sitting on theflooron the fast of the Ninth of A b ; (g)
removing shoes and boots in the synagogue on that day; (h) the
procession with the Torah which is still the practise in some
localities on the eve of Rejoicing in the L a w ; (i) the procession of the
children withflagsand candles on that festival; (j) the distribution
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of food and drink in the synagogue on that festival in localities
where it is still taking place.9
One could cite pages and pages of similar regulations passed by
various Reform Jewish groups in Central Europe. Basically, these
rules centered around two themes. Their intention was to fix a
time for worship and to m a k e certain the worshipper remained
quietly in his seat until the service ended. But it was not the
nineteenth-century G e r m a n Reformers alone who passed rules on
decorum. In 1964 the Committee on Guide for Synagogue De
corum of the Central Conference of American Rabbis ( C C A R )
issued a lengthy set of rules, some of which are excerpted below.
For example, funerals:
The funeral should be planned with utmost simplicity to carry out
the Jewish idea that the grave levels all distinctions and all are
equal in death. Lavish floral displays and ostentation are to be
avoided.
B a r mitzvahs:
The Bar Mitzvah, as a son of duty, attests by his participation in the
Sabbath Service that he . . . will continue as a more mature young
m a n to fulfill his obligations as a loyal Jew. . . . Its full religious
significance must in no w a y be diminished by the festivities which
surround the event.
W e are troubled that, concurrent with the raising of standards in
preparation for Bar Mitzvah, there has been a steady and alarming
deterioration in the character of the Bar Mitzvah "affair." The ex
travagant consumption, the conspicuous waste, and the crudity of
m a n y of these affairs are rapidly becoming a public Jewish scandal.
The Bar Mitzvah party is not entirely a private affair. It is as
sociated with a religious event, and as such should reflect the values
of the Jewish religion. W h e n these standards are abandoned, the
good n a m e of the Jewish community is lowered, and the value of the
Bar Mitzvah itself is called into question.
Judaism stands for the sane and dignified conduct of life. Judaism
insists upon good taste, decency, and modesty. It is the Torah that
limits freedom of choice for those w h o , in our free society, choose to
accept and be loyal to it. T h e lowering of standards as reflected in
m a n y Bar Mitzvah celebrations is in direct violation of the teaching
of the Torah. The trend toward the abandonment of aesthetic stan
dards can lead to the abandonment of ethical standards as well.
The Kiddush . . . should be kept simple, and should be held in
the temple. Activities of caterers and other functionaries should not
intrude the field of religious ceremonial. . . . In short, every aspect
of the festivities following the ceremony should be dignified and in
good taste.
W e urge our colleagues to impress their congregations with the
fact that. . . the ceremony of Bar Mitzvah should be held during a
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regularly scheduled service, at which time the Torah is read. In
vited guests are to attend the service in its entirety.
Gambling:
The C C A R deplores the use of gambling devices to raise funds for
Jewish religious and communal institutions, as being contrary to
our faith and tradition. T h e C C A R calls upon its members to
discourage such practices.
Dress in synagogue:
Since the manner of one's dress reflects the attitude toward the
place and the occasion, w e urge that all persons entering the temple
premises should be so dressed as to reflect proper respect for the
temple.
Persons coming to the temple to perform specific duties (such as
decorating a Succah, or preparing a meal in the kitchen) m a y be
allowed to dress in accordance with those duties.10
E v e n today decorum remains a central issue in Reform
Judaism. The C C A R guide raises it to the level of a religious
obligation, rare in a movement that makes so few demands of its
members. From whence stems this obsession with order, decorum,
punctuality, and unostentatious behavior? In his two books The
Silent Language and The Hidden Dimension, Edward Hall gives
us more than a clue. Although Hall does not write specifically
about Jews, he does write about the ways Americans manage
matters of time and space. H e points out that, with regard to time,
punctuality down to the minute and even the second is a byproduct of industrialized countries. Furthermore, Hall makes a
distinction between monochronic and dichronic time. In industri
alized countries it is expected of those wh o behave properly that
they will engage in only one activity at a time. Other cultures,
particularly non-Western cultures, find it perfectly acceptable for
a person to do two or more things at the same time. The Eastern
European Orthodox Jewish service provides a good example of the
dichronic use of time. In an Orthodox shul, once a minyan is
formed and the service is underway, it is perfectly proper to en
gage in other activities such as a discussion of the day's news.
Furthermore, unless one is regularly a part of the original min
yan, it is not considered impolite to come late. This use of time is
alien to Western standards of proper conduct. Thus, from the
point of view of a religious movement that is seeking to become
westernized, the traditional Jewish use of dichronic time is offen
sive.
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In The Hidden Dimension, which is about the use of space in
various cultures, Hall again illumines the reason w h y decorum
became so important to Reform. In the Moslem East and in East
ern European countries such as Poland, the attitude toward how
space should be used in public has differed radically from that of
such Western lands as Germany, England, and America. In the
East, public space is thoroughly public. A n Arab who finds the
theater filled thinks nothing of leaning over the occupant of a seat
until the occupant becomes so uncomfortable that he gets up. In
the marketplace, a Pole would simply not understand, m u c h less
respect, the first-come-first-served rule. H e would push his w a y
ahead of as m a n y people as he could. Furthermore, in public there
is no restriction on how close a person should get to another per
son. Touching is not considered a breach of good conduct. Jews
used to this Eastern allocation of public space clash radically with
Westerners w h o carefully maintain a distance between them
selves and the next person. Hence Jews new to Western culture
will inevitably appear pushy and rude. In addition, since in the
East one is permitted in public to carry on a conversation audible
to everyone else within a given area, it is likely that a Jewish
newcomer to Western culture would sound overly loud. H e simply
lacks the Westerner's orientation toward privacy in public. Thus,
Jews—most of w h o m even in the West are of Eastern origin—are
often considered loud. Through Hall, then, w e come to understand
three attributes that "boorish" Jews are said to possess: notori
ously imprecise "Jewish" time, "Jewish" pushiness, and "Jewish"
loudness.
In all the regulations concerning order and decorum from 1810
until the present, w e see attempts to get Jews to observe Western
rules of time and space—not just the rules of the Western world
in general, however, but the rules of the Western upper-middle
classes. From the vantage point of time and space management,
the Eastern European Jew had a difficult road to travel before he
came to resemble those native members of the upper-middle
classes. Could there be two institutions more antithetical in their
management of time and space than the upper-class Protestant
church of Germany and America and the shul of the Eastern
European Orthodox Jew? To the extent that it can be argued that
religious institutions attempt to embody the most cherished val
ues of a society, it must be admitted that the upper-class Protes
tant church has more in c o m m o n with a theater than with a shul,
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and that a shul has more in c o m m o n with an informal cocktail
party than with a Protestant church. W h e n a theater event is
scheduled, it begins at a precise time, and the members of the
audience are seated far enough away from one another so that no
one need touch another. Unless one is seated on an aisle, it is
usually difficult and embarrassing to have to leave for even the
most urgent of reasons. Furthermore, once the performance be
gins, it is supposed to occupy the full attention of the audience;
and unless there is a particularly extraordinary performance, the
audience is expected to participate only by applauding and only at
scheduled times. W h e n the performance is completed, the audi
ence is expected to leave the premises within a reasonably short
length of time. One need hardly mention that what Goffman calls
"creature releases" such as belching, breaking wind, or even loud
yawning are totally inappropriate and must be confined to rooms
designated for such needs. In short, both the Protestant church
service and the theater are examples of what Goffman calls a
tight situation: "Here each person present m a y be obliged to show
constant orientation to the gathering as a whole and constant
devotion to the spirit of the occasion as expressed through all the
avenues suggested."11
For a variety of reasons, an Eastern European Orthodox shul
provides the setting for a loose gathering, rather like that of an
informal cocktail party. Both at a cocktail party and in a shul, one
need not be too precise in observing the stipulated starting time.
One is not late even if he arrived twenty-five minutes or more
past the announced beginning. Furthermore, at a cocktail party,
although there is a host and usually a stated purpose for the event
such as greeting out-of-town guests, there is no reason to focus all
of one's attention on the host or the purpose for the gathering.
Instead, after initial formalities are concluded, one is free to stand
or sit, to move around, to engage whomever one chooses in con
versation, and to talk above a whisper even to the point where
one's conversation can be overheard by others not in that conver
sation. O n e is also freer to meet his creature needs, either
through an easy exit to the bathroom, or through the use of some
sort of shielding, like a hand to cover a y a w n or a handkerchief to
cover a sneeze. On e need not be embarrassed by these shielded
creature releases as one would be during a church service or a
theatrical performance. In m a n y ways the shul, with its loose
seating arrangements, its tolerance of dichronic time, and its lack
of concern for exits and shielded creature releases, truly resem
bles the cocktail party.
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But there is still another way in which the shul and the cocktail
party are similar. Both usually involve a segregation of the sexes
along with off-stage areas where the mixing of the sexes is per
mitted to take place. Orthodox Judaism does not allow m e n and
w o m e n to sit together during worship. In the old Eastern
European—or, for that matter, in any Orthodox—shul, w o m e n
usually sit behind a curtained balcony where they are as free as
the m e n to engage in conversation while the service goes on. It is
interesting to speculate on w h y Judaism chose to segregate the
sexes during religious services. In traditional Jewish society at
large, w o m e n were expected to avoid the company of m e n and vice
versa. With some of the insights given us by anthropologists, w e
m a y offer an explanation for this phenomenon. In most societies,
though perhaps less in those of northwestern Europe, the
mingling of the sexes was viewed as highly provocative. It was
thought that the outcome of any unchaperoned meeting between
a m a n and a w o m a n would surely be a sexual encounter between
the two. Hence, out of respect for the sex drive, Mediterranean
and Oriental societies provided external controls over the meet
ing of boys and girls and m e n and w o m e n . The strict segregation
of the sexes in Judaism undoubtedly is part of this system of
external controls. In Western society each individual is expected
to have an internalized control over the sex drive. The sexes are
expected to mingle quite freely, but they are not expected to en
gage each other in sexual activity. By and large, even in the West,
mingling of the sexes was to take place under highly formalized
and highly ritualized circumstances. To use Goffman's term, the
mingling was to take place in a tight gathering. But there are
gatherings, such as cocktail parties, that are loose. In these
gatherings it is c o m m o n to find that the m e n group together and
that the w o m e n form circles of their own. If a m a n and a w o m a n
choose to be together, it is generally at the periphery of the
gathering, just as m e n and w o m e n in an Orthodox shul mingle
outside the space allotted for worship. W h a t one finds, then, is
that in Orthodoxy there is a looseness of gatherings that involves,
in the case of the liturgy, no attempt to avoid the issue of the
h u m a n body, but that does involve the segregation of the sexes. In
the Protestant and Protestantized religions of Western culture,
one encounters tight gatherings, a paucity of references to the
h u m a n body, and a more or less free mingling of the sexes. With
these facts in mind, we are led to a better understanding of Re
form's apparent denial of the h u m a n body and its lifelong obses
sion with order and decorum.
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Since its inception Reform Judaism, as a westernized and wes
ternizing movement, has been faced with the task of trying to get
Jews w h o have been socialized into one set of public behavior
norms to abandon them in favor of a set of nearly opposite norms.
Not only this, but the Reformers have had to attempt this task
through the modification of an institution that traditionally e m 
bodied all the old norms: the synagogue, that is to say, has had to
be modified into a temple.12
If the synagogue is viewed as an agency of socialization, a bet
ter perspective on the issues under discussion is possible here.
Inevitably the unorthodox or post-Orthodox—first the Reform
and then the Conservative—synagogue appears as the agency
through which millions of Jews have passed on their journey from
the shtetlach of Eastern Europe (or, a few decades earlier, the
shtetl-like Doerfer of southern Germany) into the upper-middle
classes of Western society. Its rules of decorum, its emphasis on
solemnity and dignity in worship, its urging that ostentation be
avoided and that excesses of any type be shunned, its postOrthodox rabbi w h o speaks the language of Western culture—all
are indicative of the socializing role that the post-Orthodox
synagogue has played since its Reformist beginnings. It is dif
ficult to imagine Tevya singing "If I Were a Rich M a n " in a
Reform context. Would a Jew schooled in a Reform synagogue do
as Zero Mostel does in the Mel Brooks movie The Producers:
would he shout out the window to a m a n in a Cadillac convertible
with his arms around a blonde, "If you got it, flaunt it!"? The
mention of money (filthy lucre) or any other "dirty" subject has no
place in a bastion of upper-middle-class sacred values.
N o w , however, Jews find themselves living in a time when the
synagogue is no longer needed as a socializer into Western soci
ety, when that society as a whole has come to a more realistic
view of the needs of the h u m a n body, when informality has be
come a respectable mode of behavior, and when m e n and w o m e n
have come to see religion as a vehicle for personal expression and
celebration. The traditional Reform approach to religion m a y now
be in serious trouble. There has been within the style of tradi
tional (pre-Reform) Judaism the potential to embrace the
religion-seeking h u m a n being. Judaism has been a viable coun
terculture. H a s this potential been lost? One hopes not.
A n d maybe these hopes are not in vain. It is worthwhile noting
that one of the religious rituals seemingly most popular today
with Reform Jewish youth is Havdalah. Havdalah was intended
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as a traditional ceremony to mark the end of the Shabbat and the
beginning of the secular week, but it seems meaningful even to
those wh o have not observed the Sabbath, at least not in the
traditional manner. The reason for the popularity of the cere
m o n y is clear. So is the fact that it is among the youth that it is
celebrated. The Havdalah ceremony, with its wine, its braided
candles, its spice box, its (admittedly modernist) practice of the
clasping of one's fellow-celebrant, male or female, during the
singing of songs, involves nearly every h u m a n sense. It offers
visual, olfactory, tactile, and gustatory stimulation and stands in
stark contrast to the normal, traditional Reform ritual, which is
void of any sensual stimulation.
Those concerned with revitalizing the liturgical appeal of the
liberal synagogue have in fact reflected on the popularity of the
Havdalah ceremony. 14 They are today more open to the circum
stance that, as a religious movement, Reform has an obligation to
take every aspect of h u m a n life into account.
Perhaps it is truer today than ever before: a religion that lacks
a body is one that lacks soul—and soon will lack souls.

chapter two

To Solemnize or Not to Solemnize?

The problem of soul is not uncomplicated for those Jews living in
the open or pluralist societies of the West—particularly in North
America, but in such countries as Israel, too—who have moved
well beyond the ambit of Orthodox tradition. Nowhere does the
problem find a more troublesome form or a more controversial
expression than in the area of marriages between Jews and nonJews. The more segregated societies of the Old World, whether w e
are speaking psychologically or geographically, still find this
problem more or less inapplicable to their o w n situation—which
only infuriates them the more when they see it unfold within
unorthodox Judaism or enacted by unorthodox Jews.
O n 1 August 1969 a letter was mailed to eighty-nine members
of the C C A R , the organization of the Reform rabbinate in North
America.
Dear Colleague:
I a m sending you herewith the promised list of those members of
the C C A R who will officiate at a marriage between a Jew and a
non-Jew without requiring the non-Jew to convert.
The results of m y inquiry as of this date are: 89 rabbis asked that
their names be included on the list. Seven stated that they follow
this practice but they did not want their names to be on the list.
Fourteen who I a m quite certain routinely follow this procedure did
not respond. Undoubtedly there are others about w h o m I have no
personal knowledge who also fall within the last-named category.
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Therefore one m a y say with assurance that well over 100 members
of the C C A R are officiating at interfaith marriages without requir
ing conversion.
I trust that you will find this list useful. But just keeping it to
ourselves limits greatly both its usefulness and its influence. There
are very important reasons which should be quite obvious to all of
us for making this list available to anyone w h o wants it. I have
already received eighteen requests for the list from Reform rabbis
wh o themselves do not officiate routinely at intermarriages. S o m e
of the statements m a d e by these rabbis in their letters of request
are very revealing:
"This is m y present philosophy, but I a m not certain that it will
be m y philosophy in the future. I have total respect for m y col
leagues w h o do perform such marriages and for the philosophy
which impels them to do so"; "It's not a matter of shipping the
couple off to someone else to 'do the dirty work.' Physicians w h o are
unable, for one reason or another, to be helpful to a patient refer
him to other physicians. I do the same thing for mixed marriages
and any other kind of rabbinic counselling which I feel someone else
is in a better position to handle"; "While I do not routinely officiate
at a marriage between a J e w and a non-Jew, I have on occasion
done so and certainly have no qualms about recommending other
colleagues w h o are so inclined"; "Although I do not routinely of
ficiate at such marriages, I have the highest respect for liberal
rabbis w h o maintain this position"; "I feel that the m e n w h o
routinely officiate at intermarriages do so with as m u c h integrity
and Jewish understanding as those of us w h o do not"; "Entering
into a debate on the philosophy of'Rabbis w h o do and those w h o do
not' or of ' Y o u do what I don't do' is, in m y opinion, not relevant
here."
It is clear that the unrestricted availability of this list will help to
combat the defection of m a n y of our people w h o are being lost to
Judaism because of the spiritual insensibility of so m a n y of our
colleagues.
Therefore I n o w ask you to give m e permission to include your
n a m e on a second list of rabbis w h o officiate at intermarriages with
the clear understanding that this second list may be given by anyone
who has it to anyone else who needs it. If you are willing, please fill
out the enclosed statement and return it to m e before September
first. If I do not hear from you by September first, I shall assume
that you do not intend to reply.
Cordially yours,
(Rabbi) David M a x Eichhorn
P.S. If you k n o w of any Reform colleague whose n a m e is not on the
list and you think should be, please ask him to write to m e before
September first and, if he gives m e permission, I shall, of course,
gladly add his n a m e to the list.
W h a t are the potential implications of Rabbi Eichhorn's letter?
Rabbis w h o would perform m i x e d marriages (marriages in which
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the non-Jewish partner has not converted to Judaism) have been
k n o w n to the profession for years. Even though m a n y ostensibly
more stringent colleagues referred mixed couples to them, these
rabbis constituted more or less of an underground. Some of them
had been performing such marriages for decades, while others
had more recently been won over to the justness of their position;
almost all of them claimed a justifying ideological position rang
ing from the universalism of classical Reform to some sociological
argument for Jewish survival.1 Nevertheless, despite the fact
that almost every other rabbi k n e w of their existence, knowledge
of w h o these m e n were long remained in-group, clandestine in
formation. Since in some areas of the country the attitude of the
Reform rabbinate was hostile toward the performance of such
marriages,2 one hesitated to give out the n a m e of a colleague wh o
did perform them, lest he be embarrassed and forced to deny that
he did them, or lest he be swamped by requests for his services. It
was assumed that even those rabbis w h o were known to officate
at mixed marriages did so reluctantly, had certain objective
criteria, and did not solicit such performances.
If w e were dealing not with the Reform but with the Orthodox
rabbinate, the situation would be equivalent to that of a group of
American doctors w h o publicly favored abortion. Abortion, except
under highly specified circumstances, was long illegal in every
part of the United States. A n M . D . wh o performed an abortion in
violation of the legal specifications was subject to the loss of his
license by the state. Similarly, mixed marriages are halachically
invalid and illegal; therefore an Orthodox rabbi wh o performs one
is subject to halachic sanctions that m a y include the loss of his
right to perform other marriages through his being placed in
herem. Even for Orthodox rabbis in the United States, however,
the problem is complicated by the fact that there are two sets of
laws operating—the Jewish and the civil.
In the case of the Reform rabbinate, the issue has been m u c h
more complex. B y performing a mixed marriage, the Reform
rabbi, bound by halacha only to the degree that he wishes to be
bound, could claim, in theory at least, to violate neither Jewish
law as Reform Judaism saw it nor civil law (for there is nothing
illegal about a mixed marriage). It is as valid in a civil divorce
court as a halachically sanctioned marriage. Thus Reform rabbis
w h o perform mixed marriages m a y violate only the mores or
folkways of American Jews. The very fact that it is now believed
that mixed marriages violate folkways rather than customs or
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laws is in itself pertinent to our discussion and deserves further
examination.
As Rabbi Eichhorn's letter indicates, even amon g Reform rabbis
(according to the C C A R there are more than one thousand), those
wh o performed mixed marriages in the late 1960s were a small,
though growing, minority. And , as his letter also suggested and
the C C A R later mad e quite explicit at its 1973 Atlanta meeting,
Reform rabbis were and still are unhappy with those of their
colleagues who perform them. Nevertheless, it is quite evident
that there is considerable doubt even amon g those wh o refuse to
perform them. This doubt is manifest, for instance, among certain
members of the faculty of Reform Judaism's rabbinical seminary,
the Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion, and even
a m o n g the student body, far from resolute in their opposition to
mixed marriages. It seems safe to predict that, given the current
trends in the Jewish community, the number of Reform rabbis
willing to perform mixed marriages will increase, the Atlanta
resolutions notwithstanding.3
In order to understand this, it is important to survey briefly the
opinions of most American Jews about the role that the Reform
rabbinate has played in American Jewish life in the last century
or so. From the 1860s until the large wave of Eastern European
immigrants took root in America—i.e., set up their ow n religious
institutions in this country—the Reform rabbi was the chief reli
gious spokesman of American Jews. Religious leaders of these
American Jews, wh o mostly hailed from Central Europe and were
anxious to adjust to their ne w domicile, were exemplified by m e n
like Isaac Mayer Wise, best described as a halachic pragmatist.
Wise very carefully weighed the consequences of each breach of
halacha and cautioned some of his more theoretically minded
Reform colleagues against going to extremes that they felt were
philosophically justified.4
After the turn of the century, Reform Jews no longer comprised
the majority of American Jews; in a period of about thirty years
they had become instead the minority. Reform Jewish institu
tions and their leaders, which formerly had appeared both very
American and very Jewish, were no w viewed from an Eastern
European perspective and seemed somehow "non-Jewish" and of
little religious significance.5
Nevertheless, Reform rabbis, though perhaps no longer reli
gious leaders in the halachic sense, were still leaders in areas
outside of religious practice. Such m e n as Stephen S. Wise and
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Abba Hillel Silver attained leadership because they addressed
themselves to the American public at large. They presented an
image that could be admired by non^Jews and emulated by Jews
in the secular world. Reform temples could promise status if not
salvation. During this period, from about 1910 to 1945, the reli
gious role of the Reform rabbinate in the life of most American
Jews was minimal. 6
After World W a r II, however, the situation began to change
once again. Multitudes of Jews flocked to Reform temples, often
joining them simply because they were there. For the most part,
these people had no roots in traditional Judaism but were in the
habit of calling in rabbis and other Jewish clerics and officiants
(cantors, mohels, caterers) at life-cycle events. This influx into
Reform temples of Jews of Eastern European origin returned the
Reform rabbinate to the legitimate religious realm as far as
non-Reform Jews were concerned. Reform rabbis now officiated at
bar mitzvahs (formerly ignored in American Reform) that nonReform relatives attended; they solemnized weddings between
Reform and non-Reform Jews, again in the presence of nonReform families, not seldom in conjunction with a more tradi
tional rabbi. Similarly, at funerals, circumcisions, and other lifecycle events, the Reform rabbi was considered a Jewish religious
functionary. But although he was no longer thought to be outside
the Jewish clerical fold, he was still regarded, quite correctly, as
different from other rabbis. Often he wore no head covering in
temple or was seen in nonkosher restaurants or riding on the
Shabbat. Sometimes his wife was seen buying nonkosher meat in
the supermarket. In short, others viewed him as a Jew like them
selves, except that he was presumably knowledgeable in the area
of Judaism and could officiate at religious functions. Perhaps w e
should qualify the phrase "a Jew like themselves." In the major
ity of instances, in public at least, the Reform rabbi was less
inclined to flagrantly violate religious norms than the average
American Jew. H e was less likely to go shopping on the Shabbat
or to eat pork in public. A n d he was far more likely to go to temple
than most American Jews. After World W a r II the Reform rabbi
once again became a religious leader for non-Reform Jews—but a
religious leader w h o represented the outer limit, the boundary,
beyond which one could not go and still be considered able to meet
Jewish religious needs in the general Jewish community. His bar
mitzvahs were somehow not quite authentic. His briths were
Jewish but not quite as Jewish as those performed by a mohel. His
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conversions, though valid, were considered somehow less valid
than halachic conversions.7
O n the issue of mixed marriages, one question still plagues us:
Are Reform rabbis w h o agree to perform mixed marriages still
within the boundary line of American religious Jewishness, or
have they in fact moved that boundary line further than Ameri
can Jews would themselves have moved it?
It seems that in the past few years the number of people who
have married non-Jews has increased considerably. Anyone con
nected with a college community soon comes to realize that this
type of marriage is no longer unusual.8 A rabbi in a large midwestern city, who will not officiate at mixed marriages and w h o
has a traditional, informed congregation, once confided to m e that
within a single year, amon g the children of his congregants, just
as m a n y of them intermarried (either with or without conversion
of the non-Jew to Judaism) as married within their faith. Assis
tant and associate rabbis in the large urban temples that serve
American Jews and whose job it is to minister to the youth report
that most of the marriages they perform (after conversion) are
intermarriages. If they were willing to perform mixed marriages,
they could officiate at several each week.
Therefore, it is quite obvious that intermarriage is a social
reality among American Jews. N o doubt most American Jews
would prefer to see their children marry Jews, but after the fact
they are ready to adjust to a mixed marriage. As the phenomenon
grows and as more and more families experience it, especially
some of the "model Jews" in a community, the stigma is lessened.
It is still regarded as a burden to bear, but the burden appears to
be lightened if the marriage is sanctified by a rabbi. It must be
remembered that the bulk of American Jews regard Reform rab
bis as legitimate officiants at life-cycle events, but beyond that
they see them as having a function that Orthodox and Conserva
tive rabbis cannot and need not have as long as there are Reform
rabbis—namely, the sanctifying of life-cycle events that are
halachically invalid but that the community feels, albeit reluc
tantly, that it must approve. If w e are prepared to look at the
American Jewish community as an organic whole, which we must
do in order to understand it sociologically, it becomes apparent
that the Reform rabbinate, in addition to serving as the legiti
mate religious authority for Reform Jews, serves the larger
Jewish community by sanctifying nonhalachic but communally
sanctioned behavior.
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These two factors—the tremendous increase in mixed mar
riages and this view held by most American Jews of one function
of the Reform rabbinate—tend to m a k e Reform rabbis more
aware of the acuteness of the problem. Reform rabbis simply see
more couples who are going to intermarry because of the function
they are thought to serve. They are also under extreme pressure
to perform these marriages. Most parents, unlike in earlier days,
beg the rabbi to perform marriages that they realistically see as
inevitable; often enough they even threaten that the marriage
will take place in a church if the rabbi refuses to solemnize it.
The apparent solution to the problem of mixed marriage would
be the conversion of the non-Jewish partner. The rabbi then
would not have to perform a mixed marriage. However, w e live in
an age when everyone is encouraged to "do his own thing," so that
there has been great reluctance on the part of the Jewish partner
to persuade the non-Jewish fiance(e) to give up part of his (or her)
identity. Furthermore, and this is a truth w e must face up to,
Jews have never really thought m u c h of conversion. Jews have
tended to regard it as merely an attempt to appear Jewish or as a
w a y of getting a rabbi to marry a couple. Conversion, like mixed
marriage, has been viewed mainly as the province of the Reform
rabbinate, Jewishly valid, but a slightly less than authentic
phenomenon. 9 These, it should be stressed, are the subjective at
titudes of the American Jewish community. There is little doubt
in m y mind that conversion can be real and meaningful to the
convert. Rabbi Edwin Friedman, of Washington, D . C . , has told
m e that in over five hundred mixed couples he had seen, the
non-Jewish partner, whether he planned to convert or not, saw
acceptance into the Jewish family and community structure as a
fundamental reason for marrying a Jew. Rabbi Albert Lewis, who
undertook an intensive study of converts and their spouses in
Dayton and Cincinnati, Ohio, found that the converts unequivo
cally regarded themselves as Jews, though their mates were sel
dom convinced that conversion could m a k e non-Jews into "real"
Jews. W h a t the Jewish spouse did indicate was that the conver
sion of the non-Jewish partner m a d e the couple feel more wel
come in Jewish communal life.10
Thus, it would appear that conversion is a passage rite into
Judaism for the non-Jew who converts, but that it is taken less
seriously by Jews. That is w h y m a n y young Jews fail to perceive a
Reform rabbi's insistence on conversion as anything but hypocrit
ical. Reform rabbis are generally respected for refusing to submit
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to a double standard of Jewish observance—one for laymen and
one for rabbis. Young people are therefore often shocked to
discover that Reform rabbis demand conversion, something that
they themselves see Jewish laymen taking quite lightly. Hence,
the Reform rabbi's dilemma grows. H e does not regard himself as
being less Jewish or less of a rabbi than his non-Reform col
leagues, nor does he see himself (even if he is seen thus by the
majority of American Jews) as the border line between Judaism
and secularism. W h e n he does decide to perform mixed m a r 
riages, it is in most instances after m u c h soul-searching. H e tends
to see his performance of mixed marriages, although halachically
invalid, as consonant with a higher law: the will of the Jewish
people to live, or the universal teachings of prophetic Judaism.
Reform rabbis who contemplate performing mixed marriages
must examine themselves in the context of the entire Jewish
community. Although it m a y be painful for them to accept the
notion that they are regarded as the sociological boundary line of
the Jewish group, and although they rightly feel that there are
laws more pertinent than those proposed by either sociological
theorists or halachists, reality demands that Reform rabbis see
that their actions in the realm of mixed marriage do have farreaching consequences. B y agreeing to perform mixed marriages,
by taking the matter from its Marrano-like state out into the
open, rabbis who publicize their names—as in the newly founded
Association for a Progressive Reform Judaism (APRJ) 11 —are
going beyond mere honesty and dissent against the C C A R ' s
anti-mixed marriage resolutions. They are openly declaring that
their Jewish boundary line has been extended once again—this
time to include Christians.
There are several possible consequences of this extension. If it
represents the genuine will of the American Jewish community,
which it very well m a y , the Reform rabbinate will be no weaker
for extending the boundaries of religious sanction. In fact, its
prestige m a y be enhanced for honestly yielding to the will of the
Jewish people. If sanctioning mixed marriages is not the will of
the Jewish people, however, then the entire official Reform rab
binate, which includes members w h o do sanction mixed m a r 
riages, m a y find that in the eyes of the Jewish community it too
has crossed the boundary and has lost its religious validity.12
It m a y be possible here to place in a sociological perspective the
stance of those Reform rabbis wh o have publicly declared their
willingness to perform mixed marriages. First, there is a vast
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difference in the social effect of their acts between keeping
sanctification of mixed marriages an underground, or backstage,
affair and bringing it onstage. Declaring publicly their willing
ness to perform mixed marriages implies that a larger audience is
now welcome to witness the performance. There m a y be applause,
but there are equally likely to be—indeed have been—cries of
outrage, and to neither the fans nor the critics is the rabbi able to
say "it is m y own private concern," for by making a public state
ment he has declared that this is not the case.
Furthermore, the fact that this willingness to solemnize mixed
marriages might involve a tenth or more of the entire Reform
rabbinate removes the matter from the realm of private to that of
social dissent. W h e n perhaps one hundred of one's colleagues take
a group stand well outside of the traditional norms of Jewish
community life, the consequences for the Reform rabbinate are
bound to be far more widespread than if one hundred rabbis se
cretly perform such rites. Perhaps most far-reaching is the effect
of this move on other Reform colleagues. Strengthened by the
knowledge that they can turn to a national organization, the ne w
A P R J , w h e n under attack by their more conventional colleagues,
they can m a k e the decision that laymen have long been pressing
them into but that they have heretofore resisted.
Contemporary Jewish history and sociology m a y guide the
C C A R in dealing with this crisis. W h e n over two hundred of its
members declared themselves hostile to the idea of a Jewish
state, the C C A R allowed these m e n to remain in good standing in
the conference. History accomplished what the majority in the
conference failed to do. 13 It gave most of these American Council
for Judaism rabbis a choice between joining the Jews and not
having a congregation. There are probably more Reform rabbis
today wh o are hesitant to criticize Israel in public than to sanc
tion mixed marriage.
W h e n a few years ago one of the C C A R ' s members publicly
declared that, though he was a rabbi, he no longer planned to
have his congregants mention God in religious services, the con
ference chose to ignore him. The result of this action has been
favorable, as the congregants drew closer to traditional Jewish
theology than they would have if their rabbi had been mad e a
martyr. Silence has proven an effective weapon in the C C A R
arsenal.14
Of course, one familiar with the C C A R wonders whether this
inactivity is part of a deliberate strategy or if it is the result of
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paralysis. There is no w a y of estimating how m a n y Jews were lost
to the Reform movement because of its willingness to tolerate
American Council for Judaism rabbis in its ranks. There is also
no telling how far the religious authority of all Reform rabbis in
the entire Jewish community is undermined by the extreme tol
erance of the Reform rabbinic body.
It is difficult to determine whether sociology is with or against
a rabbinate that defies laws and mores followed by a people for
thousands of years. Abraha m himself violated the mores of his
father's people. Jacob, too, broke the laws of his day. W h a t is clear
is that a failure on the part of the C C A R to condemn those of its
members who publicly declare that they will ignore the Atlanta
resolutions and perform mixed marriages will most likely widen
the gap between halachic and nonhalachic rabbis in this country.
However, it can also be argued that, while the more traditional
members of the rabbinate m a y publicly disapprove of this breach
of halacha or mores, m a n y of them m a y be secretly relieved. N o
one is certain whether mixed marriages spell doom for Jewish
survival. Nearly everyone is convinced that couples refused
Jewish religious sanction will marry anyway. Rabbis faced with
anxious brides- and grooms-to-be and frightened and nervous
parents m a y be comforted in their ability to refer these people to
the A P R J and its sympathizers.

chapter three

111 Wind or High Tide?

Even Rabbi Eichhorn, the A P R J , and others of like mind will not
deny that mixed marriage is alleged—justifiably or not—to be
one of the gravest problems facing American Jewry as a c o m m u 
nity. The fact that one is well advised to use the term "alleged"
constitutes part of the problem: there are, to be sure, widespread
and well-articulated fears on the part of a sizable number of
American Jews and what might be called outright panic on the
part of Jewish institutions (e.g., the rabbinate, the synagogue,
and Jewish federations throughout the land); simultaneously,
however, as w e have already suggested, there is a growing accep
tance of mixed marriage on the part of the Jewish masses. In fact,
this greater willingness to accept mixed marriage as normal and
not as something deviant tends to elicit strong expressions of
concern and dismay from individuals and agencies charged with
the maintenance of Jewish institutions.
The resolution that the C C A R adopted by a substantial major
ity at Atlanta in June 1973 reflects a m u c h more severe view of,
and a m u c h more outspoken stand against, rabbis who officiate at
mixed marriages than did the C C A R ' s previous resolution.
The Central Conference of American Rabbis, recalling its stand
in 1909 "that mixed marriage is contrary to the Jewish tradition
and should be discouraged," now declares its opposition to participa
tion by its members in any ceremony which solemnizes a mixed
marriage.
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Recognizing that historically the C C A R encompasses members
holding divergent interpretations of Jewish tradition, the Confer
ence calls upon these members who dissent from this declaration:
1. to refrain from officiating at a mixed marriage unless the
couple agrees to undertake, prior to marriage, a course of
study of Judaism equivalent to that required for conversion;
2. to refrain from officiating at a mixed marriage for a member of
a congregation served by a Conference member unless there
has been prior consultation with that Rabbi;
3. to refrain from co-officiating or sharing with non-Jewish
clergy in the solemnization of a mixed marriage;
4. to refrain from officiating at a mixed marriage on Shabbat or
Y o m Tov.
In order to keep open every channel to Judaism and K'lal Yisrael
for those who have already entered into mixed marriage, the C C A R
calls upon its members:
1. to assist fully in educating children of such mixed marriage as
Jews;
2. to provide the opportunity for conversion of the non-Jewish
spouse, and
3. to encourage a creative and consistent cultivation of involve
ment in the Jewish community and the synagogue.1
A decade ago, on the other hand, the other major branch of
unorthodox Judaism, the Conservative movement, which had
never been known for its willingness to accept mixed marriages,
received the following majority opinion from the highly presti
gious Committee on Jewish L a w and Standards of the Rabbinical
Assembly, the Conservative rabbinical organization:
A . The Jewish party to the marriage (to a non-Jew) m a y be ac
cepted to membership in the congregation provided there is a
definite agreement that the children of this marriage shall be
raised as Jews and shall be converted to Judaism (provided the
mother is not Jewish). . . .
D . One who intermarries after he has been admitted to member
ship shall not be deprived of his membership. . . . If he refuses
to give his children a Jewish education and refuses to have them
converted, he shall forfeit his membership. 2
Other items in the report stated that the non-Jewish spouse
would not be permitted membership on synagogue boards or aux
iliaries, burial in Jewish cemeteries, or honors in the worship
service. T h e Conservative recommendation of 1964 in no w a y , of
course, sanctioned intermarriage without conversion, but (as the
minority opinion of the committee pointed out) it did give tacit
recognition to w h a t w a s already in the mid-1960s becoming a
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reality of Jewish life in America, namely, the increasing number
of mixed marriages. It also implied that marrying a non-Jew did
not necessarily m e a n that the Jewish partner was a person w h o
denied his or her Jewishness or sought no further links with
institutional (in this case, synagogal) Judaism. 3
So w e see that, while there has been some movement toward
traditionalism on the part of the Reform rabbinate, there has also
been some movement toward liberalism on the part of a more
traditionalist segment of the American rabbinate. Both position
shifts stem from a number of factors (e.g., the relationship of the
Reform rabbinate to its more traditionalist counterpart, the laws
governing religion in the State of Israel, and the Conservative
desire to "save the children" and perhaps retain important m e m 
bers involved in mixed marriages); at the same time they
explicitly reflect a need to take into account the reality of the
increasing rate of mixed marriages.
This book is not meant to deal historically with the subject of
mixed marriage or to argue the pros and cons of the subject,
though I do intend to examine some of the fears as well as some of
the promises that an increased rate of mixed marriage evokes. At
this juncture I want to explore and attempt to interpret some
rather startling data recently gathered by the National Jewish
Population Study (NJPS), sponsored by the Council of Jewish
Federations and Welfare Funds. The project was under the direc
tion of Fred Massarik, one of American Jewry's outstanding
survey-research sociologists. Dr. Massarik was aided in surveyresearching the American Jewish community by an equally dis
tinguished staff of experts.4
Before I present a s u m m a r y of the study's findings, a
methodological caveat would seem to be in order. The preface to
the study states that the N J P S was based on a sample specifically
chosen to be representative of the total United States Jewish
population. The sample included communities of all sizes and in
all parts of the country; random samplings included Jews not on
any organizational lists as well as those w h o were. Unfortu
nately, the report nowhere supplied a definition of w h o is a Jew,
nor did it specify the actual population size surveyed. Moreover, it
offered no comprehensive account of the sampling techniques it
employed. Even so, because of the outstanding reputations of the
members of the project as well as their conceptualization of the
term "basic mixed marriage," one should for the momen t overlook
their omissions and attempt to interpret their findings.5
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I propose first to quote the report and then to explain ho w its
concept of the "basic mixed marriage" differs from other formulas.
The report states: " W e define 'basic' as a marriage in which one or
the other partner describes himself/herself (or is described) as
having identified with a non-Jewish cultural viewpoint at the
time that he/she met his/her future spouse." The authors then go on
to say: "the crucial point considered precedes the act of marriage
itself; it focuses on each partner's 'original' state of belief (or unbe
lief), whatever it m a y have been before being influenced by the
relationship leading to marriage."6 They call this form of inter
marriage basic because "it includes the most elemental, general
circumstance preexisting to courtship and marriage."7 Their for
mulation is important because it broadens the sociological terri
tory that should be considered in evaluating and possibly predict
ing the impact on individuals not born or raised as Jews marrying
those born or raised as Jews.
In most instances, according to the socioscientific literature as
well as the writings of religious authorities, a mixed marriage is
one in which both partners retain the religions they followed
before the marriage, whereas an intermarriage involves the con
version of one spouse to the religion of the other.8 These old defin
itions are confusing and misleading for a number of reasons. First
of all, "inter" suggests two outsiders engaged in an encounter (in
this instance, marriage). Although "inter" is generally used to
cover converts and "mixed" is used for a marriage with no conver
sion, the literal meaning of "inter" tends to confuse the subject.
Second, Jewish law and tradition regard a person w h o converts to
Judaism as a Jew. The convert is "born again," a circumstance
signified by the assignment to him of a n e w n a m e and a n e w set of
"parents"—usually A b r a h a m and Ruth. Thus, in the sense that
"inter" means an encounter with an outsider, conversion virtu
ally eliminates the "inter" dimension of an intermarriage.
These simple linguistic and religious facts concerning the
meaning of intermarriage have stood in the w a y of understanding
what is meant by intermarriage, for literally it is no different in
meaning from a mixed marriage. In short, legally and tradi
tionally there are only two kinds of marriages in Judaism, mixed
and Jewish. Since Orthodox Judaism does not consider a mar
riage to an unconverted non-Jew valid, there can be no such thing
as a mixed marriage or an intermarriage for an Orthodox Jew.
T w o people m a y mix or interact in ways that the state calls mar
riage, but this is no valid marriage in Orthodox eyes.
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The most useful N J P S definition of a basic mixed marriage is
that it throws into focus some of the wider implications of inter
marriage, lumps converts and nonconverts together, and draws
critical attention to the cultural rather than merely the personal
factors that go into the making of an intermarriage. Most vitally,
the N J P S definition recognizes that, even where conversion has
taken place, the couple's relatives usually remain their old reli
gious or irreligious selves. Thus, the child of a happy marriage
between two practicing Jews (one of them a convert) is more than
likely to have grandparents, uncles, aunts, and cousins w h o in
vite him over to see their Christmas decorations, include him in
the festivities (as they have every right to do in religiously toler
ant America), and give him a present and perhaps even a bless
ing. Likewise, the child of a happy marriage between a Christian
and a J e w converted to Christianity is not unlikely to experience
a Shabbat with his grandparents or look for the afikomen at a
seder conducted by his Jewish relatives. Thus, whether there is
conversion or not, or whether children are raised as Jews or as
non-Jews, important as these factors are in the development of
the identity of the individual, they do not suffice to account for the
impact an intermarriage has on the Jewish community and its
sense of survival, nor, from the Christian point of view, on the
survival of values that Christians have long cherished.
Here is a s u m m a r y of the N J P S findings. Let m e try to inter
pret the data as presented in the s u m m a r y and then offer a few
thoughts of m y o w n on the subject of marriages between Jews and
non-Jews.
1. Of all Jewish persons n o w married, some 9.2 percent are inter
married.
2. The proportion of Jewish persons intermarrying in the period
1966-72 is m u c h greater than corresponding proportions in
earlier periods; 31 percent of Jewish persons marrying in this
recent time span chose a non-Jewish spouse.
3. The combination of a Jewish husband and a non-Jewish wife is
about twice as prevalent as the combination of a Jewish wife
and a non-Jewish husband.
4. About one-fourth of all intermarrying non-Jewish females re
port conversion into Judaism; in contrast, few intermarrying
non-Jewish males have converted.
5. Nearly half of marriage partners who were non-Jewish prior to
marriage subsequently identify as Jewish, regardless of formal
conversion.
6. In a very large majority of cases, when the wife is Jewish
though initially the husband is not Jewish, children are raised
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as Jewish. O n the other hand, w h e n the husband is Jewish and
the wife initially not Jewish, about one-third of the children are
raised outside the Jewish religion.
A belief in the Jewish religion is widely professed, both in in
termarried and non-intermarried households, but such belief is
somewhat more prevalent among the non-intermarried. There
is continuing widespread belief in O n e God.
Regardless of marriage pattern, active participation in temples
and synagogues is the exception, not the rule. Somewhat more
intensive participation in temple or synagogue life appears for
the non-intermarried and in those households in which the wife
is Jewish and the husband is not Jewish. Relatively higher
levels of involvement in Jewish organizations appear for the
non-intermarried, but in absolute terms these levels, too, are
generally low.
A m o n g non-intermarried, four in ten indicate that they had
never dated a non-Jew.
Reported parental opposition to interdating is significantly
linked to marriage within the Jewish group; reported lack of
parental opposition to interdating is associated with intermar
riage.
Non-intermarried couples and those with a Jewish wife report
similar patterns in their early upbringing: a majority describe
their o w n childhood upbringing as "strongly Jewish." In mar
riages with a Jewish husband and a non-Jewish wife, the
childhood upbringing is rarely described as "strongly Jewish."
The chance that intermarriage will take place is greatest for
those wh o cannot clearly describe their upbringing, but also
very high for those w h o describe their o w n upbringing as mar
ginally Jewish. Positive Jewish identity in childhood is as
sociated with marriage within the Jewish group.9

There are some n e w and unsettling data in this report. First,
given the fact that Jews m a k e up only 2.5 percent of the total
United States population, an intermarriage rate of 9.2 percent is
really quite small; for if Jews and non-Jews married without
ethnic or religious considerations as a factor—that is, at random
according to their representation in the United States population
alone—intermarriage would constitute about 97.5 percent of
marriages involving Jews. Obviously there are religious and
ethnic barriers to mixed or intermarriage, but these barriers ap
pear to be disintegrating in a society that claims and, to a large
extent, takes seriously the values of tolerance, equality, and freed o m of individual choice. It stands to reason, then, as the statis
tics point out, that to the extent that these values are translated
into acceptable behavior, the intermarriage rate will increase,
not only between Jews and non-Jews, but also between Protes
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tants and Catholics and blacks and whites. Indeed, this is cer
tainly true for Jews and non-Jews, since statistics show that the
longer Jews live in America, the greater their rate of intermar
riage.10
The NJPS's findings concerning the increase in percentage of
intermarriage are perhaps the most disturbing to the Jewish
community: between 1955 and 1965 there was a 300 percent in
crease in the Jewish intermarriage rate; the years 1966-72 saw a
rise in the intermarriage rate of about 75 percent over the 1965
statistics. Altogether, then, there has been an increase in inter
marriage among Jews of about 500 percent in sixteen years.11
Small wonder that there is growing concern about the rise of
Jewish intermarriage. Small wonder, too, that intermarriage,
once regarded as a deviant act, is more and more regarded by the
Jewish masses as nearly normative. W h e n what was regarded as
deviant, be it the smoking of marihuana, abortion, racial integra
tion, or mixed marriage, suddenly (or even gradually) becomes
accepted as normal, the classic arguments against the act lose
any potency they m a y ever have had and become utterly ineffec
tive. This forces people either to accept what they formerly re
jected, to develop new arguments against the normalization of a
once deviant phenomenon, or, in a more militant way, to seek
means to m a k e deviant again what has become normal.
These pages have already cited as an example of the acceptance
of the intermarriage phenomenon the growing pressure that the
parents of children who have firmly decided to marry non-Jews
exert on rabbis to solemnize such marriages. Since Orthodox and
Conservative rabbis will not officiate at marriages without con
versions, the greatest pressure clearly falls upon Reform rabbis.
But this pressure comes from Orthodox and Conservative parents
as well as from Reform Jews. It is statistically undocumented but
well known to Reform rabbis h o w m a n y referrals for mixed mar
riages they get from Conservative rabbis. To a large extent, Re
form rabbis have historically, though perhaps unintentionally,
led the Jewish community at large to expect them to yield to the
Jewish public's will.12
As I pointed out earlier, the Reform movement is the branch of
Judaism that historically gave religious sanction to what was
invalid from the standpoint of halacha but desirable from the
nonhalachic point of view of m a n y committed Jews. For example,
although Jewish law forbids the remarriage of Jews who have not
obtained a get, there are virtually no Reform rabbis wh o refuse to
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perform a marriage ceremony involving a divorced w o m a n wh o
lacks a get. Also, except for extenuating circumstances involving
immediate danger to the life of the child, the halacha requires
circumcision of the male eight days after his birth, and the rite of
circumcision is to be performed by a Jew who is a shomer shabbat
and kasher. W h e n circumcision became routine in American hos
pitals for non-Jews as well as for Jews, Reform rabbis seldom
refused to offer the traditional blessings either before or after the
halachically prescribed eighth day and rarely insisted that the
person performing the circumcision be a Jew, let alone a halachi
cally observant Jew. The examples could be multiplied almost
endlessly—conversion without circumcision or ritual immersion,
reciting the motzi blessing over nonkosher food at public dinners
(such as Rotary Club or Chamber of Commerce), and numerous
comparable occasions. W h a t is more, Reform rabbis have appar
ently received practical approval from all but the ultra-Orthodox
Jewish laymen. W h y ? Because the laymen have agreed with the
Reform rabbis that performing halachically invalid, but com
munally desirable, religious services has helped keep Jews in the
Jewish fold. It has allowed these nonhalachic Jews access to reli
gious services and has permitted them to operate within the
framework of the American life-style.
This in part explains the June 1973 decision of the C C A R to
urge its members not to perform mixed marriages. The pressure
from the Jewish community at large to have them officiate at
mixed marriages has not diminished, but there is a growing de
sire among m a n y Reform rabbis to close the gap between them
selves and more traditionalist rabbis. There is also a desire not to
alienate themselves further from k'lalyisrael (which here refers to
the State of Israel, since it is usually not American Jews who
disapprove strenuously when Reform rabbis officiate at mixed
marriages). Reform rabbis who do not wish to solemnize mixed
marriages need all the support they can get from other members
of the C C A R . Interestingly enough, the lay pressure for mixed
marriages solemnized by rabbis also explains the fact that, al
though the Atlanta resolutions declared opposition to rabbinical
involvement in such marriages, the C C A R was at pains to avoid
threatening with sanctions any members who chose—as clearly a
minority would—to ignore the resolutions.
W h e n what was once considered deviant becomes so frequent as
to be considered normal, new arguments and new methods have
to be developed to keep the deviance from spreading and gaining
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even more acceptance. Of course, one can take the position that
statistical frequency does not m a k e for normality, let alone de
sirability. For example, if the rate of venereal disease increased
500 percent in fifteen years, so that 31 percent of the population
was afflicted, it might be argued that it was statistically normal
to suffer from venereal disease. Nevertheless, it would be difficult
to argue that such a statistical prevalence m a d e it desirable or
that one ought to adjust to its prevalence and accept it as a fact of
life. The same might be said of malnutrition. If in India one-third
of the population is suffering from malnutrition, so that malnu
trition borders on the normal, it does not m e a n that malnutrition
should be accepted as desirable. Nevertheless, h u m a n beings, if
they cannot solve a problem and if the problem is extensive
enough, seek ways of rationalizing the problem away. To return
to the example of venereal disease, before—and even after—a
cure for it was available, persons who did not have the disease
simply declared those w h o had it victims of their own wrongdo
ing. Since one contracted venereal disease though sinning, and
since sinners (no matter what their statistical prevalence) were
evil, persons free of syphilis, for example, simply decided that
syphilitics were not worth m u c h , should be allowed to suffer, and
were as m u c h as possible to be excluded from the company of
nonsyphilitics. It was God's punishment for illicit sex. Even when
relatively easy and cheap methods were developed for treating
venereal disease, m a n y elements in the population refuse to "destigmatize" those no w cured of the disease. In m a n y states today
those w h o contract venereal disease are forced to give their
names, to reveal the names of the person or persons from w h o m
they either contracted the disease or to w h o m they might have
given it, and to be registered in a public record as having had the
disease.
In such countries as India, where starvation and malnutrition
affect a large percentage of the population, the upper classes e m 
ployed the caste system to rationalize the situation. Such suffer
ing a m o n g a majority of the population was defined as the will of
the gods. The unfortunates must have done something evil in a
previous reincarnation; otherwise would they not have been born
into a higher caste and suffer no want of food? Rather than
change the system, the rulers of India used religious concepts to
rationalize the status quo.
These two examples have not been selected lightly, for in clear
ways they resemble the classic solution that the Orthodox (with
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considerable help from their friends) offer to the problem of in
termarriage. Jewish Orthodoxy has existed since its beginning as
a minority religion surrounded by a majority that was thought to
be inferior because if that majority was non-Jewish, it was not
part of the Chosen People; and even if it was Jewish, its members
had broken with the halacha (that is, they had spurned God's
will) and, as such, were not worth m u c h thought—except for use
as bad examples. In America m a n y of the Orthodox see intermar
riage as the calculated result of non-Orthodox Jewish attempts to
enjoy the freedom, tolerance, and affluence of America and still
pretend to remain part of the Chosen People. Used to always
being a minority, but a God-chosen one, the Orthodox, along with
other Jews who share their beliefs, are willing to dismiss the Jews
w h o intermarry, no matter h o w great the increase in their
number, as people not worth saving as Jews. Or, sensing the
unhappiness of even non-Orthodox Jews over their children's in
termarriages, they use the increase of intermarriage as an argu
ment for Jewish isolation and the establishment of Orthodox day
schools.13
It has been said that when a mixed marriage ends in divorce,
two lives are ruined and two religions are vindicated. The argu
ment that intermarriages have a greater chance of ending in
divorce is one that has been offered by non-Orthodox Jews who
were nonetheless opposed to intermarriage. It is an argument
from the heart, so to speak. One says, "Look, I know John Cabot
(or Bridget O'Riley) is a fine person. I have nothing against this
person and I know you love him (or her). However, even though
two people are in love, love is not the same as marriage. Love
dulls the intellect. Marriage, even if the love remains intense,
involves problems—sickness, economic struggle, raising chil
dren. It is hard enough for people who come from c o m m o n back
grounds. W h y add to the burdens of marriage by marrying a
person who does not share with you a c o m m o n history, religion, or
ethnic background?" This is a well-meaning argument offered by
parents wh o honestly believe that they are trying to spare their
children agony. It also is an argument offered by people who have
bought a share of the American dream but w h o retain a fear for
Jewish survival and are beset by another not inconsiderable fear,
that of having non-Jewish in-laws. O n e need not question the
sincerity of those w h o use divorce as an argument against inter
marriage. It is, however, reminiscent of the venerable contention
that kashrut evolved out of the Jew's innate scientific sense. The
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fact that kashrut was developed thousands of years before scien
tists learned about germs, let alone viruses, did not prevent mod
ern Jews from attempting to rationalize it scientifically by con
vincing themselves and others that the Jews of antiquity someh o w k n e w that trichinosis comes from diseased pigs.
The analogy holds up for a number of reasons. It is next to
impossible to get accurate data on the ratio of divorce a m o n g
intermarried couples to divorce among Jews. In most states, for
instance, divorce records do not state the religion of the divorcing
partners. This is the case in California, which has the second
largest Jewish population in America and one of the country's
highest divorce rates. Moreover, the divorce rate in America,
though not as high as it was following World W a r II, is in m a n y
places as high as one of every three marriages. A n official of the
B'nai B'rith women' s auxiliary reportedly stated (without citing
the source of her data) that the Jewish divorce rate, nationally, is
n o w equal to that of the country at large.
The longer Jews live in America, the more non-Jews and Jews
freely intermingle and share a c o m m o n experience (e.g., secular
education, the reaction to the war in Vietnam), and the smaller
the role of religion in the total identity of one's total
personality—the more religion as a factor in divorce, just as reli
gion in the choice of selecting a partner for marriage, is likely to
decrease. Thus, the argument that mixed marriages are more
likely to end in divorce is statistically unverifiable. Even if it
were verifiable in the past, it is only likely to be one (not necessar
ily the most important one) of the m a n y factors that lead to di
vorce. Even Hollywood demonstrates this: religious or ethnic di
versity is not what corroded the Streisand-Redford marriage in
The Way We Were; religioethnic uniformity could not save the
marriage of The Heartbreak Kid. Religioethnic factors seem not
really relevant in these films.
The most convincing argument against intermarriage is that a
religiohistorical community decimated by the Nazi Holocaust and
rapidly losing its group identity through assimilation into gen
eral Western culture can ill afford the risks to its communal exis
tence that intermarriage seems to pose. Jews 50 percent of whose
relatives are not Jewish are less likely to retain their historic ties
to the Jewish people. If a couple has a successful marriage and
has worked out a w a y in which their children feel little anxiety
from their parents' intermarriage, the couple is perhaps less
likely to offer any resistance w h e n their children choose a mar 
riage partner from another religion.
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Although the N J P S admits that its data are sparse for the years
1966-72, w h e n the intermarriage rate leaped dramatically from
17.4 percent in 1961-65 to 31.7 percent in 1966-72, they are
consistent with what anthropologists such as Margaret M e a d and
sociologists such as Philip Slater would have predicted. The prob
lem, that is to say, is not specifically Jewish. It has to do with
factors in America at large. The generation born after the Great
Depression and World W a r II that reached chronological matur
ity about 1965 and marrying age between 1967 and 1972—this
generation is the product of a different America, an America that
saw the civil rights movement flourish, experienced relatively
little poverty, saw the Catholic church lose a hold on m a n y of its
youth, and encountered virtually no overt anti-Semitism. This
generation did not see as its enemy Nazis, Communists, blacks,
Jews, or Catholics. Raised as they were to assert their o w n per
sonal identities, the members of the postdepression, postwar gen
eration tended to view as their enemies the institutions supported
and represented by their parents and grandparents—institutions
that thwarted their o w n efforts at self-expression, reflected confu
sion in the lives of their maintainers, and scoffed at their music,
costumery, sex habits, and other attempts to establish their own
identities.
This is the situation that produced the anomaly of Jewish youth
founding chavurot and seeking out the religious (Jewish) costum
ery and behavior that their parents had laid aside in their efforts
to gain acceptance in America. 14 Young Jews see their families as
stifling their desire to "be themselves," whereas older Jews often
enough abandon the political liberalism of the past and seek pro
tection from the radical changes in society and its implied and
sometimes observable violence. W e are also in an era in which
young non-Jews reject what they take to be the coldness and
bigotry of their o w n families and seek in Jews the warmth of
family ties and the liberalism that has been associated in
America with the Jewish political stance. Thus, both Jewish and
non-Jewish young adults seek one another out because they feel
that they have more in c o m m o n with one another than with their
separate pasts. The question is: Is all this necessarily harmful to
Jewish survival?
Thus far our discussion has focused on Jews in general, but
what of Jewish w o m e n in particular? The N J P S indicates that,
despite the increase in intermarriage, it is still twice as c o m m o n
for Jewish m e n to marry non-Jewish w o m e n as it is for Jewish
w o m e n to marry non-Jewish m e n . W h y is this so? W h y are Jewish
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w o m e n less given to marrying non-Jews? There are m a n y ways to
account for the phenomenon, some psychological, some socio
logical—and most speculative. Before we examine the explana
tions, however, let the reader be warned that the N J P S is based
on who was likely to intermarry, but it did not actually deal with
who had intermarried. The survey dealt with intermarriage types
rather than with actual intermarriage cases. In 1941-45, the
World W a r II years, when there were fewer m e n around, four
times as m a n y Jewish w o m e n as Jewish m e n were of the "type" to
intermarry.15 The switch from hard data to postulated types can
be misleading and does cast findings into some doubt: in this
instance, the survey might be interpreted as an indication that
the likelihood of intermarriage among Jewish w o m e n is increas
ing, a circumstance that indeed might be encouraging.
Let us examine an interesting fact. Traditionally (here the Re
form movement is an exception) Jewish w o m e n have been given a
poorer Jewish education than Jewish m e n . They were not pre
pared for bar mitzvah (bat mitzvah is relatively very new). They
were not sent off at age three (as were boys) to the cheder or bet
midrash. They were exempted from all positive time-bound com
mandments (e.g., praying three times a day). In fact, they were
halachically exempted from attending synagogue. Traditionalist
m e n , in their prayers, thank God every morning that they have
not been created w o m e n ; and because w o m e n menstruate, the
halacha declares them "unclean" for extensive periods in their
life. O n the argument that Jewish education and institutional
involvement reduce the chances for intermarriage, it should be
true—although apparently it is not—that Jewish w o m e n inter
marry more frequently than Jewish m e n .
Next, it might be enlightening (or at least ecumenical) to re
verse the question: W h y do twice as m a n y non-Jewish w o m e n
marry Jewish m e n as non-Jewish m e n marry Jewish women?
This introduces us to the question of choice, which takes us into
an unexplored aspect of the question. Perhaps as m a n y as onethird of the marriages in America take place after the w o m a n has
become pregnant (at least this was probably the case before the
enactment of more liberal abortion laws). W e know that Jewish
w o m e n tend to achieve a higher level of secular education, mak e
greater use of medical specialists (gynecologists, for example),
and enjoy in general a higher economic status.16 Thus, should
Jewish w o m e n engage in premarital sex, their greater knowledge
of and access to birth control methods plus their economic ability
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made them less likely to have to marry because of pregnancy.
This increased the choice possibility for Jewish w o m e n and nonJewish m e n . Such advantages to Jewish w o m e n are relatively
new, but they m a y well be consequential.
Let us explore the less novel interpretation of the two-to-one
phenomenon. Since w o m e n , even in the 1966-72 data, represent
only 9 percent of those who intermarry, it is still possible to apply
to them the deviant measure. One can argue, that is, that those
few w o m e n w h o intermarry constitute a small minority, that
their act of intermarriage is probably due to individual psychol
ogy, e.g., a bad relationship with father or mother, a bad experi
ence with Jewish institutions, an overromanticization of mar
riage so strong that it defies the reality of the difficult problems
involved in an intermarriage, or pregnancy before marriage.
Such an argument—coupled with the fact that most Jewish
w o m e n appear to have strong family ties, tend to respect and love
their parents, and have a better chance of financial security mar
ried to a Jewish husband—would indeed mak e deviants of those
Jewish w o m e n wh o intermarry. Furthermore, as the N J P S indi
cates, even when Jewish w o m e n do intermarry, whether their
husbands convert or not, they are more likely than m e n (even
those whose wives have converted) to see to it that their children
are given a Jewish education and to raise their children as Jews.
Using the theory of deviance, this finding might suggest that
when Jewish w o m e n intermarry there is considerable residual
guilt. The intermarried w o m e n try to compensate for the break
with their families by assuring their parents that their grand
children will be Jews.
This is a tenable argument, especially when it is reinforced by
the historical fact that the Jewish community has allowed Jewish
w o m e n less freedom, that is, has applied more social pressure
against them when they dated non-Jews. While Jewish m e n , too,
have always been expected to marry Jewish w o m e n , they have
had to face far fewer strictures against premarital sexual encoun
ters with non-Jews. Jewish fathers and brothers did not regard
with horror a sexual encounter with a shikse. Recognizing that
the sex drive is strong, and wanting their ow n w o m e n to remain
virgins until marriage, Jewish males have tended to look upon
premarital sexual encounters between Jewish boys and nonJewish girls as compensation for the male sex drive; at the same
time, of course, the arrangement has offered some insurance that
their o w n daughters and sisters would remain virgins. Fur
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thermore, Jewish girls were more closely watched than Jewish
boys, so that any encounter they had with non-Jews would have
had to be clandestine. Generally the males initiated the date and
called for the girl at her hom e or frequented places where "nice"
girls are not supposed to hang out. If the date was not to be kept
secret, the girl had to receive the male at her parental home and
thus risk exposure of the fact that her date was not Jewish. Since
Jews normally regarded non-Jews as "out for one thing," they
m a d e it difficult for a Jewish girl to have anything but a secret
meeting with a non-Jew. The secrecy, if the girl was willing to
risk it, probably m a d e the encounter more exciting, if also more
productive of guilt.
There are strong historical arguments against intermarriage
by Jewish w o m e n , but it is possible to counter some of them. For
one thing, Jewish girls away from home are not subject to the
same external control as when they are at home. 1 7 Dating does
not have to be clandestine. The raising of female consciousness
has had its impact on Jewish w o m e n , so that they, like all Ameri
cans, feel that they have a right to be free to be themselves. The
statistics on the intermarriage of Jewish w o m e n , moreover, m a y
be misleading. In the past, marrying a non-Jew was such a dis
grace, and represented for both the girl and her family so sharp a
deviance, that she m a y have dropped entirely out of contact with
Jews and disappeared into the non-Jewish world. Hence, there
m a y be m a n y more Jewish w o m e n married to non-Jewish m e n
than the statistics gathered by even the most sophisticated sam
pling techniques would indicate.
This last is only conjecture, but let us turn n o w to other specu
lations. Given the relative freedom of today, the raising of female
consciousness, the fact that at least 70 percent of Jewish w o m e n
go to college and are, in secular terms, the best educated group of
w o m e n in h u m a n history, the odds in favor of more intermarriage
among Jewish w o m e n are likely to increase dramatically. Fur
ther, one m a y add that in non-Jewish America, unlike in tradi
tional Judaism, religion is considered the woman's province.18
Hence, as the N J P S indicates, a non-Jewish husband is likely to
leave the religious upbringing of the children to his wife. This
same factor m a y account for the finding, also reflected in the
study, that Jewish m e n Americanized enough to intermarry are
sometimes Americanized enough to let their wives have control
over the religious upbringing of their children. Thus, if one is
concerned with preserving the children for Judaism, it could be
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argued that an increase in Jewish female intermarriage, whether
or not her non-Jewish husband converts, might not be as danger
ous for Jewish survival as the intermarriage of Jewish males
(even where the non-Jew converts to Judaism). If a way could be
found to reverse the Jewish male and female intermarriage rates
(given intermarriage as the wave of the future), the prospects for
Jewish survival, through the maternal raising of children and the
"womanizing" of Jewish religious institutions, would be more
hopeful.
I should like to comment on what I regard as three of the most
solvent findings in the N J P S : (1) the prevalence of belief in the
Jewish religion and continuing belief in God; (2) the conversion
rate; and (3) the rate of participation in temples and synagogues.
The study indicates that nearly all intermarrieds believe in
some w a y in one God or in Judaism. R e m e m b e r that old saying,
"There are no atheists in foxholes"? Apparently there are no
atheists in marriages either (the analogy need not be taken too
literally). W e are confronted with a problem—Jews, Protestants,
and Catholics together. W h e n universalism is stressed and all
religions seem to be different only in "trivial" ways such as
ethnicity, history, customs, and ceremonies (which is the position
held by many), then intermarriage is not viewed as a violation of
God's will. In fact, it m a y be justified as a step toward ushering in
the messianic era. Consequently, the fact that m a n y intermar
rieds believe in God is good news to those w h o are also believers,
but this good news is tempered by the possibility that God's pri
macy is being accepted at the expense of the particular demands
each religion has claimed necessary for His proper service. In that
event, a barrier against intermarriage has been shattered.
A m o n g Catholics and Protestants there appears to be a decline in
belief in the trinity, in the mysteries of the sacraments, and in the
rituals of the church in general. Jews, at the same time, with
notable exceptions, have accepted the notion that belief in God is
something apart from the intricacies of theology and the histori
cal reasons for observing halacha and ritual.19
To add a further dimension to the problem, m a n y Christians no
longer able to believe in the mysteries of their churches find in
the Jewish home—the historically familial and ethnically w a r m
ceremonies and customs of Judaism—a very attractive alterna
tive to the religions into which they are born, which place less
emphasis on h o m e celebration and the religious function of the
family in general. Thus, in an age in which the traditional theol
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ogy and mystery and authority of Christianity are no longer
taken as a given and in an age that is witnessing the breakdown
of family ties, Judaism m a y well provide a viable alternative to
Christianity. Judaism, liberally interpreted, m a y offer an attrac
tive option to disillusioned Christians. Indeed, m a n y case studies
of Christians who marry Jews indicate that the attraction to
Judaism preceded the meeting with the future Jewish spouse.20
W h y , then, are the rates of conversion to Judaism and of partici
pation in Jewish institutional life relatively low?
The N J P S does not m a k e it clear who performs or solemnizes
the marriages of the more than 75 percent of intermarrieds w h o
do not convert. Theodore Lenn has reported that 44 percent of
Reform rabbis officiate at marriages without conversion "under
certain circumstances," while a substantial number of Reform
rabbis, probably between 200 and 250, officiate at mixed mar
riages and, at most, impose minimal conditions on the noncon
vert.21 Undoubtedly a sizable number of mixed marriages are
conducted by Reform rabbis. In addition, although figures are
unavailable, thousands of mixed marriages are conducted by civil
authorities, and some (one suspects fewer than those by rabbis or
judges) are performed by Christian clergymen.
The question of conversion, however (aside from halachic con
siderations and Reform rabbinical consciences), m a y not be as
important as one would think. Although the N J P S tells us that
about half of the intermarried non-Jews, regardless of conversion,
regard themselves as Jews, 75 percent of the w o m e n , whose con
version rate is higher than that of non-Jewish m e n , plan to raise
their children as Jews. This is further confirmed by the N J P S
data that indicate that, where the male is unconverted, "in a very
large majority of cases, w h e n the wife is Jewish though initially
the husband is not Jewish, children are raised as Jewish." In
contrast to non-Jewish w o m e n who marry Jewish m e n , "few in
termarrying non-Jewish males have converted."
What, then, of conversion? A s a rabbi I favor conversion and
would even go so far as to warn potential converts that, among
the Orthodox and in Israel, only conversion under Orthodox aus
pices is halachically acceptable; without it, couples in which the
mother is not of Jewish birth will deny their children the right to
be considered Jews. Still, I do have misgivings as to whether an
insistence on conversion is any particular guarantor of Jewish
survival. M y doubts seem to m e well founded. People born after
World W a r II in general regard themselves as highly indi
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vidualistic. They object to being told that they have to abide by
particular requirements. They want to want to do something.
Insistence on conversion seems to them coercive. O n the other
hand, if the non-Jew considers it a personal decision to be Jewish,
his or her ego integrity is not felt to be compromised, and the
person, as the N J P S seems to indicate, eventually considers him
self a Jew and voluntarily raises the children as Jews. The formal
act of conversion, although not the intermarriage itself, often
creates great anxiety in the parents of the non-Jew (as it certainly
does in the parents of Jews when conversion to Christianity is
involved). The insistence on conversion will probably not be a
deterrent to engaged couples. They will be married by someone,
Jewish, civil, or Christian. Insistence on conversion can, however,
lead to strong guilt feelings toward the non-Jewish parents;
whether consciously or not, the coerced convert m a y be led into
pleasing his parents by declining to join a synagogue and by giv
ing them grandchildren with freer access to non-Jewish institu
tions.
Finally, the s u m m a r y of the N J P S states that the more
strongly the parents are committed to Judaism, the less likely
there is to be an intermarriage; but, conversely, a strong an
tipathy on the part of Jews toward Judaism is likely to produce an
all-Jewish marriage (perhaps due to rebellion against the
Jewishly self-hating parents). Moreover, when Jews intermarry,
they tend to describe their upbringing as only marginally Jewish
and their parents as indifferent to their dating non-Jews. Clearly,
it seems that parental attitudes toward intermarriage and toward
Judaism constitute the central factor in determining whether or
not their children intermarry. Here w e are faced, if w e view in
termarriage as a threat to Jewish survival, with both an insoluble
problem and a challenge. To begin with, it is too late to change
the "marginality" (admittedly, the term needs definition) of
Jewish parents. The acceptance of Jews into the mainstream of
American life, the decrease in the notion that adherence to
halacha is essential to being a good Jew, the amorphous theology
of Judaism, the inherent incompatibility of the Chosen People
concept with the American value that "all m e n are created
equal," the experience of anti-Semitism and the Holocaust—all
these tend to increase a marginal Jewishness. To this configura
tion must be added the fact that the synagogue has not proven
itself a very satisfying institution for most American Jews. The
N J P S shows that intermarrieds are more likely to be active in
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Jewish community functions outside the synagogue than within,
but this is equally true of Jews married to Jews. Those w h o in
termarry at the highest rate are the products of this marginali
ty-czzra-nonsynagogalism—plus the post-World W a r II childrearing practices and the rapidly changing contemporary society
that inspire the young to reach out in an effort to define their o w n
identities. This, one suspects, is an irreversible trend.
But what of the future? Barring an upsurge in anti-Semitism,
there is unlikely to be a decrease in the acceptance of Jews into
the larger society. Hence, the possibility of isolating Jews from
Gentiles, even if desirable (and few American Jews think it is), is
remote. Furthermore, the circumstance that Jewishness is illdefined but does have appealing aspects—such as a strong e m 
phasis on h o m e celebration and on family ties while (among all
but the ultra-Orthodox) de-emphasizing dogmas, mysteries, or
laws laid dow n by a distant authority—might m a k e Christians
want to join the Jewish group. Our society cannot be expected to
change at a slower rate, nor is it probable that the young will be
raised less permissively. It seems improbable, too, that parents
(in a youth-oriented society) will fail to look to their children as
role models, rather than the reverse. The seeking of identity and
self-definition is likely to go on. The raising of female conscious
ness and the tolerance of deviance in the n a m e of self-fulfillment
are not likely to decline.
Unless one is concerned with genetic purity, intermarriage in
itself need be no threat. Assuming, as the N J P S indicates, that
most of the children born of intermarriages are raised as Jews,
the threat to Jewish survival is in numerical terms no greater
than the decline in the Jewish birth rate amon g marriages be
tween Jews. The major threat lies in the quality, not the quantity,
of Jewish life; that is, Jews must not take their Jewishness for
granted. They must be taught that Jewish life, with its stress on
family ties, its willingness to take up the challenge of changing
times, its attempt to come to grips (not through dogmatic author
ity but through careful thought) with the needs of Jews, offers an
admirable community religion. In addition, Jews (and here the
so-called counterculture helps) must be reeducated or recon
ditioned so that they are able to be emotionally demonstrative,
not afraid of challenging God or Jewish institutions, not afraid of
expressing joy and sorrow, love and hate, in the context of the
synagogue and other Jewish institutions.
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The intermarriage of people committed to seeking personal ful
fillment and able to find that fulfillment within a Jewish
framework will not produce marginal Jews. Perhaps, then, in
termarriage among their children will decrease; or if not, at least
it will not be the curse that w e have been taught to believe it is. It
m a y even be a blessing. If the rise in intermarriage goads us into
attempting to seek solutions to Jewish marginality, it could be
one of the strange ways in which God seeks to bless the Jews.

chapter four

Why Me, Lord?

The Good Lord has blessed unorthodox Jews in m a n y ways, not
least among them by inspiring in numbers of young people the
will and determination to study for the rabbinate. W h a t God's
ultimate judgment on mixed marriages might be I would not ven
ture to predict, but it does seem unarguable that God delights in
mixed blessings. The process of preparing oneself to become a
Reform rabbi, to spend years on the frontier of preordination
study and experience, must fall—for the candidate at any rate—
well within the category of mixed blessings.
The process of becoming a Reform rabbi bears a good m a n y
similarities to other processes of professionalization. A s in other
professions, the candidate is required, first of all, to earn a
bachelor's degree at a recognized university or undergraduate
college; then, upon admission to the seminary, he is expected to
pass through a five-year course of study concentrating on subject
matter deemed professionally appropriate. At some point the
candidate must serve "preprofessionally" in a congregation either
on a part-time (i.e., weekend) basis or in an internship under the
tutelage of someone w h o has already achieved ordination. Upon
graduation the candidate, n o w an ordained rabbi, joins a profes
sional organization, the C C A R . 1
The professionalization of a Reform rabbinical student offers
certain problems that although similar to those facing other pre
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professionals, are unique in certain aspects; but before these can
be elaborated upon, it is necessary to discuss the place of the
rabbinate within Judaism and the place of Reform Judaism
within the framework of other manifestations of the Jewish reli
gious structure.
The rabbinate, which at times has attained great authority
within Jewish communal life, has not traditionally gained its
authority through the prerogatives normally associated with a
priesthood or an ordained ministry. That is to say, a rabbi has not
been viewed as a person who, by virtue of either a calling or the
certification of his ecclesiastical superiors, is singularly qualified
to celebrate the life-cycle events and those days set aside as holy
by the religious calendar. The fact is that Judaism includes no
rite or holy day that cannot be performed or celebrated by a
l a y m a n , i.e., by someone lacking rabbinical ordination
(s'michah). S'michah has traditionally been" granted to those who,
in the eyes of their rabbinical masters, have achieved depth in,
and facility with, that vast aggregation of law and lore that his
torically constitutes the body of Rabbinic Judaism. Usually, but
not invariably, one granted s'michah was judged qualified to de
cide cases involving questions of the interpretation of Jewish law.
The rabbi, then, was not seen as a priest who held in his hand the
keys to absolution or salvation, but as a functionary whose
superior facility with the law m a d e him worthy of respect and
rendered him an authority in problems growing out of the law. 2
Reform Judaism stands in a peculiar relationship to Jewish
law. In essence, in order to establish itself as an alternative wa y
of practicing Judaism, it declared the law to be binding only upon
those who wished to be bound by it. Reform Judaism claimed to be
concerned only with the spirit of the law—and if that spirit ap
peared antagonistic to newer and presumably better insights,
either as a result of the Zeitgeist or of a holy spirit of some sort
operative in science and the humanities, then even the spirit of
the old law could be declared unworthy for a Reform Jew. Since,
traditionally, a rabbi was one w h o had greater knowledge of the
law—a law now no longer held crucial to the Jewish religion—
precisely what meaning could there be to Reform s'michah?
Assimilation and the growing place of professionalism in the
Western world during the past century offer partial answers to
this question. Assimilation played its part by providing moderniz
ing Jews, mostly people of Central European birth or ancestry,
with some role models with which to operate. One of these models
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was the Protestant ministry; a second derived from the university
professorship. Protestants generally had no sacraments to be ad
ministered only by priests, but they did have a clergy whose re
sponsibility it was to baptize, to solemnize weddings, to conduct
burials, and to officiate at services of public worship, whether on
the Sabbath or on other holy days. Furthermore, it was the duty
of this clergy to preach to the congregation about what God re
quired of them. Yet this was not quite a sufficient model for Jews
accustomed to a clergy steeped in religious literature and know n
for its learning. In the universities of Germany and America,
however, they found another model. 3 While it was true that
Jewish law was cumbersome and antiquated, it was equally true
that Jews entering the world of Western attitudes—primarily
through economic pursuits or through migration—found them
selves lacking the "culture" of the bright and promising new
civilization. They saw the great cathedral-like universities and
their secular priesthood, the professors, and they liked what they
saw. Surely, it was not too m u c h to expect that their own scholarclergy class would help them gain access to a culture that seemed
to have so m u c h to offer Jews. So, for several decades in the late
1800s and early 1900s, Reform rabbis were given a fairly clearcut job definition. Reform rabbis were the first amon g their rab
binical peers to consolidate their ne w position in Judaism by
forming a professional organization that, as in other professions,
set standards for all w h o wished to gain entrance into the profes
sion and kept out impostors, i.e., those not certified by the organi
zation. The professional organization—the C C A R — w a s to pub
licize these standards so that an innocent layman might not mis
takenly accept services from someone lacking professional cre
dentials.4
But the problem was not so easily solved. O n the contrary, it
was aggravated by time and social realities. For a considerable
length of time, the Reform rabbinate could operate in a Jewish
vacuum. The Orthodox rabbinate and Orthodox Jews refused to
recognize Reform legitimacy, but that scarcely mattered. In terms
of prestige and power in American Jewish life, the Reform rabbi
nate was in the saddle. W h e n outsiders—that is, Eastern Euro
pean Jewish immigrants and even the new rich—joined a Reform
temple, it was on terms laid down, not by Jewish law, but by the
bylaws of the congregation. Often these bylaws forbade the wear
ing of hats and prayer shawls and scorned the use of phylacteries.
Boutonniered ushers politely—and sometimes not so politely—
enforced these codes. Nearly everywhere it violated the temple's
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rules to have a hupah at a wedding or to observe the tradition of
breaking a glass at the conclusion of the wedding ceremony. De
corum and its demigods did away with the loud music provided by
the wailing of a cantor or by the boisterous bands that played at
traditional wedding celebrations. Schnapps, the morning reward
given the pious minyan -maker, was thought incompatible with
the solemnity required of the worship service, and finally, during
Prohibition, even wine, the sine qua non of traditional Jewish
ritual celebration, was permitted to be replaced by grape juice. In
all this, however, or perhaps because of all this, the status of the
Reform rabbi was maintained, and the temple bylaws usually,
though not inevitably, gave the rabbi full freedom of the pulpit.
Freedom of speech meant freedom to preach, even if it did not
m e a n freedom to chant in the manner traditionally associated
with Jews at prayer.
Until the Great Depression the Reform movement and its rab
binate was a self-sustaining, self-validating Jewish "denomina
tion" in America. Its membership was elitist or sought to become
so through association with it. Its rabbinate and its professional
organization, the C C A R , took stands on social issues that were by
contemporary American standards bold and even at times ul
traliberal.5 To the extent that there was movement in any direc
tion, it was toward humanism and away from tradition. Reform's
most controversial issue centered on the extent to which the
movement wished to acknowledge the nascent Zionism (Jewish
nationalism) that was making some headway in Palestine, a m o n g
the immigrant Jewish masses in America, and even amon g such
notable, well-established Jews of Central European stock as
Louis D . Brandeis and Julian Mack. Reform rabbis themselves, to
be sure, were increasingly m e n of Eastern European antecedents,
but what was true of the laity was no less true of them: they came
to Reform Judaism for what it offered them—an opportunity to
gain a position of leadership in the Jewish community, respect
from the non-Jewish community, and a platform from which to
advance interpretations of Judaism in a manner that seemed to
them in keeping with the best, most liberal, most enlightened
spirit of the age.6 During the depression, however, subsequently
as a result of the Judeophobic horrors of World W a r II, and finally
through the postwar expansion of synagogue affiliation, the Re
form movement underwent strategic demographic changes.
During the depression membership in Reform temples dropped
off precipitously. Those w h o were attracted by Reform's social
stance went further to the left and abandoned or ignored the
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synagogue. Others could not afford the congregational dues.
World W a r II m a d e Reform's universalistic, meliorist position
tragically pollyannish in a Western civilization that, either
through the Nazi ovens or through general European and Ameri
can indifference to the Jewish plight, had tried to rid itself of
Jews, no matter what religious or social philosophy they held.
The growth of synagogue affiliation following the war and last
ing into the early 1960s led the Reform movement into a competi
tion for m e m b e r s with the rapidly expanding Conservative
movement. 7 In this race to attract second- and third-generation
American Jews of Eastern European descent, the Reform move
ment could only partially rely on its old allies, universalism and
snob appeal. To a large extent it had to demonstrate that it was in
the mainstream of ethnic consciousness by meeting its ne w con
stituency's demand for more ritualism.8 One traditional cere
m o n y , the rite of passage k n o w n as bar mitzvah, previously dis
missed as primitive and unimportant by nineteenth- and early
twentieth-century Reform, returned with a vengeance to the
ceremonial schedule of Reform temples. Such circumstances
m a d e it impossible for the Reform rabbinate to continue repre
senting itself as a clergy different from the other rabbinates of
America, although the other rabbinates had meanwhile had their
public images reshaped in imitation of their more prestigious
Reform colleagues.
From the mid-sixties to the present there has been rather little
to differentiate the members of Reform from those of Conserva
tive congregations—with the possible exception, as recent sur
veys have indicated, that Reform congregants expect their rabbi
and synagogue to be less outspoken in demanding conformity
with traditional observances. Reform congregants now seem to
expect their rabbi to be competent to deal with certain legalistic
matters concerning ritual observance, but, as w e have already
seen in connection with such matters as mixed marriage, flexible
enough to bend or even to ignore these halachic prescriptions.9
The Reform seminary, the Hebrew Union College-Jewish In
stitute of Religion, is where a student is supposed to master the
skills that will enable him as a novice rabbi to both feel and act
like a professional. For a variety of reasons, however, the semi
nary cannot devote itself wholeheartedly to grinding out profes
sionals. For historical, psychological, and sociological reasons, the
Reform seminary (to a very large extent, this is true of the Con
servative seminary as well)—counting among its ancestors the
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Central European university—has come to imagine itself as main
ly a center for the "scientific" study of Judaism. This image enables
m a n y faculty members who come primarily from traditional, ob
servant backgrounds either to rationalize their break with tradi
tion on scientific, scholarly grounds or to remain observant and
Orthodox while occupying a professorship in an institution that
has historically stood at odds with all but the fringe of Jewish
law. The school was founded in 1875 at Cincinnati with a prag
matic purpose. Its founder, Isaac Mayer Wise, had in mind ini
tially no Reform seminary; he sought to establish an institution
that would train professionals for the pulpits of American—not
necessarily liberal—synagogues.10 Thus, from its very inception
the seminary had to acknowledge some obligation to the rabbi
nate as a public profession, even though most of its faculty have
preferred to think of it as a center of Wissenschaft des Juden
thums, a graduate school of higher Jewish learning.
In consequence, only a minimal portion of the curriculum has
been devoted to courses in the practical rabbinate. These courses
include classes in public speaking, sermon writing, religious
school educational techniques, and h u m a n relations, a potpourri
that includes the sociology of the Jews, basic concepts in
humanistic psychology, and the fundamentals for counseling the
troubled. All told, these courses comprise at most 25 percent of
the curriculum. The remainder of the course of study, with the
exception of a few courses in philosophy, theology, and history, is
focused on a painstaking scrutiny of traditional sacred texts.
There is no course in traditional or even Reform observance that
instructs the student rabbi h o w to act as decision-maker and of
ficiant. The student is simply expected to acquire this knowledge,
so fundamental to his professional role, on his o w n from his fellow
students or through trial and error in the weekend congregation
he serves as a prerequisite for ordination.11
W h e n , as w e said earlier, the Reform movement was selfvalidating, congregants were willing to accept the rabbi's in
terpretation of ritual and legal practice as his prerogative. Fur
thermore, until after World W a r II, most Reform rabbis had come
from Orthodox homes. They knew traditional practice, the laws
pertaining to the observance of holy days and life-cycle events,
from personal experience. After World W a r II a paradoxical situa
tion developed in which the Reform movement sent its o w n sons
to be rabbis at a time when more and more of its membership
came from homes whose contact with Judaism was through its
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traditional practitioners. This meant that even though these n e w
Reform Jews were minimally observant of Jewish law them
selves, their major experience of weddings, funerals, and bar
mitzvahs was through the agency of Orthodox and Conservative
clergymen.
Thus, w e have the classic dilemma that faces m a n y n e w Reform
rabbis and that I propose to illustrate by an actual experience
report presented to a class in h u m a n relations by a student serv
ing as a weekend rabbi. The report gives us a poignant picture of
a twenty-five-year-old m a n struggling to maintain himself as a
competent professional in the face of a host of problems that
threaten his view of himself as both a rabbi and a young, bright,
rather good-looking citizen of contemporary America. 12
O n N e w Year's Eve, 1969, the [student] rabbi of M . "got stoned"
(from alcohol) for the first time in his life, while visiting friends on
Long Island. H e went to bed at about 5:30 A.M., and was awakened
by the master of the house at 11:15 A.M . "There's a long-distance
telephone call for you from M . " The rabbi hurried to the phone.
"Hello rabbi. This is Joe Schmo from M . I hate to bother you at an
hour like this, but we've had a tragedy down here. S. has done away
with herself. It happened at about 7:00 A.M. this morning. Her par
ents and [her husband] want you to do the funeral, rabbi." The
[student] rabbi's heart sank, and his hangover hung even more. His
immediate answer was, "Well, what about [M.'s other student rab
bi] Rabbi X from H U C in Cincinnati? I'm sure he would be able to
come down. A n d it would be m u c h easier to come from Cincinnati
than from N e w York. O r what about Rabbi Y ? " Joe answered:
"Rabbi, w e already discussed all these possibilities. The family
wants you. You know that this is especially tragic because S. was
due to give birth next Wednesday."
The rabbi agreed to fly to M . , and Joe suggested that he, the
rabbi, m a k e the flight arrangements. The rabbi then spent approx
imately an hour on the phone making reservations, and between
calls he sipped a scotch on the rocks to calm his nerves. This was to
be his first funeral. H e became so nervous and mixed up that at one
point he had three different sets of reservations. Finally he decided
that he would fly into Cincinnati that evening (January 1st), and he
called M . to let them know his plans. H e would fly to M . the next
morning.
The rabbi left his friends and flew to Cincinnati. There were so
many things that he did not know—had the baby died also? Was he
expected to give a eulogy? What prayers could he say in a situation
like this? These were only a few of the questions that bothered the
rabbi. O n arrival at H U C , he saw that one light wasflickeringin
the dormitory (it was still vacation), and he went up to seek advice.
It so happened that the friend had conducted several funerals at his
o w n congregation and that his ow n father had committed suicide.
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H e advised the rabbi to find prayers as appropriate as possible, not
mentioning too often h o w "she was taken from us." H e also advised
that the rabbi write a short eulogy which would be nice for almost
any funeral. All in all, he felt that every reference to her "life as an
example" in any way would be in poor taste. The rabbi really did
not know h o w to start, and it was already 2:00 A.M. So he borrowed a
book of eulogies, and from this book, the Reform rabbi's manual, 1 3
and his own brain, he wrote a one-page eulogy which everyone had
thought was completely tasteful.
The rabbi left for M . early on the morning of January 2nd. The
flight lasted for about forty minutes, and it was during this time
that the rabbi decided h o w he would arrange the service itself. H e
used the second service for funerals found in the rabbi's manual,
and decided that he would use the prayer for a child which seemed
appropriate.
The president of the congregation met the rabbi at the airport
and began talking about pertinent matters. The president empha
sized that the girl's parents were Orthodox (something which the
rabbi later discovered was not true; any adherence to tradition, he
later realized, would appear to be Orthodoxy in the eyes of the
congregation's president). The baby was still alive, but it appeared
that there was brain damage from a lack of oxygen for too long a
period of time, and it seemed that the baby would die also. Before
entering the home of the parents of the deceased, the president
insisted upon paying the rabbi his expenses.
The two of them entered the home and were confronted by all the
members of the family. Immediately the phone rang, and the father
answered it. H e called for the rabbi and said: "Rabbi, you know that
S.'s husband is not Jewish. H e agrees that S. should be buried as a
Jew, but we feel that this service should be for him as well. Father
John is on the phone here, and he would like to speak with you. H e
has talked with K . , and I think that he would like to take part in
the service. But we'll leave that all up to you." The rabbi took the
phone and introduced himself to the minister, an Episcopalian, w h o
was a personal friend of K . ' s but not his minister. (K. is not af
filiated with any church and attended services with S. at the T e m 
ple. H e even sits on the temple board, but has not converted.) The
minister said: "Rabbi, I would like to meet you very m u c h , and I
want to talk with you. C a n I see you soon? Perhaps w e could go over
to K.'s together." The rabbi agreed that he and the minister would
meet at the home of the parents, and that the two of them would go
to visit K . together. The night before, the rabbi had read [the] views
of Reform's most highly regarded legal scholar, Rabbi Solomon B .
Freehof,14 on the problem of Christian clergy taking part in funerals.
The rabbi had always told himself that he would never co-officiate
with a minister, but Freehof wrote that it was all right for the
minister to take part in the eulogy as long as he did not mention
Jesus. But, until the minister arrived, the rabbi had not yet made
up his mind.
The rabbi and minister rode in the minister's car to see K . The
minister said that he would like to take part in the service, but that
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if the rabbi did not want him to, he would not. The rabbi said that
he would not mind in the least, "as long as you don't mention
Jesus." The minister answered that he would of course do no such
thing. The rabbi told him that, if he so desired, he could add to the
eulogy, perhaps making it a little more personal. W h e n the minis
ter asked if he could read the 23rd psalm, the rabbi answered, "Yes,
of course."
They arrived at K.'s house, and he led them into a bedroom. In this
room was a bassinet, a copy of Benjamin Spock's book on childrearing, and a few toys hanging from the ceiling. The two guests sat
on the bed, and K . began to talk, although, as he said later, he was
under the influence of tranquilizers, and he did not really realize
what he was saying. K . was the one who did the talking, and like
the parents, he claimed that he did not know w h y she did it. " O n
N e w Year's Eve, she lay on the couch and hugged m e and said,
'Honey, you have made this pregnancy so m u c h easier for m e . The
next year will be so wonderful for us with a baby!' W e went to sleep,
and she did not appear to be depressed at all. The next thing I knew
it was morning, and I heard a shot, and I went into her bedroom and
found her. It was so horrible. I never saw anything like it in m y life.
She was cuddled up in bed like she always is in the morning, but the
gun was by her head. A n d there was so m u c h blood. I'll find out
where she got the gun, if it's the last thing I do. I must know. The
police don't know yet, but I'll find out. O , God, if I live to be a
hundred, I'll never know w h y she did it."
K . then sobbed a little, and the rabbi tried to comfort him. " K . ,
there are some things w e never know. We'll never know w h y she
did it, or where she bought the gun perhaps. W e just don't know
what goes on in someone's mind." H e shook his head affirmatively,
he and the rabbi clasped hands, and the minister asked K . what he
could do at the funeral. K . said: "Whatever the rabbi here agrees
to." The rabbi said that he thought that it would be nice if the
minister would read a psalm and add to the eulogy. K . said that this
would be all right with him.
Meanwhile, Joe S. had come to K.'s home, and he took the rabbi
back to the home of the parents. The rabbi could see that the family
was not really Orthodox, he had eaten at their home about one
month before, with K . and S., and knew thatkashrut (dietary laws)
was not observed. H e asked M r . O . , the father of the deceased, if he
wanted any traditional rituals performed. H e said that he did not,
that he did not even want the rabbi to wear a kippa (skullcap). " S .
would have wanted it that way, and w e must remember that K .
would not understand traditional observances." M r . O . said that he
did not even plan to keep any shiva (seven-day mourning) period.
Joe and the rabbi then left for the funeral home. But, on the way,
Joe felt that he wanted to have the car washed, so they stopped at
an automobile car wash establishment. There was a long line of
cars, and the hour was 2:45. They emerged from the car wash ten
minutes later and raced to the funeral home. The casket was open,
even though the rabbi had asked that it be kept closed. The de
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ceased's mother said, however, that since the death, m a n y people
had not had the opportunity to visit the family and to get the story
straight. So there were all kinds of ugly rumors in the air, such as
"she blew her head off." The rabbi thought to himself: "She did shoot
herself in the head, so they're not so far wrong. W h a t in the hell do
they need an open casket for?"
The rabbi entered the funeral home and went to the clergy room
in the back, through the sea of people. H e did not go over to the
casket, and at no time did he see the body. Somebody came up to
him and said: "Did you see her? You could see where the hole was in
her head." Someone else approached the rabbi and said that he was
in mourning as his brother had died one month ago. Could he at
tend the funeral according to Jewish Law? The rabbi was very
nervous, and he impatiently answered: "Well, you're here already,
so it really doesn't matter, does it?" The man's wife then announced
that her late father had been a kohen (a member of the priestly
caste traditionally forbidden contact with the dead), and could she
attend the funeral? The rabbi said: " W h e n you got married you
gave up your tribe and took your husband's. O f course you can
attend! You've been to funerals before, haven't you?" The couple
joined the crowd, apparently satisfied.
The funeral home was packed, and several people said that it had
been the largest funeral ever in M . K . is a judge, and S. was very
active in mental health work, and at one time had been a T V
weather girl. The service was short, and everyone assured the rabbi
that what he had said was in excellent taste. A majority of the
people went to the cemetery afterwards, the service of interment
lasting just about ten minutes.
The rabbi was among those who returned to the home of the
parents. H e made it a point to console members of the family, and
since he had mentioned to several people that this was his first
funeral, not a few came over to him to tell him that he had done a
good job. At one point, after quite a few of the people had left, the
rabbi was sitting alone at one end of the room. The deceased's
mother came over to him to hold his hand. A peculiar feeling came
over him—as if he were being consoled by the mourner.
At first, the rabbi planned to leave in the afternoon, but Joe and
the president told him that a memorial service was planned for that
evening in the house of mourning, and they thought that it would
be nice if he would stay on. So he arranged to fly back to Cincinnati
the next morning. As the time approached for the memorial service,
the house filled up with people. The local shul has a minyan every
evening, and when someone is in mourning, the minyan is held at
their home. It was evident that most of the people present were
members of the shul, and the rabbi asked M r . O . whether or not he
should m a k e the service more traditional and whether or not he
should wear a kippa. M r . O . answered that it should be all Reform.
There were about 100 people at the memorial service. As soon as
the service began, M r . O . slipped a kippa on his head, and the rabbi
was shocked. After the service, the rabbi went home with Joe, and
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he spent the night at his home. The next morning, the rabbi flew
back to Cincinnati. Just before he boarded the plane, Joe told him
that M r . O . wanted to give him an honorarium and would do so
shortly. The rabbi protested, but not too much.
O n his next few visits, the rabbi visited the [O. family], and K .
came to services at the temple. M r . O . slipped him an honorarium of
a fair amount of money, half of which came from K . H e thanked the
rabbi for everything and the rabbi in turn thanked him. The baby
died within two weeks and was buried by the other student rabbi of
the congregation.
The rabbi was very unsure of himself throughout this experience
and looked to others to m a k e decisions for him. H e let M r . O . decide
the type of service and he told not a few people that this was his first
funeral. In turn he was praised, Joe sending a beautiful two-page
letter of the highest praise to the Hebrew Union College. The con
gregation sent another such letter a few weeks later. The rabbi's
insecurity must have been rather evident, because as reported
above, Mrs. O . at one point came over to him to hold his hand. But
the rabbi is no longer afraid to perform funerals. His first experi
ence, in which he apparently was successful, gave him m u c h selfconfidence. But he realizes that this self-confidence came as a result
of praise which he openly sought.
This episode from the life of a Reform rabbinical student in his
last year at the seminary demonstrates problems faced by all
preprofessionals—i.e., whether or not he had done the right
thing, employed the proper technique, come across as competent
to his clientele—but it also illustrates some unique problems
faced by a candidate for the Reform rabbinate.
O u r student rabbi is secular to the extent that he gets "stoned"
on the secular N e w Year. H e is boy enough to be living with his
parents; friends have to w a k e him from his stoned sleep. Yet he is
fully aware of his professional responsibilities. Realizing the in
herent difficulties that the situation presents, he at first tries to
avoid them by suggesting that he step aside for someone more
seasoned in the role of rabbi. Failing this, he returns hastily to
the seminary where he seeks expertise—but not from a m e m b e r
of the faculty (perhaps due to the late hour, but undoubtedly
because he hesitates to show his ignorance in an area that most of
the faculty feel is so insignificant that they have omitted it from
the prescribed course of study).
After gaining what help he can from a colleague, he goes to a
collection of questions and answers about Reform Jewish practice
written, not by a current or recent m e m b e r of the faculty, but by a
respected Reform rabbi (a former faculty m e m b e r , but of decades
ago) w h o , by searching the Jewish legal literature, has provided
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solutions amenable to the needs of other Reform rabbis. Rabbi
Freehof s responsa nearly always find in the literature some tra
ditional rabbi's liberal opinion on the issue in question; Freehof is
often able to take it one step further to m a k e the contemporary
rabbi's break with the law appear less severe. Even here, though,
in the problem of sharing the funeral with a non-Jewish
clergyman, Freehof offers a stricture against allowing the Chris
tian to invoke the n a m e of Christ, an eventuality over which the
rabbi has little control.15
However, even after the student has m a d e his peace with two
essentially "illegal" (i.e., untraditional) practices—eulogizing a
suicide, who, according to Jewish law, is not permitted burial in
sanctified ground, let alone a eulogy, and co-officiating with a
non-Jewish clergyman—he is still troubled by other aspects of
the tradition. H e is expected to honor the wishes of the deceased's
family—the wishes, that is, of a father w h o regards himself as
Orthodox but does not want the rabbi even to wear a skullcap,
and of an unconverted non-Jewish husband who sits on the Re
form synagogue's board of directors. Should he not be sufficiently
confused by these facts, he next finds himself having to answer
questions of Jewish law posed to him at the funeral itself by
relatives of the deceased with some knowledge (or at least experi
ence) of the tradition.
Then, to add to the confusion of what is expected of a Reform
rabbi, he is told not to cover his head while conducting a service at
the house of mourning by the father of the deceased, who slips a
skullcap on his own head. W h a t is the student rabbi to m a k e of
this—that the older m a n does not wish the rabbi to appear too
Jewish to the gentiles? Or that he does not regard the rabbi as
authentically Jewish enough to wear traditional Jewish garb?
Thus, w e see that although the Reform rabbinate meets all of
the criteria of a profession, historical and sociological factors have
combined to force the professional into a marginal position. Not
blameless in this process is the Hebrew Union College, the Re
form seminary, which thus far has failed to meet its full
responsibilities—has failed, that is, to provide the requisite skills
and, more fundamentally, the requisite sense of adequacy and
authenticity so vital to a professional who must meet a demand
ing public.
But what if the seminary does a better job? Even then the rabbi
must confront the ever-changing nature of the American Jewish
community, which wants a rabbi to give it roots while expecting
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him not to stand in the w a y of what the community feels it wants.
The seminary's failure to respond more seriously and effectively
to his need for professional self-authentication makes the Reform
rabbi's position, already tenuous and insecure, self-defeating as
well. In addition, both seminary and seminarians, like the or
dained rabbi, are compelled by historic and sociological circum
stance to maintain themselves on an exposed and precarious fron
tier. That is the fate—and at least potentially the glory—of Re
form Judaism in contemporary North America.

chapter five

A Rabbi Named Sally

The frontier represented by the Reform rabbinate is not a fixed
one; the ordination of a w o m a n rabbi in 1973 made it clear that,
even sexually, the Reform rabbinate and its constituency feel
bound by no past norms. Since then, the Reconstructionists,
another active unorthodox group, have ordained a w o m a n , and
the Hebrew Union College has admitted several w o m e n to rab
binical candidacy.1
Rabbi Sally Priesand's ordination by President Alfred
Gottschalk of the Hebrew Union Co liege-Jewish Institute of Re
ligion at Cincinnati, in June 1972, generated more interest by the
mass media in a Jewish clerical leader than had ever been the
case before—something of an index to the impact the first Ameri
can female rabbi m a y be expected to have on the American
Jewish community. W h a t I propose to demonstrate here is that
different groups within American Jewry will greet Rabbi
Priesand's ordination in very different ways.
There is one group in particular for w h o m the emergence of a
w o m a n rabbi is singularly fortuitous and a much desired event;
for another group of American Jews, however, the ordination of a
w o m a n arouses ambivalence much more than enthusiasm; and
for still another group the event m a y prove disastrous. The
groups I have in mind are American Jewish organizational
women , the Reform establishment, and the American male rabbi.
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Before I present m y analysis, however, let m e provide some
background information. In the first place, it is not difficult to
surmise w h y Rabbi Priesand has received so m u c h publicity.
Given an American public that grows indifferent even to the sec
ond m a n on the moon, the first anything is something of a godsend
to the media. A s of this m o m e n t there are fewer w o m e n rabbis
than there are people w h o have been to the moon! Add to this the
fact that Priesand's career as a candidate for ordination roughly
coincided with the emergence of W o m e n ' s Liberation as an object
of American concern. Although this coincidence between an indi
vidual's sacred calling and historical reality is, Rabbi Priesand
has insisted, sheer accident, it is certainly a happy accident both
for the media and, as I intend to show, for Jewish organization
women.
It is also useful here to place thefirstordination of a w o m a n
within the context of the American Jewish religious scene. A s
anyone discovers w h o takes the trouble to undertake a serious
probe of the issue in question, there is no clear Jewish legal ar
gument against a woman's becoming even an Orthodox rabbi (un
less one accepts the highly dubious dictum that minhag has
halachic force).2 Although Jewish w o m e n are by Jewish law
exempt from the obligation to obey commandments that require a
fixed time for their performance, there is no legal obstacle to a
woman's carrying out any commandment she so chooses. Even
the fact that menstruation makes a w o m a n a source of impurity is
no obstacle to her becoming a rabbi. It is only males a w o m a n can
render impure, not the ritual objects that a rabbi might have
occasion to handle. Furthermore, a rabbi, though an expert in
Jewish law and lore, is no administrator of sacraments. The only
prerogative that the tradition m a y be able to deny a w o m a n rabbi
is that of validating marriage contracts. According to Jewish law,
however, rabbis are not required as officiants at weddings; they
are mere decorations w h e n they choose to officiate, so that,
halachically, even the loss of this prerogative need not mea n
m u c h to a w o m a n rabbi. In America, of course, rabbis act as
agents of the state at weddings, and there is nothing to prevent a
w o m a n from acting as an agent of the secular authorities.
In short, there is no valid legal reason w h y heretofore no
American w o m e n have been ordained even as Orthodox rabbis.
The objection to w o m e n rabbis stems not from legal formalities so
m u c h as from the social and psychological attitudes preserved by
the tradition. To begin with, w o m e n are accorded a legal status
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comparable to that of Jewish slaves and minors.3 They m a y be
well treated and even respected, but in status they are always
inferior to adult Jewish males. Therefore, the classic argument
against calling a w o m a n up to the Torah is not that the law denies
them such an honor, but rather that strangers might assume that
the synagogue did not have enough learned m e n present to call up
to the Torah.
Then, the folklore of Jewish tradition includes what might be
characterized as a genuine fear of a woman's innate power. She
has the power to lead even the most pious Jewish male astray.4
She can by her very presence arouse a male and at the least take
his mind off his sacred obligations, if not lead him to even greater
sins. W o m e n , therefore, have to be segregated; married w o m e n
must have their heads shaven and be kept isolated from m e n
other than their husbands. If Jewish tradition has allotted an
inferior legal status to w o m e n , it certainly has not denied that she
possesses powers that male Jews are well advised to respect, fear,
and attempt to diffuse. Thus, traditional Judaism would be un
likely to elevate a w o m a n to a position of public power and pres
tige in the religious realm. It is not, therefore, from the semi
naries of Orthodoxy that a w o m a n rabbi would have emerged, nor
is it from the Jewish Theological Seminary of America, which
trains rabbis for the Conservative movement. The Conservative
movement, to be sure, long since abolished the segregation of
w o m e n at worship services and of late abandoned other symbols
of women's inferior status: in some Conservative congregations,
w o m e n m a y be counted as members of the worship quorum. But
although the Conservative movement accepts the de facto will of
its members, it is reluctant on the whole to encourage them to
dismiss Orthodox tradition.
Consequently, it is from within the ranks of Reform Judaism
that one would have expected the first w o m a n rabbi to emerge, as
indeed she has. It would, however, be a great oversimplification to
claim that the Reform movement has encouraged w o m e n to study
for the rabbinate, and it would do even greater damage to the
truth to suggest that only Reform Jews are enthusiastic about the
ordination of "Rabbi Sally."
Certain facts should be acknowledged. First, although Reform
Judaism has from its inception accorded w o m e n a legal status
equal to that of m e n , has been on record for half a century as
being unopposed to w o m e n rabbis, and has not hesitated to oper
ate on the basis of its liberal, democratic impulses even when
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these clashed with tradition, it remains a fact that before June
1973 there were no w o m e n ordained as rabbis—Conservative,
Orthodox, or Reform. Second, although the Hebrew Union Col
lege put no obstacles in Priesand's path when she was a student,
it certainly m a d e no special effort to call attention to her news
worthy ordination. It never attempted to push her on the Jewish
public, nor was she given nearly as m u c h institutional publicity
as had been lavished in the past on a Japanese candidate for the
Reform rabbinate. Third, although Priesand's fellow students, fu
ture Reform rabbis, m a y not be said to have acted toward her with
any degree of hostility, none m a y be said to have expressed any
overt joy at seeing her fulfill her calling during their tenure as
rabbinical students. Indeed, one must marvel at the contrasting
responses that the first w o m a n rabbi evokes: on the one hand, she
is hailed by the media and by large numbers of American Jews as
a truly remarkable individual; on the other hand, she is treated
by Reform officialdom and in particular by her fellow students
with an indifference bordering on diffidence. She is a genuine
heroine to nearly every non-Orthodox Jewish women's organiza
tion; she was given financial assistance in her pursuit of rabbini
cal studies by the B'nai B'rith W o m e n , a group not known for
espousing radical causes; and she was received with as m u c h
enthusiasm by the sisterhoods of Conservative congregations as
by their Reform counterparts. Still, this enthusiasm and excite
ment have not spread to the broader male-dominated Reform
movement on which her pioneering activity has conferred distinc
tion.
The cause of these paradoxical responses flows from three dis
tinct realities that converge in what Rabbi Sally symbolizes. The
materialization of a female Reform rabbi at this time is received
with ambivalence by the rabbinate of the Reform movement; it
wins admiration from the members of Jewish women's organiza
tions; and, finally, it constitutes a definite threat to the sexual
identities of American rabbis in general.
I think it necessary to distinguish between the ambivalence felt
by the Reform movement, which I see as a sociological problem,
and the threat that a w o m a n rabbi poses to the individual iden
tities of rabbis, which I would view as a sociopsychological prob
lem. The Reform movement in America is currently in the throes
of a severe identity crisis that directly results from certain histor
ical and sociological situations beyond the control of the move
ment: (1) the collapse of the ideology of progress, with its con
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commitant belief in the triumph of universalism over par
ticularism a m o n g American Jews; (2) the emergence a m o n g
committed Reform Jews of a strong drive toward ethnic identifi
cation, centered around the State of Israel; and (3) the emergence
of the counterculture, which, I have attempted to demonstrate, is
potentially devastating to Reform Judaism.
It is fairly easy to see the relationship between the first two
points and the ambivalence that the Reform rabbinate has shown
thus far toward its ordination of thefirstAmerican w o m a n rabbi.
It is, to a large degree, similar in kind to Reform's internal strug
gle over mixed marriages, the rites of conversion, and a host of
other variables that exemplify points of divergence between Re
form and the other branches of Judaism. From its founding until
World W a r II, Reform could be certain that emphasis on the rule
of reason and universalism and a corresponding de-emphasis on
emotionalism and particularism represented the direction in
which all intelligent Americans were heading. A modified Marx
ism seemed reconcilable with the teachings of the biblical
prophets on social justice, and with the aid of Protestant biblical
critics it appeared easily demonstrable that there w a s a direct
causal nexus between the lofty social idealism of the prophets and
their alleged antagonism to cultic practices. W h e n Reform was
sure of the direction in which humanity was moving, it seized the
initiative in attempting to mold Judaism and the Jews in the
image of a messianic era. If other Jews wished to join them, it
would be on Reform's terms. It was in this period of exuberance
and confidence that Reform went on record in favor, not only of
the full equality of w o m e n , but even of the logical outcome of such
equality, a w o m a n rabbi.5
The Nazi Holocaust put an end to the messianic illusions that
the nineteenth century had aroused and that the melting-pot
ideals of turn-of-the-century America had seemed to reinforce.
N o w , after Auschwitz, Jews everywhere began to see themselves
as survivors rather than as Elijahs announcing the imminent
arrival of the Messiah. Reform Judaism began to regret some of
the violence with which it had earlier repudiated ethnicity and
tradition. A s early as the 1930s, it had begun abandoning its
objections to Jewish nationalism.6 It began searching for ways to
move back into what it now felt was normative Judaism. By 1971
its rabbinic seminary was enlarging its new Jerusalem branch to
accommodate the requirement that all Reform rabbinical stu
dents spend their first year of study in Israel. S o m e of its rabbinic
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leaders were urging the C C A R to repress colleagues willing to
officiate at mixed marriages.7 The World Union for Progressive
Judaism, Reform's international arm, was moving its headquar
ters to Jerusalem. A n issue of the Central Conference of American
Rabbis Journal carried an article by no less classical a Reform
liberal than Leon I. Feuer calling for a halt to criticism by Ameri
can Reform rabbis of social problems in Israel—hardly a prophet
ic stance.8
This context—a rabbinate and a fairly large constituency of
Jews seeking to strengthen ties with Jews everywhere, especially
in Israel—cannot be ignored. It is within this context that our
theme of mixed blessing reasserts itself, this time in the guise of a
w o m a n rabbi. W h a t a w o m a n rabbi represents within Reform is
an impulse toward novelty, democracy, and timeliness; simul
taneously, however, she and other w o m e n candidates for the rab
binate call attention to the fact that Reform Judaism is not sim
ply a less authoritarian version of traditional Judaism (the image
Reform would like to project in Israel). Reform in America is the
branch of Judaism expected to help Jews adjust most readily and
effectively to the tensions of being Jewish and American. This is a
difficult role for Reform to play, and most Reform rabbis would
just as soon not be reminded that Reform is expected to play it.
This is one reason w h y the Reform rabbinate might view its
newest achievement, Rabbi Sally, as something of a mixed bless
ing.
Rabbis w h o see it as their responsibility to normalize the posi
tion of Reform within the framework of non-Orthodox but
people-centered Judaism will tend to be uncomfortable with a
w o m a n rabbi.9 Others, however, will see nothing problematic in
the emergence of a w o m a n rabbi; these are rabbis whose openness
to innovation makes them recognize that something must be done
to fulfill a mandate that more and more Jews seem to be giving to
the synagogue: save our children! It is clear, w e have seen, that
there is a growing anxiety on the part of parents that their chil
dren are being lost to the Jewish community. Part of this anxiety
stems from the visible increase in the rate of mixed marriages,
with or without conversion. The anxiety also accounts for the
blurred message Jews are giving the rabbis with regard to their
solemnizing marriages where one partner has not converted to
Judaism (or, more recently, with regard to rabbinical participa
tion in joint wedding ceremonies with Christian clergymen).
Jews, including non-Reform Jews, simply don't know what Re
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form rabbis should do, for they fear that refusing to give the
blessing of Judaism to a child who is marrying a non-Jew will
break what they k n o w to be at best a tenuous tie to the Jewish
group.
There is, however, another reason for their increasing anxiety
about their children. Not only Jews but nearly all Americans
recognize that their children belong not to them but to their o w n
generation. The life-styles of their children are at such radical
variance with their o w n that they can no longer guarantee that
proferred inducements will lure their children back to the values
of the parental institutions after a few wild-oat-sowing years.
That is, although Jews in America have nearly always had to be
child-oriented, since their children were more familiar with the
American w a y of life, American Jewish adults have felt that, by
accommodating themselves to American standards of success and
by co-opting fashionable life-styles, they would be able to lure
their children back from wherever they might have strayed. Al
though a son might choose not to go into his father's scrap busi
ness, he could be counted on to affilitate with Jewish institutions
modified to suit third- rather than second-generation Jewish
needs.
Jewish institutions, from the family to the synagogue, have
been highly responsive to the needs of their members. Within one
generation, for example, Jewish family size shrank from an eco
nomically burdensome 7 or 8 children to the m u c h more manage
able 2.2 children of the upper-middle class.10 It took synagogues
no more than one generation to acquire clean-shaven Englishspeaking rabbis and decorous religious services that would suit
the sense of propriety of an Episcopal deacon. American Jews
have heretofore been able to hold their children for Jewish in
stitutions through a combination of rapid adaptation and the col
onialization of its more successful young adults. In other words, a
Jewish institution would not exclude a Jewish physician or
lawyer from membership on its board of directors merely because
he publicly flaunted religious norms. A young executive certainly
would not be kept off the Jewish Center board because he raced
speedboats on Saturday afternoon. The adults of the Jewish com
munity felt that they k n e w how to manage whatever modifica
tions were needed to ensure the loyalty of their children. Parents
might have had to promise their daughter a trip to Europe to get
her to go through with her confirmation, or they m a y have had to
pay their son-in-law's tuition to get him to become their son-in
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law rather than their daughter's roommate, but this procedure
worked. M r . Patimkin, in Philip Roth's Goodbye, Columbus, could
always get Brenda to renounce Neil. The Robinsons were not as
successful with Elaine, the daughter in The Graduate, a movie
that could just as well be about Jews as about Gentiles. Fur
thermore, if adaptation, colonialization, or outright bribery
failed, there w a s always the guarantee that sooner or later
Jewish youth would discover that it was only in the Jewish com
munity that they were truly welcome. Even education and wealth
could not buy for Jews the status and ego gratification of the
non-Jewish world. N o w the situation is different, and with their
unerring instinct for survival, Jewish adults are desperately wor
ried because they no longer know how to guarantee the loyalty of
their children. W h a t financial inducements can be offered chil
dren w h o prefer blue jeans and work shirts to cashmere sweaters
and wh o would rather hitchhike than have their ow n cars?
Today even the less overtly materialistic rewards for good
conduct—a college education, for example—seem hollow. Most
students k n o w that schools do not educate, just as they k n o w that
churches and synagogues do not inspire spirituality. H o w is one
to convince a person who has viewed the sunrise after taking
mescaline or watched and heard the W h o while stoned on
marihuana that a rabbi's sermon or a temple choir is what a
religious experience is all about? In addition, how is one to per
suade young m e n and w o m e n w h o have lived in multiethnic and
sexually liberated communes that a person cannot feel comfort
able with any other than his "own kind"? Jewish parents turn to
their rabbis for help, but their rabbis are helpless because they
are more a part of the problem than a part of the solution. There
fore, rather than confront the seriousness of the situation and
attempt to come to grips with the depth of the problem, they fall
back on the old solutions. They put on rock services once or twice
a year. They hire advertising firms to sell their image and point
with pride to the fact that Judaism is so "with it," so m u c h in tune
with the times, that there are even w o m e n rabbis. Thus, although
Jews seeking a broader intra-Jewish ecumenism m a y find it
somewhat embarrassing from the standpoint of public relations, a
w o m a n rabbi is a gift from God, since her existence provides the
Jewish public with the notion that its religious institutions are
changing to meet the needs of which Jewish parents are so pain
fully aware.
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Although it might be difficult to prove, it is interesting to
speculate on the widespread enthusiasm that Jewish women's
groups have demonstrated for the first w o m a n rabbi. These
groups, a check through their program calendars of the last sev
eral years shows, have devoted surprisingly little attention to the
W o m e n ' s Liberation movement. I use the term "surprisingly" be
cause, as we know, middle-class Jewish w o m e n are usually in the
vanguard when it comes to collecting information. Since they are,
by and large, better educated then their non-Jewish peers, and
since, according to at least one source, they read more widely than
almost any nonacademic group in America, one would expect
them to reserve room in their organizational schedules for speak
ers wh o represent the various W o m e n ' s Liberation organizations,
especially in view of the fact that these organizations m a k e
speakers so readily available.11
Yet, if w e examine the literature of W o m e n ' s Liberation in the
light of what w e know to be the socioeconomic status of Jewish
organization w o m e n , the apparent lack of interest in W o m e n ' s
Lib is not so surprising. In fact, it is their very position in society
that makes them most threatened by W o m e n ' s Lib. Jewish
w o m e n , particularly those between the ages of twenty-five and
forty, are those for w h o m the call to freedom might have the
greatest intellectual appeal. They are well educated. They are
well read. They were encouraged throughout their academic
careers, prior to their marriages, to compete with males and,
probably to a greater extent than any group of females in history,
to develop themselves as individuals. H o w m u c h more abrupt,
then, must be their encounter with the realities of suburban life?
H o w m u c h more difficult must be their acceptance of the relative
anonymity of being a housewife? Certainly this is true of w o m e n
who, typical of the pattern in this country in the fifties and early
sixties, got married either while in college or immediately there
after and then embarked on careers, ostensibly to support the
family while the husbands prepared for a profession. For a brief
period in these women's lives, they were the ones with the careers,
while their husbands confronted the sometimes degrading
anonymity of graduate and professional school. During this
period these w o m e n experienced what later had to be rationalized
as role reversal, but what at the time was merely an extension of
the promise made them when they were encouraged to excel in
school. To be sure, while these w o m e n were being asked to com
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pete with males in school, they were being socialized at h o m e into
the more feminine role that would m a k e them suitable mates.
Nevertheless, such a w o m a n must have suffered some loss of
self-esteem w h e n once and for all she found herself Mrs. David
Goldberg and no longer Alice Schwartz, B . A . magna cum laude,
teacher of creative arts.12
If the socialization into domesticity has been successful, the
birth of a first child and the accolades given her as a mother by
parents, husband, and synagogue might cause her to suppress
temporarily the other socialization she has received. It m a y also
partially account for the tremendous ambivalence she has to
wards her children. O n the one hand, they afford her attention
from significant others; on the other hand, they become the mea 
sure of her success. Failure as a mother would m e a n yet another
jolt to her identity. This, of course, imposes on her children a
burden that, combined with the time she and her children must
spend in suburban isolation, must m a k e her role as a mother
potentially explosive.
Small wonder, then, that Jewish organization w o m e n appear
uninterested in contact with the more strident exponents of
W o m e n ' s Liberation. In order to m a k e peace with their lives, they
must manifest a certain amount of cognitive dissonance; that is,
they must strive mightily to rationalize the conflicts built into
their identities—the academic and career competence that mea 
sured their success until age twenty-five or so and that of "good
Jewish wife and mother" that must sustain them from the first
child onward. If the conflict is as severe as one would logically
expect it to be, the need to proclaim their o w n satisfaction and to
shield themselves from contrary evidence could be expected to be
very strong. But if it is true, as I maintain, that members of
Jewish women's organizations fear the aspects of W o m e n ' s Liber
ation that relate most poignantly to their ow n lives, wherein lies
their obvious affection for the w o m a n rabbi? It is precisely within
the context of their rejection of militant W o m e n ' s Lib that Rabbi
Sally's tremendous appeal finds its center.
From the purely contemporary angle, one might claim that
Jewish w o m e n are as proud of producing a pioneer, in a period
when everyone is women's rights conscious, as Jewish m e n would
have been, had there been a Jewish astronaut when America was
space conscious. This, I believe, m a y account for some of the
interest that makes the w o m a n rabbi a celebrity. However, I be
lieve that to mistake enthusiasm for self-congratulation and
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newsworthiness for sincere admiration is to underestimate
greatly the sociological and sociopsychological meaning that the
existence of w o m e n rabbis holds for organized Jewish w o m 
anhood.
First, if it is true, as I would argue, that there is a great deal of
suppressed resentment toward the social position that Jewish
w o m e n find themselves wedded to, and if this social position is
demonstrably a by-product of their being Jewish, then to see the
rabbinate—that bastion of Jewishness and Jewish male
supremacy—successfully stormed should give Jewish w o m e n
some vicarious feeling of triumph.
Then, because her decision to become a rabbi came m a n y years
before W o m e n ' s Liberation took shape as a movement, Sally
Priesand was unconsciously able to ignore whatever broader im
plications her entering the rabbinate might have. She is a person
with a genuine calling. While she recognized the historic signifi
cance of her action, she could never be faulted for selecting her
career on the basis of this significance.13 O n the contrary, she
viewed history as an obstacle to her calling. Furthermore, Rabbi
Priesand has manifested so deep a commitment to other aspects of
the Jewish tradition that, one is led to suspect, whatever damage
she has done to the precedents of tradition is likely to cause her
some inner conflict. Furthermore, if anything beyond her calling
has been operative in her career as a rabbinical student and an or
dained rabbi, it has been a deliberate effort to do nothing that
might arouse whatever latent traditionalism or male chauvinism
there m a y be at her seminary and her congregation. Rabbi
Priesand, then, from the point of view of a group hesitant to
confront the implications of W o m e n ' s Liberation for their own
lives, is the perfect instrumentality for acting out in a non
threatening way whatever sympathies these w o m e n might feel for
W o m e n ' s Liberation. In addition, her appearance, while attrac
tive enough, is neither that of a Gloria Steinem nor that of one
who eschews the feminine role. She is feminine without being
coquettish, and she in no way inspires male disclaimers as to her
sexual identity. She is, whatever pejorative connotations some
might see in the word today, a lady. She threatens no one. It is not
her goal. She is the perfect first w o m a n rabbi.14
Finally, the factor that m a y be the most important—and that
m a y have become lost in our attempt at a deeper analysis—is the
strong possibility that the very fact that there have been no
w o m e n rabbis before in America is what non-Orthodox American
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Jews regard as the anomaly. It m a y be that a w o m a n rabbi is
insignificant to all but her male counterparts. There is evidence
to support the above contention within American religious life in
general and in Jewish life as it has been restructured by America.
I want to elaborate on this somewhat. Not only is there the
obvious historical fact that America has given the world what is,
to m y knowledge, the only major religion founded by a w o m a n ,
Christian Science, but there is a more subtle psychological fact
that lies in the American resolution of masculine feminine con
flicts. Whereas all but a few psychological "hard hats" would
argue against the view that there is such a thing as a biologically
determined set of personality traits that are sex-linked, almost
everyone would agree that, prior to the generation of the "flower
children," Americans tended to characterize certain traits as
masculine and others as feminine. A m o n g the traits American
folk wisdom has ascribed to w o m e n are emotionality, mercy, sen
sitivity, intuitiveness, and the prerogative to be inconsistent ("a
w o m a n has a right to change her mind"). O n e other characteris
tic, although it is not in the same category as the above, should be
considered: the right to wear regularly skirt-like garments and to
don colors in the pursuit of one's livelihood.
Clergymen have for a long time been the only American males
permitted to wear vestments, robes, and cassocks and to manifest
emotional responses to situations and to such so-called feminine
things as poetry without having their masculinity called into
question. Artists, poets, and musicians have always been allowed
emotionality, of course, but at the risk of having considerably
greater doubt cast upon their manhood than have clergymen; and
even for clergy permitted these characteristics (probably because
they need by definition to be able to interpret literature and to be
receptive to the spirit) there is no little doubt cast upon their
manliness. In fact, to this day seminaries are amon g the few
graduate or professional schools that demand rigorous psychiatric
and psychological screening of their applicants. A review of the
history of this screening quickly reveals that it grew out of a fear
on the part of laymen that seminaries were magnets for
homosexuals. 15
W h y should laymen feel that homosexuals might be attracted
to the clergy any more than to any other profession? This stems
undoubtedly from a biased suspicion of priestly celibacy. M e n wh o
renounce sexuality and live in societies of other m e n arouse the
suspicion of Americans w h o historically combine fear of Catholics
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with homosexual panic. There is, however, an even subtler reason
for suspecting that the clergy would attract homosexuals. The
American notion is that what a clergyman does is really woman's
work that only by historical accident has become the province of
m e n . W h a t do clergymen do? They preach (contrast the ever ver
bal preacher with Gary Cooper or John Wayne). They work with
small children. They visit the sick. They read poetry. They talk
about love. They put on flowing robes. And, most important to our
argument, they are not supposed to be interested in sex. They are
supposed to find sex dirty and embarrassing. They are not even
supposed to know about it. Only the most gauche individual tells
an obscene story in front of his clergyman. In male-dominated
America, all of the above activities are thought to be the activities
of w o m e n , especially of ladies. W h o , the American male layman
must ask himself, would want to do w o m a n ' s work if not a
"queer"? Hence the insistence on psychological screening.
It is on this point that American and Jewish traditions part
company. The association of sensitivity, emotionality, and im
practicality with femininity—along with the association of femi
ninity with a disinterest in sexual matters—is foreign to tradi
tional Jewish custom. O n the contrary, in certain Jewish com
munities where status was based on learning, nearly the opposite
standards of judging masculine-feminine behavior were opera
tive. It was the w o m a n who was supposed to be pragmatic, un
romantic, functionally illiterate; the m e n were to be the dream
ers, the writers, and even the teachers of very small children. In
puritanical America traits associated with femininity are those
also connected with the clergy; in Jewish tradition these very
traits were supposed to be the ideal for all m e n . The model m a n ,
the rabbi, was to embody these traits to an even greater degree
than his lay counterpart.
W h a t I a m suggesting, then, is that the assimilation of Ameri
can Jews can, in part, be measured by the degree to which the
masculine-feminine stereotype so integral to the conventional,
Puritan-derived American wa y of life has been grafted onto the
American Jewish psyche. There is evidence, I believe, that as yet
Jews have not entirely accepted American sexual role assign
ments. If the participation of Jewish males in the interpretative
professions such as the arts and literature is any indication, it
appears that conflicts of sexual identity are not produced in
Jewish males around the linkage of emotionality with femininity.
It is still somewhat amazing to find a Jewish hunter, for example.
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M a n y saw in Barry Goldwater a goy less because his family con
verted than because he emphasized ruggedness and tough talk.
Jewish cowboys, though surely they exist, remain hard to imag
ine, not because Jews are incapable of getting along in the out
doors, but because the image of the cowboy as male par excellence
is one of insensitivity and lack of emotion. Jews have not yet come
to typify American machismo, and if the counterculture, with its
devaluation of machismo, becomes embedded firmly enough in
the American middle-class value system, they m a y never have to.
Thus, it can be argued that, whereas the traits associated with
Christian clergymen are those that put the clergyman in conflict
with the norms of masculine behavior among Americans, these
same traits pose a minimal threat to a rabbi's sexual security. To
the extent, however, that these "macho" values have infiltrated
Jewish norms of masculinity and femininity, the rabbi does suffer
considerable discomfort. For example, the rabbi m a y see nothing
unrabbinic in his desire to play sports, read poetry, listen to sex
ual jokes, and, while still unmarried, pursue eligible w o m e n ; but
he is often dismayed to discover that some of his congregants find
this behavior inconsistent with his career and m a k e it k n o w n
that they want the rabbi to resolve this inconsistency by abandon
ing precisely those activities that are the prerogatives of the
American male. In other words, they would rather have the rabbi
write poetry than be a tennis champion, and they would prefer
him to blush at off-color jokes rather than attempt to top them—
even though they themselves have come to view poetry and sex
ual diffidence as somehow unmasculine.
Being treated as a lady is threatening to the new male rabbi
and creates an identity conflict that he m a y attempt to resolve,
but only in counterproductive ways. There are m a n y instances in
which student rabbis serving theirfirstpulpits report a desire to
dress in a deliberately "mod" fashion, use profanity publicly, and
become veritable raconteurs of dirty jokes. Later on, it is not so
u n c o m m o n for a rabbi to be surprised to learn that he is actually
an object of sexual desire for his female congregants. In more than
a few instances, rabbis have taken advantage of their newly
discovered (or recovered) charms. It is fairly easy to surmise h o w
unpleasant it is to learn that, by aspiring to what has been histor
ically the most desirable Jewish male role, one has done so at the
expense of one's American masculine image. The occasional mas
culine "acting out" associated with rabbis probably can be traced
to this conflict.
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The appearance of a w o m a n rabbi is thus an anomaly. It is
likely that, in a country that has feminized the clerical role, the
actual emergence of a female rabbi represents a very minor shift
from mental image to physical reality. O n the other hand, to
Jewish clergymen who for the first time have found their mascu
linity impugned by their career choice, the actual existence of a
w o m a n rabbi m a y serve once and for all to confirm what they
have often been warned: that being a rabbi is no job for a Jewish
boy.

chapter six

Unbinding Isaac

Thus far w e have discussed the unorthodox rabbinate as a profes
sion. In purely sociological terms, that is precisely what the unor
thodox rabbinate is—or, for that matter, the Orthodox rabbinate
or any group of intellectual individuals banded together to protect
the rights and status of the careers for which they have been
schooled. Even so, in the case of the rabbi (no matter h o w unor
thodox), as in the case of anyone ordained, professionalization is
often no more than a contemporary way of referring to a sanc
tified vocation.
The rabbi is more than a professional, even if he or she places
the attainment of professional status above any other value. The
rabbi is embodied myth, the successor of Moshe Rabbenu, who
rediscovered the covenant between God and the patriarchs Abra
h a m , Isaac, and Jacob. The unorthodox rabbi m a y be fully con
temporary in dress, speech, and deed, yet he is primordial in the
collective and individual unconscious of the Jew. The rabbi be
comes an object of transference in representing the totality of
Jewish holy m e n and w o m e n , of feared or beloved parents or
siblings, of the entire family that is the Jewish people, past and
present.
For this reason I think it essential to interweave myth and
modern professional identity, as a reminder to rabbis and laymen
alike that the two realms are in fact one and inseparable. Knowl
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edge of this truth would be a mighty step toward reasonable ful
fillment of the expectations of both rabbis and laymen. W e are
dealing here with a m e m o r y basic to Jewish identity—and again
a mixed blessing.
W h e n I discovered that the veterinarian to w h o m I had been
taking m y cat was Jewish, I said to him, "You must really love
animals to be a vet." H e said to m e , "Some animals I like—some I
don't. Just because you're a rabbi, do you love every Jew?"
Until w e become professionals ourselves, w e often fail to realize
that a professional's identity and his occupational role are not one
and the same. Even after w e come to understand that rabbis or
professors have identities separate from their rabbinical or
academic roles, w e find it hard to include other professions in this
generalization. Our needs and our expectations are such that w e
cannot, for instance, allow our surgeons, nurses, and objects of
heterosexual fantasies m u c h distance between the behavior w e
expect to accompany their professional roles and the actual selves
that lurk beneath those symbols of competence, rank, and status.
To meet our own needs, w e join together in our minds their roles
and their identities.
It seems to m e that m u c h of what Jewish tradition does with
the patriarch Isaac is similar to what is done with rabbis. In order
to m a k e Abraham the hero of the Akedah—or to m a k e God less of
a villain—Jewish tradition had to either see Isaac as totally non
descript or turn him into a Jesus voluntarily accepting his fate.1
Both the tradition and the rabbis themselves need Isaac as an
object in their search to find some meaning in God's mysterious
acts, but is it fair on this basis to deprive Isaac of his o w n subjec
tive response to his experiences? M a y Isaac not be permitted an
identity of his ow n apart from the mythic role our tradition has
assigned him? Can Isaac not be permitted to speak after his final
victimization—after the wife he did not choose has helped the son
he did not choose rob him of his blessing?2
The blessing that was to be Isaac's only reward as the son of
Abraham has been wrested from him, and now he lies sick and
blind upon his bed, complaining to whoever is the Eliezer3 of his
old age. In the following dialogue w e imagine what must have
taken place.
"You know what troubles m e most about m y binding? Not that
m y father almost killed m e , not that I was so frightened that I, a
thirteen-year-old boy, become incontinent like a baby, not the
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looks w e gave each other when he answered m e by saying what
neither of us believed, that God would provide the lamb.
"Those things don't bother m e . W h a t bothers m e more is that,
when I realized what was happening, I was fully willing to die. I
was so imbued with m y father's wishes that if he needed to sac
rifice m e , I needed to be the victim.
"I couldn't even dream of struggling. Where was the impulse to
come from? W h e n the two of us walked together, it was really two
of him—not father and son, just Abraham present and future.
"And now, dear friend, as I lie here, wondering if your hand is
even your hand, I wonder also what I might have been if I had not
been the Single One—an Ishmael4 w h o m I used to tag after until
they drove him away or an Esau w h o m they wouldn't let m e
bless. It is too late to change m y life—but, dear friend, might I
change m y fantasies?"
The servant Eliezer might choose to deal with Isaac's complaint
in a number of ways. Being a loyal servant of Abraham, he might
help Isaac accept what history has ordained for him. Through
long hours of intense analysis, Isaac m a y come to imagine that
the servant is Abraham. W h e n this finally happens, there is a
good possibility that Isaac will find himself in the same bind.
N o w , however, he won't complain, because he'll have been con
vinced that what is wrong with him is not that he was willing to
die then, but that he is bothered about it now.
Perhaps that is the proper tack to take. History would be on his
side, for the fact is that, although Isaac himself appears to have
been something of a shlemiel—nearly killed by his father, tricked
by his wife, cheated by his son—he nevertheless served Judaism
well by acting as a transitional figure between Abraham, w h o
made the break with the past, and Jacob, who wrestled with God
and m a n to become Israel.5 Isaac was the antihero between two
heroes, the bridge over which the B'nai Abraham passed to be
come the B'nai Yisrael. So, although history seems to have gained
nothing from Isaac's existence except time, history nevertheless
is not unappreciative. It accords Isaac his place among the pa
triarchs. His n a m e is mentioned thrice daily in the Amidah be
tween his father and his son.6 Indeed, one could be convinced that
Isaac had better adjust and slip quietly and passively back into
Torah and tfilah.
Som e Jews, in fact, would become angry with Isaac were he to
seek a change in his destiny. Some would say to him: "You have
no right, granted your opportunity on behalf of the Jewish tradi
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tion, to seek to assert yourself. Learn to accept your fate. S o m e
people are innovators. S o m e people are conservators. Each role is
important, and w h e n the history books are written, there is room
for both. W h a t history has no room for are the unfulfilled fan
tasies of the role players."
A very good case could be argued for making the precomplaint
Isaac into the patriarch of the rabbinate. The rabbinate can, and
perhaps should, be seen as a passive, conservative profession.
Rabbis are to be the mediators between the various wisdoms of
the Jews. Granted that a certain something is gained or lost in
the translation from tradition to contemporary life; nevertheless
it ought to be the rabbis' concern that the addition or subtraction
be kept at a m i n i m u m . Indeed, were I a teacher of homiletics, I
would want to stress that, w h e n officiating at life-cycle events,
the rabbi is to be only the instrument through which the tradi
tion, the family, and the collectivity communicate. A rabbi who
acts as though the deceased has died in order to give him an
opportunity to display his erudition deserves to fail his course in
homiletics.
I have noted for m a n y years, through ongoing studies of Reform
and traditional congregations, that the so-called cult of personal
ity is m u c h more dominant in Reform. I speculate that this is
because Reform rabbis, having relatively little of the tradition to
transmit, have instead presented themselves as though they were
Judaism incarnate. I have noted this and have decried it, for I
kno w that Judaism is too important to be m a d e to suffer w h e n the
rabbi gets a better offer from a bigger temple.
Those who care about Judaism pray for rabbis who know and
can transmit, rabbis w h o are Isaacs ready to be sacrificed, if only
by subduing their egos, for the sake of the tradition and the future
of Jewish learning.
However, as m u c h as one might want to tell Isaac to quit com
plaining, and as m u c h as one might want to congratulate the
psychiatrist who can get Isaac to step passively back into his
mythic role, conscience will not permit it. Cogent as it is, the
argument for passive transitional figures does not ring true from
the purely humanistic point of view, because to rob a person of his
right to individuality for the sake of any institution, no matter
how exalted, necessarily makes one feel guilty. While it m a y
m a k e no difference to history whether Neil Armstrong would re
ally have rather been a poet, it would m a k e a difference to Neil
Armstrong, no matter how well he did his job as a nonpoet. Some
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h o w one would feel bad to think of him risking his life, stuffed in a
little capsule, simply because nature had seemingly endowed him
with a perfect disposition for space travel. A n d one is equally
disappointed in—and guilty about—the system that produced
Neil Armstrong if, as a newspaper reported, it is true that he has
never read a novel or a poem and is incapable of discussing an
idea.
Something—if only a naive belief in the right of each m a n to
fulfill his potential or a more sophisticated but equally unprov
able belief that each m a n ought to be free of the feeling that he
dare not act on his o w n — m a k e s m e hope that Isaac did not expe
rience his life the way I have imagined him articulating it to
Eliezer. For just as I feel that something is wrong if there is too
m u c h of a discrepancy between a man' s role and his identity, so I
feel very sorry for the m a n w h o has so identified with his occupa
tional role that he seems to have no other identity. Initially one is
angry w h e n one calls up an old classmate and his wife, also an old
friend, says, "I'll see if the rabbi can talk to you now." Then one
feels sad, suspecting that the m a n and his wife must feel that
beneath the title there is no person. Such a man's sense of worth
is so connected to what he thinks others value in him that he
contracts himself, he diminishes himself, to fit inside the limits of
his occupational role.
The apparent opposite happens to stigmatized individuals. If a
person happens to be lame, he is often perceived as a limp with a
m a n attached. Through achievement he m a y m a n a g e so to distin
guish himself that his stigma is overlooked. Yet often the stig
matized individual finds a certain comfort in knowing that he has
an identity, albeit a negative one. Hiding behind a role, or, worse,
becoming the role to the exclusion of one's selfhood, is really a sort
of self-stigmatization.
But it is not merely out of pity for the individual w h o loses his
identity to his role that I address myself to the problem of overidentification with roles. Nor is it, as one might suspect, out of a
fear that overidentification with symbols of rank and status
might lead to a slavish submission to authority structure. This
has already happened. W h a t , then, is the ultimate objection to
resolving dilemmas of identity through overidentification with
roles? Not only does such a resolution rob the individual of his
individuality; it deprives society of its only source of change—the
person w h o is uncomfortable with himself or with his surround
ings.
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A n over-identification with a role solves the tension between
self and society in a way as detrimental to society as to the person.
The reason is that freedom to act depends upon a h u m a n being's
ability to trust the correctness of his o w n interpretation of his
subjective response. Most individuals will not act on their im
pulses or intuitions in the social realm unless they are certain
that they reflect some group consensus. Since occupational role
behavior is, by definition, playing a part that has been written by
others, a person who becomes inseparable from his role becomes
totally separated, totally alienated, from his subjective experi
ences.
Organized religion is dependent upon two separate phenomena,
a stable self-perpetuating role structure and individual religious
experiences. Where the former is concerned, religion does not
differ from any bureaucratic organization. It is only through the
latter that religion distinguishes itself from any other institu
tional structure. At the present time, the main reason that
Judaism seems to be in crisis is that its organizational aspect
shows itself m u c h stronger than the capacity of its members for
deriving or recognizing religious experiences.
The problem facing Reform rabbis is not, as Charles Liebman
claimed some years ago, that the Hebrew Union College has no
notion of what the Jewish community is all about.7 Thank God if
that is true—who wants rabbis leaving the college programmed?
The major problem is that somehow few rabbis are secure enough
either as learned Jews or as adequate h u m a n beings to be open to
their o w n personal insights into religious truths. Lacking the
capacity to trust their o w n experiences and lacking the com
prehensive knowledge to be efficient transmitters of the rabbinic
tradition, they turn to the stale security of role-taking and over
learn a script for a tired play.
The rabbi needs to be able to ad-lib without fear of making a
faux pas. H e needs to know his part so well and himself so well
that w h e n he improvises, he improves the drama as m u c h as he
satisfies himself.
Once Judaism was surfeited with improvisations both good and
bad, with prophets both true and false; then, somehow, it fell into
the capable but throttling hands of efficient but uncreative direc
tors. The time has come to free the actors or else the audience will
drift away. Isaac must be allowed to weep and curse, to struggle,
to fear, to laugh. The biblical text neglects to mention whether
Abraham ever bothered to unbind Isaac. All w e are told is that
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"Abraham returned to his servants and they arose and went to
Beersheba." Perhaps Isaac was left bound on the rock. Perhaps
God meant him to untie himself. Or perhaps he waits for the
unorthodox rabbi to set him free.

PART TWO

Out in the Field by Chance or by Choice

Introductory Note

Of the following five essays, four are based on field studies con
ducted over a ten-year period; one bore witness to false expecta
tions, thrusting a husband and father somewhat defensively back
into the roles of sociologist and rabbi. I a m referring here to m y
family's involvement in a Jewish day school, an experience that
ultimately called up in m e severe doubts about the stability of m y
o w n Jewish identity. A s with all crises or near-crises, the experi
ence was not without its educational value, even though the value
of the education came not through the school's curriculum but
rather through an encounter with curricula vitarum (that is, the
runaround we were given when w e found ourselves in the position
of colliding with other people's ways of life).
The information obtained on the Jesus Jews is owed largely to
the good fellowship that the group had to offer. The congregants
w h o m I studied never asked m e who I was or w h y I was there.
They were glad to see m e and shared with m e their already
shared intimacies—perhaps, as their slogan would have it, "to
m a k e another Jew smile." The study was done in "Key '73," a key
that appears to have done little more than unlock a few coffers for
Hillel foundations that were suddenly given the imperative to
save the Jews from the Jewish Savior. The use I have made of
deviant theory is clear; the reader, I trust, will recognize that I
employed the methodology of transactional analysis as well. I
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began m y research by asking myself what was in it for them, as
well as what others associated with them had to gain (a drug
addict who was saved from drugs) or lose (a Jew whose conversion
into a Jesus J e w caused his parents grief). What m y research
uncovered—though, regrettably, I was unable to gather sufficient
data about it—is the possibility that Jewish Jesus groups are a
sort of halfway house for Gentiles seeking entry into "normative"
Judaism, for non-Jewish widows or widowers of Jewish spouses,
and for the hapless children of mixed marriages that were postu
lated on religious neutrality with the good intention of sparing
their children conflict, but that resulted in unwittingly causing
them religious deprivation.1
I did the original Birmingham Temple study as a graduate
student (I was already a rabbi) at Brandeis University under the
direction of m y advisor and friend B . Z . Sobel, no w of Haifa
University. From the very beginning I found myself fully ac
cepted by Rabbi Wine and his congregants. At the outset, a time
of turmoil during which the Jewish authenticity of the congrega
tion's children was made an issue by Jews hostile to the temple, I
suspected that I owed all the cooperation and warmth I received
to the fact that I was the first rabbi (other than Wine himself, of
course) to set foot on whatever happened at the m o m e n t to be the
temple's premises. Perhaps I was seen as lending them Jewish
sanction. In the years since I have maintained close ties with
Rabbi Wine, despite our different approaches to God, Israel, and
Torah, as well as with members of the congregation.
The study of M a k o m was done under m y direction by Earl Kap
lan, then a Hebrew Union College student, with the full support
of David Glazer, M a k o m ' s charismatic leader.

chapter seven

Flirting with Bankruptcy

Anyone w h o has given serious thought to the idea of Jewish day
schools is aware of the m a n y problems that such schools entail.
Historically, since the mid-1800s the preponderance of Jews in
America have achieved mobility through the public school sys
tem. Even today, with public schools under attack on every
side—by educational experts, blacks and whites, liberals and
conservatives—most Jewish children attend public schools. (To
be sure, more often than not those schools are now located in
suburbs, more or less safely segregated by social class and hous
ing patterns, if not by law.) Because of their commitment to the
benefits of public school education, m a n y Jews have entertained
reservations about day schools. S o m e argue that since nonpublic
schools are difficult to support financially, they will inevitably
have to seek government aid, thus inviting what liberals have
professed to fear, an end to separation of church and state. Others
contend that Jewish children isolated in day schools from contact
with other Americans will be handicapped in their relationships
with non-Jewish society (and even with the non-day school
Jewish community).
O n the other side, those w h o favor a day school education for
their children contend that the United States offers no viable
alternative to the day school if a parent wants to give his child a
full appreciation of Jewish religion and culture. Where else will
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Jewish children develop a definite attachment to the Hebrew lan
guage and to the festivals of the Jewish calendar? W h a t but a day
school can inspire them to see their lives in relation to the next
holiday, to look forward to Purim and Pesach with the same ea
gerness that they anticipate their birthdays and with the same
joyful anticipation that Christian children accord Christmas?1
To support a day school, one need not be an Orthodox Jew
determined to keep one's children away from non-Jews and to
m a k e sure that they will see nothing attractive in the non-Jewish
world. There are Jews who, though unorthodox, are nevertheless
indifferent to the church-state'issue and feel that the public
school system offers a poor education. Occasionally such parents
opt for a Jewish day school rather than one of the country day or
experimental private schools.
Even so, despite several factors—the pressure on public
schools, the parental fear that Jewish children are losing or are in
danger of losing their Jewish identities, the tendency of American
Jews to identify strongly with Israel, positive feelings about
ethnicity and a decline in the sense of inferiority that Jewish
immigrants often transmitted to their children—the Jewish day
school movement has not caught on. With relatively few excep
tions, Orthodox and ultra-Orthodox Jewish day schools—even
those (and they are a majority) run by educators—face an almost
daily fight for their continued existence. Orthodox leaders must
constantly describe as "absolutely urgent" the need for a "massive
infusion of funds" to keep alive their network of day schools in
North America. Even "some of the most stable schools are . . .
flirting with bankruptcy," they have been forced to admit.2 The
economic difficulties of the mid-1970s are of course responsible in
large part for this dilemma, but even in earlier and more prosper
ous years, day schools were rarely able to achieve fiscal stability.
W h y is this so? W h y has the day school movement nearly al
ways had to flirt with bankruptcy? It must be granted, after all,
that, despite the fact that they tend to be hopelessly underpaid
and often overworked, teachers at Jewish day schools are gener
ally not inferior to those w h o are found in the public schools. In
some important respects, of course, these teachers cannot be com
pared with their public school colleagues. The day school faculty
is typified by an extreme reluctance to resist decisions m a d e for
them by the administration even w h e n they disagree with those
decisions. This, to be sure, is due in part to personality factors, but
even more to the fact that the day school faculty is m a d e up
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largely of part-time teachers. The day school is able to provide
teachers with part-time employment because of its customary di
vision between the Hebrew and general studies programs. To
w o m e n who are married and must rear children and manage a
home, a half-time job is a rare find. Furthermore, to retired
teachers without enough stamina to survive a full day with a big
public school class, the day school, with its half-day teaching load
and its relatively small classes, is a blessing.
But day school teaching differs in other ways from public school
teaching. Often enough it gives rise to a hierarchical arrange
ment that acknowledges that those w h o teach Hebrew subjects
outrank in prestige and prerogatives those equipped "only" to
teach English-language material.
Most day schools are found in large Jewish communities such
as N e w York City; but even urban centers that have no pro
nounced Jewish character have seen the founding of such
schools.3 Consider, for instance, a midwestern city with an un
commonly large number of Reform Jews. Its day school history is
worthy of study. The city had attracted a large German-Jewish
population by the last decades of the nineteenth century, and
although there was a significant influx of Eastern European Jews
from the 1880s on, the Jewish population is not m u c h larger n o w
than it w a s w h e n two of its oldest and most prestigious
synagogues became Reform temples. Each of these two temples
currently has a membership of well over a thousand families. T w o
smaller Reform temples together account for perhaps another
thousand families. Thus, nearly three thousand families are
Reform-affiliated. There is only one large Conservative
synagogue. Of the two other Conservative synagogues, one is too
minuscule and too poor to afford full-time rabbinical services, and
the other is located in an area peripheral to the more affluent
Jewish neighborhoods and, though rabbinically served, has a
small membership. Perhaps there are, in all, two thousand
families of Conservative affiliation. There are a number of Or
thodox synagogues, but it is doubtful that their combined m e m 
bership exceeds that of either of the two largest Reform temples.
Community power has been, and continues to be, largely in the
hands of Reform Jews m u c h as in other cities a power elite of
more traditional Jews has become wealthy and influential.4 Thus
the leadership of the Jewish Federation, which controls the com
munity money needed to subsidize day school education, is pre
dominantly Reform in affiliation. Despite the size and makeup of
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its Jewish population and the nontraditional sympathies of m a n y
of those w h o support the federation, the city has for at least
twenty years supported two day schools in separate buildings,
even though the two schools combined have rarely serviced as
m a n y as two hundred families. The newer of the day schools came
into being about twenty years ago when some local activists,
mostly Labor Zionists, determined to provide their children with
an alternative to the existing day school, then under the complete
domination of an antimodernist Orthodox rabbi.
The fervor of the Labor Zionists, after a great struggle, first to
get the n e w school founded and financed, then to fight off a mul
titude of federation attempts to force it to merge with the Or
thodox school, culminated in a day school belonging to, and de
pendent upon, no one denomination within Judaism. Its directors
until recently tended to be m e n who, though personally obser
vant, were recognized by the community as representing a sort of
eclectic (haskalah-modernist) Judaism rather than any particular
denominational commitment. Since such a director was not Or
thodox and most of the school's founders were not Reform, its
(always unofficial) ideological stance was by preference Zionist
and by default Conservative. Traditional worship services were
held at the school, holiday celebrations stressed traditional
themes, and a nominal kashrut was maintained in the room
where the children ate the lunches they brought from home. But
the school m a d e no serious attempt to persuade parents and
teachers that halachic observance was a sine qua non for partici
pation in the school's learning, teaching, or administrative ac
tivities. Furthermore, most of the school's founders and most of
those active on its behalf were politically liberal and even took
part in such efforts as were m a d e in their conservatively Republi
can city, with its strong G e r m a n and Southern tradition, to al
leviate the plight of the blacks. M a n y lived in newly (if not, as
events demonstrated, enduringly) integrated neighborhoods.
Still, there was always a potential within the parent body for a
swing to the right religiously, educationally, and politically.
In part this potential was linked to the fact that so m a n y of
those w h o elected to send their children to a Jewish day school
were from Orthodox backgrounds. This was true not only of those
whose discontent—generally not religious in character—with the
older Orthodox school led them to the newer school; it was even
true of some of the Reform-oriented academicians. Although often
suspected by some of their fellow day school supporters of being
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"heretical" Jews, these academicians did not, for the most part,
seek to influence the school to move religiously to the left. The
most they could have been said to be guilty of was exercising their
option to dispense with kippot at board meetings. In addition to
the school's inner potential for a move to the right in the religious
sphere, the changing political, economic, and racial scene at that
time—plus two other variables discussed below—allowed the
school's latent potential for educational and political conser
vatism to manifest itself in a most unpleasant way.
The last director of the maskil sort (he also directed the city's
interdenominational Bureau of Jewish Education) retired in the
late 1960s and was replaced by a m a n of pronounced and public
Orthodox piety. Even had the n e w director been a strong leader,
he would nonetheless have faced a formidable task. Holding his
smichah from an Orthodoxyeshivah, a master's degree in educa
tion from an East Coast graduate school, and a doctorate from a
midwestern university, he was engaged to serve as both the prin
cipal of the day school and the director of the city's geographically
dispersed Talmud Torah system. The Talmud Torah system he
administered had a different board of directors from the Bureau of
Jewish Education and was housed, for the most part, on the prem
ises of Orthodox synagogues whose rabbis m u c h preferred the
older Orthodox day school. Furthermore, there was competition,
not only for the n e w administrator's time and energy, but for
whatever funds were available to operate both the non-Orthodox
day school and the Talmud Torah system. Thus, even a strong
leader would have been torn asunder—although it is question
able whether a strong person would have agreed to attempt the
dual role.
The new administrator was not a strong leader. H e seemed to
conceive of his role as one of mediation, drawing together the
various factions that began to proliferate under his directorship.
During his directorship adverse circumstances beyond his control
continued developing. The day school was continually in debt,
borrowing always on its future commitment from the federation.
The director and some of the leadership saw in the city's troubled
social scene sure signs that enrollment would increase, but not
withstanding their analysis, it did not rise until m a n y years later,
long after the departure of this director. At the same time, the
Orthodox day school, although not growing enormously, began
perceptibly to expand. T h e director's inability to achieve in
creased enrollment eventually cost him his job.
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H o w did the director, guided by some rather strong per
sonalities a m o n g his board members, analyze the situation? H e
and his advisors saw Jews abandoning the public school system of
the central city because the once largely Jewish neighborhoods
within the city n o w contained a large percentage of blacks, new
comers whose presence changed the composition and, in certain
instances, the direction of the public schools. Furthermore, the
suburb to which the most affluent Jews had moved lacked a pub
lic school system of its own; it depended on the systems of neigh
boring municipalities, so that its residents had to send their chil
dren out of the suburb, whether they attended public or private
schools.
O n the national scene, black anti-Semitism had become an is
sue, m a n y influential Jewish spokesmen were arguing that the
most secure position for Jews to occupy in the general society was
squarely in the middle of the upper-middle classes where they
could safely look out for their o w n interests.5 In addition, the
Nixon administration, after a few tentatives in the direction of
"evenhandedness," appeared to have committed itself to endors
ing the defense policies of Israel. At the same time, the White
House was practicing "benign neglect" of the blacks and was al
legedly rediscovering huge blocs of hitherto silent "middle
Americans." While this was going on, however, inflation con
tinued, and the wages of m a n y middle-class people w h o had ex
pected soon to be comfortable began buying less and less. U n e m 
ployment, for the first time in over three decades, began threaten
ing middle-class Jews (those employees, for example, in the field
of engineering).
All this occurred at the same time that numerous middle-class
Jews had become convinced of the need to buy homes in neigh
borhoods away from the central city. The purchase of such homes
cut deeply into any money they might otherwise have been in a
position to spend for private education. If the intent of private
education was basically to avoid contact with blacks, then the
flight to the suburbs served this purpose very well.
During these years, too, n e w techniques in education were be
ginning to reach the public schools. More and more, people were
taking seriously the criticism leveled at educational institutions.
Parents began discounting the stress formerly given to the loca
tion of the school and even its ethnic or racial composition and
instead began asking questions about open classrooms, ungraded
classes, and the teaching methods employed by the teachers. The
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Orthodox day school responded by introducing open classrooms
and a Montessori kindergarten. On e public school in a carefully
integrated enclave within the city, a school with a student body
that was 80 percent black, got a new black w o m a n principal and,
with her, ungraded classes with a heavy emphasis on individual
student development.
But the non-Orthodox day school interpreted all these changes
in a rather special way. The small group that controlled the
school viewed with a degree of satisfaction the increasing conser
vatism of the national Jewish scene and the growing rift between
Jews and blacks. In these developments they saw an opportunity
for the day school to reverse the diminution of its student body
and the concomitant financial crisis that had been getting more
severe each year. The newly chosen president of the board even
went so far as to tell one parent that the black situation was going
"to save Judaism" because it would bring into the school a
number of children whose parents otherwise would never have
considered sending them to a day school.
The city has as part of its public school system a highly
regarded—and educationally traditional—college preparatory
secondary (that is, combined junior high and high) school. That
school (a sort of "Latin school," a Bostonian would say) is located
in what for a generation or so has been a predominantly black
neighborhood. It has faced numerous onslaughts by blacks and
others w h o object to its citywide character and its policy of
imposing an entrance exam and limiting enrollment to students
wh o are willing and able to take courses geared to a college pre
paratory level. A s a result of the school's entrance policy and
curricular emphasis, its student body is two-thirds white, includ
ing m a n y Jews. The school has been fortunate in having a student
and parent body largely free from incidents of racial strife.
Alumni of the day school, which until recently had only six grades
(it now has eight), usually attended this secondary school.
The leaders of the day school, notwithstanding its financial
plight, sought to extend its program from six grades to seven. Did
the director try to convince the parents of its sixth-grade children
of the advantages of its small classes and the validity of building
on the children's existent and reasonably extensive knowledge of
Hebrew? One might have expected such an approach; but instead,
at a meeting of parents, the director suggested that parents would
be exposing their children to the danger of violence by enrolling
them in the public prep school. This approach, it happens, was not
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notably successful. In the fall only six out of a possible twelve
students enrolled in the n e w seventh grade. N o recruits were
found for the seventh grade from outside the day school, despite
an attempt to project an image of the school as an elitist institu
tion free from the tensions besetting public schools. T h e day
school, committed to having a seventh grade and promised funds
by the rabbi of the large Conservative synagogue whose son was
enrolled in the seventh grade, hired a full coterie of ne w teachers
in both the Hebrew and general studies departments. The school
had pledged itself to offer a program at least equal to that of the
public prep school, and so it had to hire six n e w part-time teachers
to teach the six students enrolled in the new seventh grade. Since
the rabbi was able ultimately to deliver less than half the amount
he had hoped to raise, and since enrollment was m u c h below what
had been anticipated, the school's financial situation worsened.
The city's Jewish Federation had agreed to subsidize only the first
six grades of the day school. The school's already limited budget
was heavily burdened by the needs of the new grade, as were the
physical facilities of an already inadequate and unattractive
building.
Meanwhile, the members of the board found themselves less
and less frequently informed of policies crucial to the destiny of
the school. All during the year prior to the establishment of the
seventh grade, the chairman of the school's education committee
had refused to call a meeting, protesting that she was too busy.
W h e n meetings were finally called late in the spring of the year,
their recommendations were never acted upon.
In the s u m m e r of that year, the board discovered that it had a
new president—a young, halachically scrupulous academician.
There had been no election. There was no attempt even to go
through the motions of informing the board. Only by noting that
the signature at the bottom of a letter identified him as president
did board members learn of his appointment. The n e w president
was not k n o w n for his liberal points of view, whether in religion,
racial matters, the rights of college students, or educational inno
vations, and he would hardly have been the choice of the more
liberal members either of the board or of the parents. This is not
to say, however, that he might not have been the choice of what
was by now a majority of those given policy-making power on the
governing board of the school.
In addition to the appointment (rather than election) of a quite
conservative new board president, it soon became apparent that
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the body known as the executive committee had been abolished.
Before long a teacher was fired by a group of board members
claiming to act, it became evident, under the auspices of the
abolished executive committee—although the president and the
director did not indicate any discomfort with the sudden (and
transient) reincarnation of a body they had so recently been con
tent to bury.
The power group reached two other decisions: to force the res
ignation of the school's director and to relocate in the affluent
suburb that had no public school system of its own. The day school
was to abandon a middle-class neighborhood that housed the
Jewish Center, was home to m a n y elderly Jews, and was experi
encing an increased degree of racial integration. The leadership
had not previously asked the board or the parents whether or not
they wished a relocation plan to be formulated.
Soon a number of events further testified to the unfortunate
direction in which the school was heading. For example, the
teachers were arbitrarily presented with a set of rules for good
conduct. The rules included, among other strictures, the warning
that teachers on the staff of the day school "must not openly
desecrate the Sabbath"—a rule that presumably sanctioned pri
vate desecration and suggested that the halacha as interpreted by
the clique was to be the n e w manual of discipline. (Rather
amusingly—but how uncharacteristically?—a clique leader out
spokenly in favor of the ruling was subsequently seen by a less
halachically stringent board m e m b e r shopping on the Sabbath at
a local discount house.)
Next, a letter was sent to all parents stating that w h e n day
school children were invited to their homes, the laws of kashrut
were to be observed. O n e parent, an Israeli, had served hambur
gers from a fast-food restaurant at a birthday party. All the chil
dren, most of w h o m regularly go to nonkosher restaurants with
their parents, had eaten the sandwiches. It was becoming appar
ent that the clique would no longer remain neutral on religious
issues. Having gained control over the religious orientation of the
school, the members of the clique were n o w extending their area
of control into people's private lives. This was true even of those
in the clique who were themselves not more than nominally ob
servant. The school was being pushed to a more traditionalist
stance and given to believe that it would soon be moved out of its
hom e in an integrating middle-class neighborhood and relocated
in an affluent suburb. Space was to be rented in, of all places, the
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religious school building of a huge Reform temple that had moved
from the inner city a few years before and was n o w in need of cash
with which to maintain its expensive suburban splendor. A clique
leader (the very one seen shopping on the Sabbath) was heard to
say that the move to the premises of a Reform congregation would
m a k e it even more necessary for the school to adopt a pietist style
(lest the public confuse the school with its host congregation).
But those were not the only events taking place in the school.
Over the years the school had advertised itself as willing to give
special attention to children wh o entered the school beyond the
first few grades and were, as a result, behind in Hebrew. In real
ity, however, what n o w took place was quite the opposite. Not
only the child w h o entered late, but any student w h o had a learn
ing problem in any area—and especially in Hebrew—was tor
mented by teachers and fellow students until he or she was with
drawn from the school. In the spring the son of a physician, a child
w h o had been enrolled in the school in the second grade and was
n o w in the fourth, became so unhappy that he refused to go to
school. W h e n his father asked to discuss the matter with the
proper committee, he was informed that his son w a s a slow
learner. The doctor withdrew all three of his children from the
school. A check of the school's dropouts—rather a substantial
percentage of the student body—revealed that their chief com
plaint about the school was its intolerance of any student w h o did
not readily adapt to its tight program. The school simply would
not deal with deviations of any kind.
A teacher of English in the ne w seventh grade began hearing
rumors to the effect that she was under investigation for ac
tivities subversive of the school's purposes. It was true that she
had been outspoken in her displeasure with the way a colleague
was fired and did not permit her students to deride the unhappy
teacher either before or after her dismissal; that she had criticized
the relocation plan; that she had given expression to her fear that,
in view of the investment the school had m a d e in the seventh
grade and the fact that one of the six seventh graders was the
child of the leader of the clique and another was the Conservative
rabbi's child, more than due heed was being given children of the
seventh grade; and that she had spoken out against the policy
that denied teachers representation on the school's board. W h a t
surprised her were the tactics subsequently employed, first to try
to silence her, then to force her resignation.
First, she was asked to meet with an ad hoc teacher evaluation
committee consisting of two clique personalities of predictably
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conservative bent in matters of educational policy and a third
more liberal party, no doubt included to give the committee a
more balanced appearance. Consistent with the clique's policy of
secrecy, the teacher was called to the meeting ostensibly to give
advice in planning the next year's curriculum. W h a t happened at
the meeting w a s that she w a s accused by the chairperson of
"teaching values" rather than English and of actively expressing
dissatisfaction with the school's policy, particularly in the area of
teacher representation on the board and its committees.
Thereafter her classroom, which had had no visits from the
director during the entire year, began to receive daily visitations.
She was called to meeting after meeting. The leaders of the
clique, however, were stymied, since the one outside educational
specialist they consulted gave her a top rating as a teacher. Their
setback was only temporary, though, because w h e n she was of
fered a contract for the following year, it was for half the salary
she had been receiving. Since this m a d e it economically unfeasi
ble for her to continue teaching there, she found it necessary to
resign.
In the meantime there was a ground swell of parental unhappi
ness. It centered on the secrecy with which the clique operated
and on the unwillingness of the school's leadership to accept any
educational innovation or to deal sympathetically with students
in need of a different approach. The meetings held to try to m a k e
sense of the board's decision came to naught because some of the
discontented were suspicious of the Reform Jews in their midst.
Husbands from Orthodox homes could not agree with their wives,
who came from less observant backgrounds. The m e n tended to be
less critical than their wives of the school, although all opposed
the secrecy of the clique. Furthermore, it w a s difficult to sustain a
prolonged assault on the school because things promised to be
different the next year. A n e w director, young, vigorous, and in
novative in day school education, was coming. The school would
be housed in elegant surroundings in an affluent suburb. A waitand-see attitude, coupled with the onset of summer , brought the
year to an end.
During the s u m m e r board members and parents received a
missive informing them that the relocation had to be abandoned,
since the would-be host congregation had asked too high a rental;
the old building, which the clique had decried as utterly unsuit
able, was being remodeled; and a new president was at the reins.
The previous president, it appeared, had resigned and had been
succeeded by the vice-president. (Neither had ever been elected
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by the board.) The erstwhile vice-president, now president, had
lent himself most willingly to the purposes of the clique. Would he
continue under that influence? Or would he fall under the influ
ence of the merger-minded federation and surrender the school to
the Orthodox?
It is worthwhile reflecting on the problems facing our day
school because they m a y be paradigmatic for other schools that
attempt to be nondenominational and that rely on parents and
the local federation to sustain them.
First, a day school without adequate financial backing is at the
mercy of too m a n y groups with conflicting interests. The m e n who
allocate funds from the Jewish Federation are likely, whether
Reform or Conservative in affiliation, to have a vested (if uncon
scious) interest in seeing the day school fail. Most of them belong
to congregations that support afternoon or weekend Hebrew and
religious schools, which in a w a y are competitive with a day
school. For example, it was often rumored that even though his
own children attended the day school, the powerful Conservative
rabbi had an expensive ne w educational building to finance and
fill and could not be expected to give his wholehearted support to
the day school. A flourishing day school is bound to undercut
enrollment in the educational activities of local congregations.
Second, a day school without adequate, broad financial support
lacks proper administration. Because our school lacked the funds
to hire a full administrative staff, a very small group of people
w h o had the time—and, ultimately, an almost manic devotion to
the school—came to insist on being rewarded for their efforts by
being allowed to m a k e virtually all the decisions affecting the
school. Add to these a few more people with some money to give
the school, and what emerged w a s a school run, not by profes
sional educators, but by a clique of self-serving, self-styled execu
tives dominating nearly every aspect of the school's activity.
Next, it is important to establish, clearly and distinctly, the
school's ideological stance in matters of religion. It is not enough
for a school to exist only as an alternative to Orthodox day
schools. If it follows the pattern so well established by Conserva
tive Jews—the pattern of demanding Orthodoxy in the institu
tion while permitting personal nonobservance in public or at
home—it is bound to fall into one of two traps. Either the more
observant members of the parent body will, since they recognize
no alternate type of Judaism, insist that the school adhere to the
letter of Jewish law, or a glaring inconsistency will be allowed
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between what is taught in the school as correct behavior and what
is practiced outside the school by m a n y , perhaps even most, of the
parents.
As it stands, a practicing, believing Reform or liberal Jew has
no day school to which to send his children. The few Reform day
schools that have been established are still at the very most e m 
bryonic. If a Reform parent wants traditional Judaism m a d e
available to his children, but only as one possible interpretation
of Jewish life, there is simply no day school for him. M u c h of the
blame for this state of affairs lies, of course, with Reform Jews
themselves. M a n y are wary of traditional Judaism for reasons
ranging from their o w n religious beliefs to snobbism to as
similationist tendencies. Thus far, few liberal or Reform Jews
have been personally willing to fund a day school or even to pro
vide the children necessary to maintain one. Furthermore, even if
Reform Judaism as a movement were willing to support day
schools, as seems from recent resolutions passed at intramove
ment conventions to be at least a possibility, it is doubtful
whether these schools would present a traditional practice like
davening to the children enrolled in them.
But all of these questions aside, there is a more serious issue,
an issue of morality. It appears that some of the old fears that
opponents of day schools have voiced over the years m a y not be
groundless. If those willing to support day schools do so because
they wish to isolate their children from Christians, white or
black, or even from Jews w h o do not share their belief that they
represent a Righteous Remnant of the Chosen People, the school
must fall prey to parochialism in the worst sense of the word. In
such a school the possibility of social strife is taken as good if it
frightens people into sending their children to the school. Toler
ance of others, even of children unable to fit into the tightly struc
tured curriculum, is taken as an evil. Tolerance m a y lead to in
teraction with the tolerated and thereby erode the beliefs of the
elite.
The flight to an affluent suburb was halted, not out of a sense of
loyalty to the Jews w h o remained in an integrating neigh
borhood, but simply because the school could not afford the rent
asked for the proposed n e w facility. There was a feeling that
change in educational techniques would come about under a new,
stronger director (also a m a n with an Orthodox commitment).
Perhaps such change would have come about in any case because,
in order to m a k e the old building do, someflexibilityas to class
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room use had to be built into the renovated structure. It is doubt
ful, even so, whether the school will veer away from the direction
in which it is n o w headed, i.e., into an eventual merger with the
Orthodox school. If a merger occurs it will be, as it always is,
according to the religious terms laid down by the Orthodox. The
present director, for all his educational verve and openness, will
certainly not oppose such a merger.
N o matter h o w liberal Jews m a y change their stance with re
gard to state funding of day schools and no matter h o w urgently
they m a y come to recognize that a day school is the only alterna
tive to a haphazard Jewish education, the price in terms of other
moral values remains too high to pay. W h a t is the answer? H o w
are liberals to give their children a solid Jewish—and moral—
education without forcing them to discard the values of pluralism
and tolerance that promise them a good life in an open society?

chapter eight

The Jesus Hang-up

The traditional day school attempts to instill in children a kind of
Jewish identity that unorthodox parents frequently find at odds
with their o w n values. The school throws into relief deficiencies
within the unorthodox community. In a more radical sense, the
Jewish Jesus movement helps shape a form of Jewish identity
held undesirable by virtually every segment within the norma
tive Jewish community. Nevertheless, an encounter with Jesus
Jews m a y well be as valuable as an encounter with a traditional
day school for its illumination of what is likely to be lacking in all
but ultra-Orthodox Judaism.
There are a number of ways to speak sociologically and psycho
logically about the Jewish Jesus people. O n e might, for instance
try to examine them in demographic terms. H o w old are they?
W h a t is their educational level? W h a t socioeconomic class are
they from? Regrettably, however, little of this information is
available. Or one might approach them from a purely psychologi
cal angle, seeking to determine what psychic needs are m e t
through their acceptance of Jesus as the Messiah. Testimony
about the problems from which Jesus has saved them offers a
picture of a typical Jewish Jesus person w h o has been on drugs,
has had problems with sex (either too m u c h or too little), and feels
a sense of extreme alienation from his nuclear family. But such a
picture does not explain w h y these Jews solve their preconversion
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problems by becoming Jesus people. To dismiss them as freaks (in
the traditional sense of the word) is to miss an opportunity to gain
an insight, through them, into contemporary Jewish life.
W h a t I propose to do here is to explore the Jewish Jesus
phenomenon from the perspective of what is known in sociology
as deviant theory1—to see the deviant as the person or group
delineating for us what our norms are, thereby helping throw our
values into relief so that w e m a y either strengthen them or, if w e
find them inadequate, seek to change them. In other words, w e
can use deviants to tell us something about ourselves.
First of all, by what right do I label Jewish Jesus people de
viant? I do so because I assume, perhaps erroneously, that despite
their claims to the contrary, joining the Jesus movement and
accepting Jesus as the Christ puts a Jew outside that ill-defined
(but not at all utterly amorphous) entity known as the Jewish
community. In general our willingness to tolerate Jewish Jesus
people in our institutions and to accept them as our friends is not
as great as it would be if they were "merely" transcendental
meditators, atheists, Christians married to Jews, Jewish draft
dodgers, Jews arrested for smoking pot, and—I suspect, but ad
mittedly a m not certain—black Jews or gay Jews. One of the
conclusions this leads to is that the rank and file of the nonOrthodox Jewish community is growing increasingly tolerant of
people formerly seen as ideologically or behaviorally deviant.
Let us assume that the American Jewish community does in
deed regard the Jewish Jesus people as deviant and being some
how out of bounds. Conversely, let us assume that Jesus Jews
consider themselves not only as still within the Jewish c o m m u 
nity but indeed as the only real Jews within it. W h a t then can w e
learn about Jewish community values from those w h o m the
Jewish community rejects and even fears?
First, at the risk of oversimplifying the Jewish Jesus move
ment, I want to attempt a characterization of it in terms of m y
own personal observations, interviews, and broad reading of
"Jews for Jesus" literature.
1. Like other movements within the so-called Jesus revolution,
the Jewish Jesus community is m a d e up of people who have
had a personal conversion experience in which Jesus entered
their hearts and bodies and made them accept Jesus not only
as the Messiah but as their personal Savior. Unlike other
members of the Jesus movement, however, Jewish converts
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did not come from a tradition that had already accepted
Jesus as the Messiah and Savior.
Jesus people—Jewish and non-Jewish—are radical fun
damentalists believing that every word in the Old and the
N e w Testaments was revealed by God. They deny the valid
ity of scientific approaches to Scripture and spurn any intel
lectualization that might impede their experiencing Jesus
through his word.
Nearly universally, Jesus people feel that they had led
meaningless, sinful lives prior to their finding Jesus. B y
their own testimony, the movement is m a d e up of m a n y
people w h o were once on drugs or w h o in one w a y or another
felt that they had reason to feel guilty about their sexuality.
In fact, there is some evidence that Jesus people tend to
exaggerate their former sinfulness in order to m a k e more
miraculous the extent of their salvation.
Jesus people feel superior to those wh o have not found Jesus.
They feel good knowing that they are doing what God wants.
If they are Jews, they feel superior to other Jews because
they are "completed" Jews.
Jesus people feel intimately part of a group. They are a
welcome part of a community of believers. They have a
home.
Jesus people regard sex before marriage as sinful and there
fore abstain from it.

Thus, middle-class American society—and middle-class Jewish
society in particular—does not satisfy any of the needs that are
met by the Jesus enthusiasts as a revolutionary movement. Pro
testants from staid, middle-class denominations wh o join the
Jesus movement can embarrass their church and their parents
by, in a sense, taking them at their word. This phenomenon is
well known to non- or lightly observant Conservative Jews w h o
send their children to C a m p R a m a h in order to deepen their chil
dren's commitment to Judaism. Catholic Jesus people, like the
Jews, are converts to what is essentially a Protestant evangelical
movement, but it is the Jews who, if they are not in revolt, stand
to gain the most from their affiliation with the Jesus movement.
Not only do they break with their families by becoming religious,
but they do so in a way that negates the validity of the entire
Jewish historical experience of the last two thousand years.
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There is another payoff unique to Jews in the Jesus movement.
Although they are in active revolt against their families and their
heritage, they are also in a sense normalizing themselves within
American society. W h o is more American than Pat Boone or
Johnny Cash? A Jewish Jesus person is an outsider by virtue of
his alienation from the Jewish community through drugs or other
socially unacceptable forms of behavior. By embracing Jesus, he
not only gets revenge against the Jews but also gains entry into
the most American of Americas—the America of Jesus Saves and
Billy Graham . Still, it would be a serious mistake to see the
Jewish Jesus movement solely as a negative phenomenon, a re
volt against the Jewish community. The Jesus movement—with
its emphasis on personal religious experience, its fundamen
talism and anti-intellectualism, its ability to m a k e its members
feel that they possess a clean slate despite whatever sins they feel
they have previously committed, its success in making its adhe
rents feel religiously fulfilled, its substitution of a new group for
the nuclear family, and its strongly puritanical sexual stance—
points to true deficiencies within middle-class religious com
munities and especially within the non-Hasidic Jewish c o m m u 
nity.
In m a n y instances middle-class religions, geared as they are to
producing rational, reliable workers and consumers w h o accept
the scientific, rational, logical, empirical explanation of ho w
things are, have systematically stripped themselves of anything
producing an individual or collective subjective mystical religious
experience. Middle-class religions are more likely to be
humanitarian in the grand sense of the word, supporting
U N I C E F , C A R E , and the like, but they are far less likely to be
accepting of individual deviants. Where would one expect to find
an alcoholic or an ex-convict at prayer—in a Presbyterian church
or at the Salvation A r m y ? A n d where would one expect to find a
Jewish addict at prayer—in a temple or at a Jesus meeting? For
all its talk about concern for its lost souls, the Jewish community
has been almost totally resistant to supporting and funding al
ternatives to the Jewish family. W h a t do a Jewish runaway, a
Jewish addict, and a down-and-out Jew have to turn to that is
accepting and Jewish?
H o w can one be a good Jew? One can be Orthodox and observe
the mitzvot. But Orthodoxy is based on study, intellectual at
tainment, a knowledge of Hebrew, a mastery of minutiae.2 It is an
in-group difficult to enter. Only the Lubavitcher Hasidim are
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willing to tolerate mistakes3—and they are gaining more Jewish
followers than the Jesus movement. O n e can also be a good Jew
by supporting Jewish causes and giving to Jewish charities.
These options are available in the main to people with m o n e y who
are able to derive meaning from affiliation with middle-class reli
gious institutions. Thus, as m u c h as certain people, particularly
outcasts, seek to be good Jews, they have to struggle. B y accept
ing Jesus, a young Jew w h o believes the teachings of the Hebrew
Christians can consider himself a better J e w than anyone else
w h o goes by that n a m e .
There is also the matter of sexuality. W e live in a culture, Jews
and non-Jews alike, in which all of us are faced with several
contradictory attitudes toward the attainment of sexual gratifica
tion. Our religious tradition (on this Judaism seems more lenient
than Christianity)4 warns us that sexual gratification outside of
marriage is a grave sin. The American economy floods our senses
with images designed to arouse us sexually while deluding us into
believing that buying a certain toothpaste will give us an orgasm.
Our liberal, scientific, psychologically sophisticated educated
classes tell us that sex is good, that good sex is better, and that all
of our sexual hang-ups are due to the repression inherent in the
teaching of our traditional religions.
Where do modern Judaism and liberal Christianity stand?
They stand outside the realm of h u m a n possibility. Either out of
loyalty to tradition or out of Victorian prudery, they refuse to
break with the traditional stand that sexual gratification outside
of marriage is wrong. Their adherents are instead urged to accept
the advice of experts such as scientists and psychologists, to stay
in school for years and years, and to become self-supporting before
marriage (early marriage, w e are told, is neurotic).
W h a t are the alternatives? O n e is: D a m n the religion, full
speed ahead—and hope that guilt doesn't catch up with us. The
only other alternative is to put ourselves in situations where ab
stinence is given more importance and more group support than
is sexual gratification. The Jesus movement, along with move
ments such as Hare Krishna and Hasidism, provides the latter
alternative—a means of avoiding sexual guilt through groupsupported abstinence. Modern religions, on the other hand, offer
multiple clues that m a y produce guilt but that cannot protect
people from feeling guilty.
The contemporary Jewish way of life has simply not developed
an ideology capable of supporting premarital sexual exploration,
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nor has it been able to produce a cogent scientific argument
against it. In a psychoreligious system that pities the neurotic
aspect of sex-produced guilt and in a social climate that exults in
the erotic and in the total pleasure the body can give, liberal
Judaism has remained judiciously noncommittal on matters sex
ual. This attitude, or lack of one, has, for the most part, served
progressive religious leaders well. Most non-Orthodox Jewish
adolescents and postadolescents seem to find in this religious
laissez-faire at best a manifestation of Judaism's progressive in
tent and at worst another instance of its unwillingness to take a
positive stand on a positive good, i.e., premarital sex.
In the Jewish community, as in other sections of American life,
m a n y young people are unwilling or unable to surrender to the
pull toward sexual excitation and its logical outcome, premarital
sex. Although the traditional Jewish community once recognized
the strength of the sex drive and demanded early marriage, today
the middle classes see early marriage not only as a financial and
educational impossibility but as a liability for creating a good
marriage. Religious communities such as the Jesus people, Hare
Krishna, and Lubavitchers provide environments that reinforce
celibacy and m a k e abstinence a virtue. Confession of past dal
liance testifies to the newcomer's need for, and commitment to,
the groups. Internalized restraint yields to external surveillance.
In other words, a sanctified escape is provided from cultural and
physical urges toward sexual gratification outside of holy mat
rimony. In exploring the appeal of the Jews for Jesus, it would be
an error to underestimate this factor of sanctified celibacy.
Although it would be wrong to overemphasize the threat that
Jews for Jesus offer Jewish survival, unorthodox and particularly
non-Hasidic Jews will do well to look to this and other "deviant"
communities for clues as to what m a y be missing in the norma
tive Jewish community. For very valid historical reasons, Jewish
communities have tended to deal with deviants in their midst by
confining them to internal Jewish institutions (e.g., the pauper,
the physically stigmatized, or the petty criminal) or by driving
them out from under their aegis (e.g., the J e w who marries a
non-Jew, the heretic, or the grand felon).5
At the present time, particularly for Jewish youths w h o m vari
ous social or psychological reasons deprive of a place within the
normative Jewish community, some sort of exile seems neces
sary.6 Unfortunately, the Jews for Jesus movement supplies such
youths with a means of normalizing themselves within a c o m m u 
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nity, makes them feel authentic both as Jews and as Americans,
repudiates the Jewish community from which they feel alienated,
and provides external protection from—and even a reward for
denying—guilt-producing sexual impulses. Furthermore, it does
so in a way that makes few intellectual demands.
It m a y well be that the established Jewish community should
be grateful to the Jesus movement for siphoning off "undesir
ables," but it should also move Jews to reexamine their existing
communal institutions to see h o w they might bring their deviants
back under the wings of the Shekinah.

chapter nine

The Vision of M a n Triumphant

It came as something of a shock w h e n American Jews were ap
prised in the early 1960s of the existence in their midst of a
self-confessed and outspokenly candid "atheist" rabbi at the head
of a congregation of like-minded Jews in suburban Detroit.1
Most newsworthy events within the Jewish community in those
years tended to come from the secular or quasi-secular segments
of the institutional structure, such as the welfare and defense
agencies, the charitable organizations, and the Zionist and pro- or
anti-Israeli groupings. O n the religious front life seemed to have
stabilized around the typically American Jewish pattern of Or
thodox, Conservative, and Reform, with a relatively quiescent
Reconstructionist fringe and a large but amorphous category of
those unconcerned, partially assimilated, or not formally af
filiated with a synagogue.
With Rabbi Sherwin Wine and the Birmingham Temple, it be
came possible for the first time in m a n y years to sense an impend
ing event in the religious community that promised to go beyond
situational and institutional adjustments and that foreshadowed
major changes involving not just the religious professionals but
an unknown (and possibly large) segment of the laity as well.
Sociologists wondered if this was a self-generating event that
could be explained (and, some hoped, contained) by the
socioreligious peculiarities of a small suburban group in Michi
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gan; or if it instead suggested the first rumblings of concern from
an American Jewry moving beyond religious pliability, into the
uncharted and threatening waters of radical religious innova
tion?
To some an avowedly atheist rabbi and an allegedly atheist
congregation posed the threat of upsetting the delicately wrought
structure of the American religious establishment, of which the
Jews are a part. To others it represented a possible attempt to
close the yawning abyss of cultural lag that separated contem
porary religious institutions from the suspected nonbelief or at
tenuated beliefs of a vast number of Jews. The basic questions,
however, were to what extent the birth of the Birmingham T e m 
ple adumbrated radical and far-reaching changes in American
Jewish religious life, and what influence the event was likely to
have on the community structure.
In the early spring of 1963, according to one of the founders of
the Birmingham Temple, a group of eight families, four of which
had belonged to the largest of the Detroit Reform temples (located
at the time in a black neighborhood), asked the board of that
synagogue whether it contemplated an imminent move to the
suburbs. They were told that although such a move was under
consideration, a building program was not expected in the im
mediate future. Dissatisfied with this answer, the group deter
mined to form its o w n suburban Reform temple.
Crossing the Detroit River to Windsor, Ontario, they spoke
with Rabbi Sherwin T. Wine of the Windsor Reform Temple, the
first Reform synagogue in a town with a strong Orthodox com
munity. The group approached Wine because they k n e w him from
the past, when he had been assistant rabbi at Detroit's Temple
Beth El. Subsequently he had served as a chaplain in Korea and
had then returned to Beth El, where he had gained popularity as
a preacher, youth group leader, teacher, and advisor to young
couples. His preaching style, combining wit and whimsy with a
large measure of subtle theatrics, attracted notice among Detroit
Reform Jews. Wine had left Detroit, to serve the Windsor Reform
Temple while he continued his work in philosophy at the
University of Michigan, following a mutual agreement between
him and Beth El's senior rabbi to terminate what had grown to be
an unhappy senior-assistant relationship. At the time that the
Birmingham group approached Wine, he had completed his
course work for a doctorate at the University of Michigan and was
thinking of entering academic life. M a n y of his professors and
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peers at the Hebrew Union College had predicted that Wine's
intellectual gifts and personal eccentricities would find a more
convivial climate in the academic environment.2
W h e n the group, consisting of young professionals, came to
Wine, he was excited by their proposal, and he in turn excited
those w h o had come to ask for his advice. They included people
who had been raised in Reform Judaism, some w h o had no Jewish
training or former affiliations, and others whose commitment to
Reform Judaism was high. Wine sensed in the group a strong
discontent with existing temples and was quick to convert per
sonal dissatisfaction into a dissatisfaction over ideology by ques
tioning whether existing liberal temples promised a synthesis
between science and religion but delivered instead a hodgepodge
of infantile theology and quasi-scientific jargon; and whether, al
though Reform Judaism described itself as liberal, w h e n con
fronted with the full results of reason it retreated into the cliches
of Orthodoxy. If a new temple was to be formed in the northwest
suburbs of Detroit, an area inhabited by the new breed of Jew,
self-accepting but college-educated, had it no obligation to be a
temple committed to the principle of free inquiry?
The Birmingham Temple was indeed founded on the principle
of free inquiry. During its first months the Reform prayer book
was used. Soon, however, it became obvious that m a n y of the
traditional prayers were inconsistent with the temple's philoso
phy. The ritual committee was instructed to produce a n e w
liturgy for the temple. Within a short time mimeographed ser
vices were issued containing the rubrics of the Reform service—
the Borchu, the Shema, the M i Chomocho, a psalm or two, the
Kaddish, and a standard Reform Torah service—but substituting
for the body of some of these prayers and for the English sermonic
prayers of the Union Prayer Book meditations on various themes
such as tradition, individual potentiality, humanism, and love.
Although the n e w liturgy was written by Wine and merely
ratified by the committee, the feeling, nevertheless, was conveyed
that this was the creation of the Birmingham Temple, and cohe
sion tightened while membership continued to grow. At this point
in the temple's development, the word "God" was understood as
the symbol for the "best in m a n . " N o congregant objected to the
word being employed in such a manner.
The people w h o were joining the temple and espousing Wine's
teachings and his new liturgy were, in the main, third-generation
American Jews. They were young people w h o had attended col
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lege. Over 80 percent of the m e n and over 40 percent of the
w o m e n had B . A . degrees or their equivalent; of these, 60 percent
of the m e n and 25 percent of the w o m e n had advanced academic
degrees. Nearly 60 percent of the breadwinners were profession
als. There were m a n y educators, lawyers, and accountants, as
well as a few engineers, physicians, dentists, and psychiatrists.
To them Wine's teaching appeared reasonable. To those basically
unschooled in philosophy or theology, to those who had received
the rather minimal Jewish training available in American
synagogues during the late thirties and forties, Birmingham rein
forced what they already believed. Psychoanalysis had said that
God was only your father projected onto the world; that to worship
your own needs was neurotic, to pray to a figment of your imagi
nation, irrational. In Detroit, among the Jewish middle class,
psychiatry was and is regarded as unquestionably valid. The em
pirical method was assumed to be the only legitimate approach to
problem-solving. That the individual is sacred, that h u m a n
creativity is what deserves homage, that freedom from guilt is
desirable, that Judaism and humanism are compatible, that Re
form Judaism permits liturgical innovations—these are all
teachings that were consonant with the educational training and
personal needs of the temple's members as well as with the doc
trine of Reform Judaism. As for theology, the members of the con
gregation agreed with Rabbi Wine that "a God whose existence
had to be saved through mental gymnastics or anti-intellectual
leaps of faith was not worth having." They were convinced that to
have no God was the more honest position. God was a metaphor;
Moses, a teacher of morals and metaphors.
By September 1964, 148 families had affiliated with the Bir
mingham Temple. Over 50 percent of these families had never
belonged to a synagogue before. In addition a crowd of prospective
joiners and those who normally attended services on the high holy
days only came to witness the services. Together they filled the
auditorium of a public school. The readings from the new liturgy
still contained the Borchu, the Shema, the Kaddish, and other
traditional elements, but also included meditations based on
F r o m m , Sartre, and C a m u s .
Unhampered by official links to an organized religious move
ment and emboldened by the continued zeal of the membership,
Rabbi Wine and his committee moved to what they believed to be
a more forthright position. In late October 1964 a directive was
issued to the faculty of the religious school stating that hereafter
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the word "God" was no longer to be employed other than in a
historical context. The teachers were told that if "ideal m a n " were
meant, "ideal m a n " and not "God" should be used. Shortly after
this the liturgy committee began issuing new services completely
devoid of any mention of God. The Borchu, the S h e m a , and the
Kaddish were dropped; in their place humanist Hebrew responses
were sung to Israeli and Hasidic melodies. "Baruch shalom
ba'olam, baruch shalom ba'adam. Blessed be peace in the world,
blessed be peace in m a n . . . . Baruch ha'or ba'olam, baruch ha'or
ba'adam. Blessed be the light in the world, blessed be the light in
m a n . " Instead of the Kaddish a memorial tribute was read, fol
lowed by the congregation singing "Am Yisrael hai ad b'lee dai.
The people Israel lives eternally."
Certain psalms of a humanist nature were retained, such as
"Behold h o w good it is for brothers to dwell together in unity,"
and segments of certain traditional prayers were kept when God
was not the subject, such as Sim Shalom, a prayer for peace. A n
excerpt from a typical service illustrates the innovation.
C O N G R E G A T I O N A N D CHOIR
Hin-nay ma tov oo-ma na-eem she-vet aheem gam ya-had

READER
Religion is the act of worship. The wonder of sacred things excites
our awesome tribute and leads us to adoration. M a n y m e n waste
their reverence. They turn it to the lifeless world of mountains and
stars where only d u m b grandeur greets their conscious love; or with
mythical charm they indulge it in an exotic realm of gods and
angels in which children act out their fears and fantasies. H o w nice
it would be to conjure up the strength and maturity and rescue
religion for what is truly real and superbly worthy. In the tension
between what m a n is and wliat he can become lies the invitation to
worship. Against a mindless world that dispenses cruelty without
malice and kindness without love, m a n stands to fulfill the destiny
of his being. To tame the world in all its wildness to h u m a n need
and to push back relentlessly the horizon of its mystery is an incred
ible mission. Yet h u m a n talent has it within its grasp if w e but
press the will of our determination. The vision of m a n triumphant
is enough to seize the power of reverence and transform its energy
into the pursuit of realistic ends. Each of us in all his possibility is
an awesome being. Let us then adore the hero within us and pay
rightful honor to what w e must become.
SILENT M E D I T A T I O N
The radically n e w liturgy was ratified by the congregation,
though not without some dissension. Virtually everyone agreed
with the theological premises underlying the changes. F e w , if
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any, were willing to speak up on God's behalf. All of them had
agreed with the rabbi when he said that God was no more than a
metaphor. H o w could they argue, then, for the retention of that
metaphor? Furthermore, to retain the word "God" was, in reality,
to contradict the premises on which the temple had been founded:
truth based on the evidence of the senses and consistency of action
and belief. W h e n members requested the Kaddish, Wine charged
them with harboring unresolved guilt feelings—unhealthy in
persons seeking to realize their full potential. Some of the con
gregants felt that something was wrong, but due to their lack of
Jewish knowledge and their admitted ignorance of theology, they
could not identify what was troubling them. They were not trou
bled by the question of God's existence; they were, with Rabbi
Wine, ignostic with regard to that problem. Furthermore, the
nearly universal esteem in which they held Rabbi Wine kept
them loyal to the temple, even if they shared some misgivings
about its direction.
The issuance of a "God-less" service produced a change in the
relationship between the temple and the larger Jewish c o m m u 
nity. Once the n e w service was introduced, the Detroit Reform
rabbinate had the evidence necessary to launch a full-scale attack
on the Birmingham Temple. Rabbi Wine was asked to appear
before them to answer charges. Reporters were invited from the
Detroit newspapers. Wine was charged with atheism. Rather
than ignoring the accusation or explaining, as he does so care
fully, the meaning of the word "ignostic" (one who to the question
"Is there a God?" answers, "What does the word 'God' mean?"),
which he used to refer to himself, Wine said, "If by atheist you
m e a n a person who denies the existence of a Supreme Being exist
ing in time and space and having the attributes of a h u m a n being,
then I a m an atheist." Although by such a definition every
theologian from Philo to Tillich would be an atheist, the papers
had their headline: "Rabbi Declares Himself Atheist." The wire
services picked up the story, and within twenty-four hours the
Birmingham Temple and its rabbi were national news. The Re
form rabbis of Detroit also had what they wanted, for although
Rabbi Wine was officially correct when he stated that there were
no grounds on which a Reform rabbi could be unfrocked—a
statement concurred in by the president of the C C A R — t h e De
troit rabbis were equally correct in assuming that the publicity
could do the Birmingham Temple no good.3
Within a short time the National Jewish Post and Opinion
submitted a question to Dr. Solomon Freehof, chairman of the
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C C A R committee on responsa: M a y an atheist use the title
"rabbi"?
Although the committee's responsa have technically only the
status of recommendations, Rabbi Freehof, nevertheless, is a per
son highly respected in the Reform community, and his responsa
have always been influential in forming opinions. Rabbi Freehof
wrote:
There is no question of his right to declare himself an atheist on
the ground that his powers of reasoning cannot discover God in the
universe. A n d it is also his right to organize an association of like
believers. But he has no right to deceive the unwary. Using the
word "rabbi" and using the word "congregation" constitute a decep
tion. A rabbi means a teacher of Judaism. Even the most legalistic
and non-mystic of the rabbis of the past, who were carefully logical
in their decisions, felt that God was using them as an instrument
and that their latest decision on the most practical matter was a
continuation of the revelation at Mount Sinai. A rabbi, in his h u m 
bler way, feels that as much as it is in his power,, he speaks for God
and in God's n a m e .
So the congregation is always understood to m e a n an organiza
tion of religious purposes. The word "congregation" is a translation
of "Bes Ha-Knesses," which means the assemblies gathered for the
worship of God. N o one would object to Rabbi Wine and his group, if
he had a Doctor's degree, to call himself Dr. Wine, and his group,
The Rationalist Association of Detroit. But when he uses the title
"Rabbi" and the term "synagogue" or "temple," he is luring in new
members by false and heartless pretenses. H e knows that people do
not read philosophic manifestoes; they hear that a Rabbi has
formed a Jewish congregation; they join it. W h e n their children will
be taught that God cannot be logically proved and therefore H e is to
be left out of the prayers, when their youth will be told that there is
no religious foundation for ethics, these new members will have
been cruelly deceived.
W h a t , then, is to be done with this m a n and this group? W e do not
have ways of unfrocking a rabbi. It is good that w e do not. W e must
run the risk of freedom, but w e must protect the Jewish community
against the deception which will drag innocent children and unsus
pecting elders into a group dedicated to the propaganda of atheism.
This propaganda will be constant because the leader of the group
will always feel called upon to defend his position.
The Hebrew Union College has given him the title of rabbi. I do
not know how they can withdraw it, but he, in candor, should ref
rain from using the title. I do not know whether his group is a
m e m b e r of the Union of American Hebrew Congregations. If it is, I
do not know how it can be expelled. If it is not yet a member, it
should not be admitted.
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In the meantime, the Jewish congregations in Detroit, in order to
protect their children and themselves from the teachings that God
is not necessary in Jewish life, should not associate
with it and
should not acknowledge it as a Jewish congregation.4
Time magazine sent a reporter to interview Wine and his con
gregants, and its issue of 29 January 1965 contained a story
called "The Atheist Rabbi." Wine was inundated by requests to
explain his position. Even a notable like Mike Douglas asked him
to appear for an interview on a nationally broadcast daytime
television show.
Rabbis across the country began preaching and writing on the
subject, using titles like "Atheism in Detroit: The Case of the
Ignostic Rabbi and the Godless Congregation." T h e Detroit
Jewish News refused to print the Birmingham Temple worship
schedule under its list of "Detroit Jewish Religious Services," and
the Masonic Temple of Birmingham, where the Birmingham
Temple had moved its Friday night services in order to accommo
date the four hundred or more people who were n o w attending,
asked the temple to move, stating that the affirmation of a Su
preme Being was the first principle of Masonry. 5 The publicity
accompanying this eviction was sufficient to influence a public
school in another suburb that had promised the temple a hall for
services to request that the temple not use their school. T h e
Unitarian Church of Birmingham offered its facilities, which the
temple accepted reluctantly, not because they were ungrateful to
the Unitarians, but because the most damaging charge that had
been leveled against the temple was that it was assimilationist,
leading its followers en masse out of Judaism. Thus, whether by
plan or accident, the meeting that the Detroit rabbis called to
investigate Rabbi Wine had the long-range effect of making the
beliefs of the temple public knowledge and of linking to the con
gregation the stigmas of atheism and (even more damaging) as
similation and apostasy.
Although it cannot be denied that the Birmingham Temple was
an embarrassment to the Reform movement, it had, until the
meeting of the rabbis, remained in obscurity and had not af
filiated with the Union of American Hebrew Congregations. Nor
did it employ the word "Reform" in any part of its liturgy. Rabbi
Wine is a m e m b e r of the C C A R , but the general public is not
aware that those initials denote a Reform agency. Although the
first services were based on the Reform liturgy, the n e w format
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bore fewer similarities to a Union Prayer Book service than a Re
form service did to an Orthodox one. Nevertheless, the members
of the Birmingham Temple did consider themselves Reform, and
this fact disturbed the Detroit rabbis for three reasons.
First, Reform had for years had to fight the charge of being
more akin to Protestant or Unitarian Christianity than to tradi
tional Judaism. In fact, a leading Detroit Conservative rabbi (who
was himself assassinated), when asked to comment on the Bir
mingham Temple, said, " W h y should I worry about the second
assassin's bullet when the first [Reform] did the job?" Reform
temples were called churches. Its music had been Protestantized,
as had its style of worship. The charge of un-Jewishness had hurt
Reform, not so m u c h in the distant past w h e n its members came
mostly from the more assimilated German Jews, but more re
cently, in the competition with Conservative Judaism for the un
affiliated children of Eastern European immigrants. Especially at
a time w h e n Jewish ethnicity was valued by Americans as a
whole, the charge of assimilationism hurt a Reform movement
striving to prove its authenticity on the Jewish scene. The truth
was, however, that as the Birmingham Temple conducted its ser
vices, there was less question about its Jewishness than in m a n y
Reform temples. Although hats were not worn, the visible sym
bols of the Jewish faith were stressed. Sabbath candles were lit, a
kiddush was recited, the To rah was read, and Israeli and Hasidic
music was played, leaving little doubt about the ethnic identity of
the group. Wine, despite strong objections, continued to use the
title "Rabbi"—which is, after all, very Jewish.
The second fear of the rabbis was that the atheism of the Bir
m i n g h a m Temple, located less than three miles from Father
Coughlin's Church of the Little Flower, would arouse the hostility
of the non-Jewish community, since tolerance by the rabbis of a
place like the Birmingham Temple might seem to be a positive
sanction and they thereby might find themselves guilty by asso
ciation.
Third, it was feared that the combination of location, ideology,
and a magnetic rabbi might prove attractive to young collegeeducated Jews in a new suburban area (where there was no other
temple), whereas the established Reform temples would remain
trapped within large buildings in the neighborhoods of tensions
and would continue promulgating an unromantic ideology that
quite possibly did not ring true to third- and fourth-generation
American Jews.
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Whatever the intentions of those w h o exposed the temple to
publicity—and Rabbi Wine did not m a k e their task difficult—the
effects on the congregation were multiple. The flow of new m e m 
bers slowed to a trickle, while dropouts increased, torn by dissen
sion and internal doubts, with the effect that Rabbi Wine became
even more resolute in his stand and was moved finally to turn an
experiment into a cause.
The dissension within the temple resulted from outside attacks
on one issue alone: the question of Jewishness. Members said that
they were not afraid of being called atheists. They did not like the
appellation, but they did not consider it a charge worth denying.
M a n y did not, in fact, consider themselves atheists, but agreed
with Rabbi Wine that evidence was lacking for either an affirma
tion or a denial of any statement about the existence of God. But
the charge of assimilation or un-Jewishness stung deeply. While
it was true that a small percentage of temple members m a n 
ifested a rather low degree of Jewish group attachment, the
majority were reasonably high in their commitment to Jewish
symbols and values. Reading books of Jewish interest, cooking
and eating traditional Jewish food, working on behalf of the State
of Israel—these were the activities that the group considered
most meaningfully Jewish.
W h e n asked w h y they should remain Jews, m e m b e r s re
sponded: "Because I like it, because I was born a Jew and accept it
as part of m y identity as an individual." Only one out of a
hundred found being Jewish a disturbing fact, whereas most de
scribed it as significant but not crucial in their lives. There was
less than a 5 percent rate of intermarriage, lower than in the
Jewish community as a whole. (One non-Jew joined and referred
to herself as a Jew.)
Nevertheless, inasmuch as a denial of God and the elimination
of the Shem a are taken as a sign of defection from Judaism by
American Jews, some members of the temple had grave doubts
about the validity of their enterprise. (If the group had been com
prised of avowed Jewish secularists, the absence of these affirma
tions would not have raised serious questions.) "Perhaps we've
gone too far," some members of Rabbi Wine's congregation said.
"Look at m e , look at m y husband, look at m y kids, look at m y
house. H o w can you say I'm not Jewish? Yet people have been
accusing m y kids of not being Jewish. I don't know if it's worth it."
The leadership had n o w passed from those w h o thought of
themselves as part of a universal movement to the moderates,
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those w h o believed that the future of the temple lay in its ability
to stay well within the Jewish fold while clearly enunciating a
doctrine of individuality that they called Jewish humanism. The
moderates further believed that a cessation of publicity and con
flict was desirable, and they wished to find a place for themselves
in Reform Judaism. In any event, those involved declared that
"for the first time in m y life, religion has meaning," and their
association with the Birmingham Temple was for them, on the
whole, a positive experience.
Som e observers tended to view the emergence of the Birming
h a m Temple as further proof of disintegrative tendencies in the
Jewish community, but in fact it might have been appraised in
quite the opposite fashion. It had long been recognized that a gap
existed between the real beliefs of large numbers of American
Jews and the institutional mechanism available for the expres
sion of these beliefs. It could not be seriously argued that the low
level of synagogue attendance or of religious observance among
American Jews was adequately explained by the often repeated
ploy that the synagogue and formal prayer occupied a very differ
ent place among Jews than the equivalent elements did among
Christians. Prayer, after all, was no Christian invention, and the
crowded synagogues of grandfather's generation were not nostal
gic fictions. H o w m a n y contemporary Jews could wholeheartedly
subscribe to avowals that lay at the very center of the belief
system of past generations—an interceding God responsive to
prayer, a personal messiah, the chosenness of Israel, the exten
sive ritual safeguards and observances? The synagogues were
empty, not because Judaism failed to provide them with an
adequate role, but because increasingly large numbers of Jews no
longer believed in what the synagogue traditionally represented.
M a n y of these same Jews, however, refused the proferred choice
of assimilation. They insisted that being Jewish was immutable,
in large measure because of a belief in some vague law of sociolog
ical determinism that they assumed to be in force, but also be
cause, however inarticulate and untutored they m a y have been,
they sensed the existence of something precious and workable in
the Jewish mode of life.
Thus, the Birmingham Temple could be viewed as a slow, a w k 
ward attempt by the congregation to bridge the gap that so often
separated people from institutions they had inherited but had not
experienced or created. It is clear that Rabbi Wine and his group
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had touched a sensitive spot in American Jewish life. T h e Bir
m i n g h a m Temple aroused m u c h hostility, but it also won the
attention of countless Jews whose interest in religious affairs had
previously been minimal. Rabbis w h o in their entire ministry had
never grappled publicly with the question of God's existence, with
definitions of "Jew" and "Judaism," with the requirements for the
rabbinate, or with the conflict between psychoanalysis and reli
gion, had been forced to consider these subjects.
Almost every major Jewish publication had some opinion on
the subject. The Reconstructionists regretted that the word "God"
had to be dropped when Mordecai Kaplan apparently had already
provided such an adequate meaning for the word. Hashomer Hat
zair, a Marxist-Zionist youth movement, applauded Wine's hon
esty but told him that he was wasting his time in a religious
movement; they advised him to drop the title "Rabbi" and come
over to the side of the secularists.6 Clearly, however, it was pre
cisely because Wine refused to look for a n e w meaning for the
word "God" yet clung to the title "Rabbi" with such insistence
that he and his temple became a national phenomenon and
aroused both intense hostility and support.
Some secularists agreed with religious Jews that Wine was
abusing the title "Rabbi." Although truth m a y have been on their
side, the sociology of America was against them. Even though,
intellectually, American Jews k n o w that they are not classifiable
in purely religious terms, society has relegated them to the status
of a religious group, and in accepting this status Jews have inter
nalized the role that American society has defined for them. Al
though a rabbi m a y lack true power or authority, he is a neces
sary figure for legitimizing the J e w as a participant in the Ameri
can way of life. H e delivers an invocation at presidential inaugu
rations, is commissioned in the United States military chap
laincy, and provides an aura of religiosity to Kiwanis and other
community fraternal groups. Although he is not, according to
Jewish law, an indispensable figure at weddings and funerals, his
presence is required according to the oral law of American
Judaism. Indeed, even mixed marriages have become a rabbinic
and not just a Jewish problem because despite the fact that secular
alternatives exist for the performance of a marriage, Jews marry
ing Christians insist on religious wedding ceremonies—that is,
weddings solemnized by rabbis. For Jews to fit properly into their
place in American society as members of a religious grouping,
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they must have clergymen. Thus, for Wine to have shed the title
"Rabbi" would have meant robbing his temple of the one feature
that mad e it both legitimate and unique.
There are a number of Jewish secularist groups in the United
States. In fact, the Birmingham Temple drew a substantial
number of members from a local Detroit group, the Jewish Par
ents Institute. Until the establishment of the Birmingham T e m 
ple, these groups had lacked popular appeal despite their claim
that large numbers of Jews shared their ideologies. They needed a
representative, a leader recognized by the religious community as
a legitimate officiant at life-cycle events.
In the past Jewish secularist groups had a specific raison d'etre,
Zionism, socialism, or non-Zionist nationalism; hence their appeal
had been limited to those w h o shared their particular sympathies.
The causes that they espoused were regarded by m a n y thirdgeneration middle-class American Jews as obsolete, though their
effect—providing institutions in which Jewish culture could be
taught and enjoyed—may have been appreciated.
W h a t the Birmingham Temple and its rabbi did was translate
one form of Jewish secularism into an American religious
form—with Friday night and holy day services, with a Hebrew
and a Sunday school, with adult study classes, with a pastor to
visit the sick, comfort the bereaved, bury the dead, and n a m e the
newborn, but with a doctrine more American than Jewish.
To the extent that the Birmingham Temple succeeded in trans
lating secularism into an American religion, it challenged nearly
every nonreligious Jew in this country. To the nonaffiliated w h o
said, "I delight in Jewish culture, but I don't believe in the
theological commitments," it offered the alternative he or she
claimed did not exist. It threatened both Reform and Conserva
tive Judaism because, had it spread, it might have captured those
people wh o would not have joined synagogues at all except for
their desire to educate their children in the heritage of Judaism
and their need to have a rabbi at life-cycle events. The precise
extent of Jewish theological nonbelief is unknown, but if mea
sured by attendance at services or responses to surveys of at
titudes amon g Jewish college students, it is indeed considerable.
The Birmingham Temple publicly illustrated that lack of belief
and, what is more, endowed it with institutional legitimacy.
The past unpopularity of atheism in America needs no elabora
tion. But the stigma attached to the denial of God was, for the
most part, merely a reflex from the pietistic past. Although m a n y
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Jews were embarrassed by the presence of a visible group of non
believers who had monopolized the headlines, the response of the
Christian community was so slight as to allay any Jewish fears.
Shortly after Time carried an article about Wine, it featured a
story about Harvey Cox, a young Protestant seminary professor
w h o asked for a moratorium on the word "God." It was at this
time, too, that the Supreme Court of the United States ruled
favorably on nonreligious conscientious objectors. The "Death of
God" theologians subsequently received widespread publicity.
Thus, even though atheism m a y have had unpopular connota
tions (as acknowledged by Wine, w h o called himself an ignostic,
and by his congregants, w h o never once referred to themselves as
atheists), the charge of atheism leveled against Jews did not
appear to be an issue sufficient to arouse Gentile wrath or even a
great amount of Gentile interest.
The Birmingham Temple and its rabbi laid themselves open to
charges of atheism, and those Jewish institutional leaders who
felt they had most to lose by the success of the temple, aided by
Wine's willingness to be publicized, took full advantage of the
opportunity. The antagonism of the Gentiles, however, never m a 
terialized sufficiently to frighten away potential affiliates with a
group like the Birmingham Temple. Following the publicity Wine
did have several speaking engagements canceled, allegedly at
the instigation of some influential members of the Detroit Jewish
community. Before long, however, he was subject to almost no
harassment and was, in fact, a popular speaker at both Jewish
and non-Jewish organizational meetings.
The Birmingham Temple presents a paradox that m a y be re
solved either to the temple's detriment or to its growing success. If
it is demonstrable that it is possible in America to sustain an
institution that is atheistic but in all other respects religious
(according to the current usage of the word), then it is not un
likely that the Birmingham Temple represents the first stage of
what m a y become a larger movement. The possibility also exists,
however, that an America willing openly to tolerate avowed
atheists will, in the long run, no longer demand that a good
American have a church affiliation. In that event people who n o w
feel that they must join a synagogue, send their children to reli
gious school, and have a clergyman at their celebrations will no
longer feel so constrained; and the Birmingham Temple, which is
the translation of Jewish secularism and religious skepticism into
an acceptable religious form, will have lost its function.

chapter ten

Makom—Yiddish and Yoga

In 1969, w h e n the youth of the United States and other developed
countries seemed to have turned the culture of the middle classes
inside out, the ever-perceptive social seer Margaret M e a d wrote:
Today, the central problem is commitment. To what past, present or
future can the idealistic young commit themselves? Commitment in
this sense would have been a meaningless question to primitive
preliterate m a n . H e was what he was: one of his o w n people, a
people who very often used a special name for h u m a n beings to
describe their own in contrast to all others. H e might fail [in other
ways]. But he could not change his commitment. H e was who he
was—inalienable, sheltered and fed with the cocoon of custom until
his whole being expressed it.
The idea of choice in commitment entered h u m a n history when
competing styles of life were endowed with new kinds of sanctions
of religious or political ideology. N o longer a matter of minor com
parisons between tribes, as civilization developed commitment be
came a matter of choice between entire systems of thought.1
The J e w is both the exception to and the very model of the type
of person described by Dr. M e a d . O n the one hand, the Jew re
mains tribal, a factor enhanced by his reacquisition of a homeland
and illustrated above by the desperate fear his institutions ex
press toward exogamy. A s w e have seen, however, the American
Jew is the classical example of the person with multiple options
for commitment as well as options for multiple commitments. The
limitations to these options are what we are attempting to define.
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Just as the Birmingham Temple appeared as an option for the
Jew of the precounterculture sixties, so the postcounterculture
seventies have produced a new Jewish religious phenomenon that
attempts both to expand and to contain the options of young
adults. Such is the creation of M a k o m .
The Chicago Jewish community typifies the postcounterculture
mood of the 1970s. A city with approximately twenty-five Reform
temples and countless synagogues of other orientations, Chicago
was swamped with young Jewish adults w h o less than a decade
before had shown an outspoken hostility to Judaism, m u c h like
the young boy who declared, "I want everyone to know I don't
belong only to Jewish things." In recent years these young adults
had developed a life-style reflective both of their maturing and of
their college idealism. M a n y wh o had jobs in the Loop and in
other urban neighborhoods could not envision themselves com
muting to a h o m e in the suburbs. A s a result they slowly began
renting quarters in the apartment houses, brownstones, and
high-rises of an area just north of the pseudocounterculture Old
T o w n neighborhood. Soon enough the area had become so popular
that rents were at a premium and places to live had become
scarce. The migration back to urban living evolved into Chicago's
first new neighborhood in m a n y years. Whereas other Chicago
neighborhoods had ethnic orientations, this one was an area for a
generational group, an urban setting with a modern life-style for
people in the twenty-one to forty-five years age bracket. Stores,
restaurants, community theaters, pubs, cinemas, and bistros re
flected the new type of consumer. This neighborhood of "swinging
singles," young marrieds, and middle-class white-collar workers
became k n o w n as N e w T o w n . The n a m e was intended as a reac
tion to the garishness of Old T o w n and the out-of-date countercul
ture image that it tried to foster.
As one might have expected, the Jews of N e w T o w n felt a sense
of religious identity but were unable to express it within the
existing Jewish institutions of the city. In June 1973 an attempt
to meet their spiritual and cultural needs took shape, for into the
breach came M a k o m , the first Jewish "storefront synagogue"
(patterned after the storefront churches abounding in the ghettos
of urban blacks). Located in what had been a doctor's office, but
with additional programs held in apartments, synagogues, and a
Unitarian Church all situated in N e w T o w n , M a k o m developed as
a Jewish spiritual community that operated on the principle of
individual participation; that is, each person was expected to take
responsibility for his actions—unlike the chavurotof the 1960s
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where the group had come first and where people had been en
couraged to live together in communes. M a k o m was, however, a
natural extension of the chavurah movement for people who had
experienced the upheavals of social activism.
M a k o m was envisioned as the new Jewish alternative for the
alienated, disaffected young adults of N e w Town. The concept
looked good on paper, but m a n y doubted its practicability. That
was the gamble taken by Chicago's Jewish community. As it hap
pened, that gamble became the most exciting Jewish happening
Chicago had ever witnessed.
The idea of M a k o m actually antedated the 1970s. It had begun
in the late 1960s when a Reform rabbi, Haskell Bernat (at the
time regional director for the Great Lakes Federation of the
Union of American Hebrew Congregations), noticed the various
Jewish communes springing up all over the country. Bernat
thought it would be worthwhile to give groups of young Jews the
financial support they needed to start new communes on cam
puses throughout the Midwest. H e surmised that the new form of
Jewish community might even be able to take root in an urban
setting. "Just think," he said, "of young Jews organizing them
selves with the financial backing of the Jewish Establishment.
W e ' d just give them the money and let them do their thing . . . no
strings attached."
In the winter of 1972, Bernat's idea began to take practical
shape. Aware of the influx of young, unaffiliated Jewish adults to
the N e w T o w n area, and sensing their desire for some new type of
Jewish community to meet their needs, Bernat made his move.
H e met with leaders of both the Reform and Conservative Jewish
communities of Chicago to discuss the possibility of creating a
Jewish presence in N e w T o w n for the twenty-one to forty-five
year-old target group. The goal was to establish four small groups
of fifteen members each who would form chavurot; these groups
would become the Jewish presence in the area.
Impressed with the idea, the leaders with w h o m Bernat spoke
created a steering panel called The Jewish Experience (TJE) to
underwrite the effort for a one-year experimental period. It took
only a matter of months for the money to be raised.
TJE's next task was to complete the details of the experiment.
They planned to ask a rabbinic student, either from the Hebrew
Union College or from the Jewish Theological Seminary, to take a
leave of absence and become TJE's intern. H e would be provided
with an apartment and with a storefront location in N e w Tow n
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where services, classes, programs, holiday celebrations, and
meetings would be held. From that point on the intern would
have total control of the experiment: everything from recruitment
to program content to public relations would be subject to his
authority; T J E would act only as an advisory panel.
A committee of T J E visited the seminary campuses to inter
view prospective candidates. The committee m a d e k n o w n its
criteria for the position and then discussed the experiment in
detail. W h a t T J E wanted was a m a n who felt comfortable within
both Reform and Conservative Jewish patterns; he would have to
be flexible enough to blend Jewish tradition with modern creativ
ity in every dimension of the experiment. In addition, a qualified
candidate would have to possess a sense of "street savvy" and be
the type of outgoing personality with w h o m people in the N e w
T o w n target group could identify.
After thefinalinterviews had been completed in Chicago, T J E
chose David Glazer, a Hebrew Union College student, to be the
intern. Glazer had almost every quality for which they had been
searching. A native Israeli, Glazer had developed a comfortable
familiarity with Jewish practice as well as a fluency in Hebrew
and Yiddish during his formative years. His adolescent days had
been spent in a traditional hom e in Baltimore and had included
study in a local high school yeshiva. After graduation he left hom e
to attend Boston University; but finding liberal arts not to his
liking, Glazer entered the School of Theater Arts and became
interested in modern dance. Receiving his diploma from Boston
University, he chose to enroll in the rabbinical program of the
Hebrew Union College. By the end of the first semester, however,
he felt the need to do something else. H e left the college and
returned to Israel, where he became a m e m b e r of the prestigious
Bat Dor dance troup of Tel Aviv. About a year later Glazer's
interest in dance brought him back to America, this time to N e w
York, where he appeared in the choruses of such shows as To Live
Another Summer. All this time he was cultivating a taste for N e w
York's fast-paced night life (which would prove to be a major asset
in his efforts to recruit participants for M a k o m ) . B y 1972 he tired
of the artificiality of Broadway and reentered rabbinical school.
But after another year of studies, he again began yearning for a
new type of Jewish exposure. W h e n Rabbi Bernat came to inter
view candidates for T J E , Glazer saw his opportunity.
Originally the N e w T o w n experiment was to have begun in the
s u m m e r of 1973, but it suffered a serious setback when the
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United Synagogue of America's central office withheld its share
of the funding. The Chicago region had sent the donations to N e w
York, earmarking them for the project, but the central office of
the United Synagogue was skeptical of working in tandem with
the Reform movement. In consequence, they resorted to a techni
cality to hold back the funds for Chicago. Bernat became quite
disturbed about this move and vowed to initiate the experiment
with or without Conservative help. Still, he realized that the Con
servative members of T J E had not wavered in their support for
the storefront synagogue, and he did not want to exclude those
founding members of TJE who maintained a genuine interest.
Through a combined effort of Reform and Conservative Jews in
Chicago, the funds were released from N e w York, and the exper
iment was rescheduled for June 1974.
David Glazer moved to Chicago immediately after completing
the second semester of the school year. Since his first objective
was to acclimate himself to the city and its young adult c o m m u 
nity, he took to the streets, seeking out the people. In the daytime
Glazer would roam the Lake Michigan beaches. Whether he
joined a volleyball game, took a dip with new acquaintances, or
stretched out in the sun, Glazer constantly talked up the idea of
the alternative Jewish community. His evenings were spent
promoting the storefront synagogue for any and all listeners in
the bars, nightclubs, and restaurants. The word got around N e w
Town.
Glazer's vision of the new-style community captured the fancy
of a number of disaffected young Jews. H e urged on them some
thing totally different from typical houses of worship. A group of
people would establish the kind of place {makom) where Jews
from all walks of life could feel at home. Jewish interests could be
pursued in a relaxed, loosely structured atmosphere. H e told his
listeners to watch for the opening of M a k o m ; individuals w h o
wanted more information gave Glazer their addresses and phone
numbers. The seeds for a community had been planted.
More and more Jews were talking about M a k o m as the s u m m e r
progressed. Here was David Glazer, a "mod," handsome young
m a n and a rabbi, insisting that Judaism could thrive in a modern
setting and still be authentic. Whether or not they believed that
Glazer would succeed, their curiosity was aroused. They wanted a
Jewish life-style that would meet their needs: the usual structure
of an organized congregation was not for them. A number of
people became attracted by Glazer's charismatic personality as
well. The word-of-mouth publicity continued.
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In late June Rabbi Bernat was elected to a large pulpit in Los
Angeles. Glazer now had to serve as his own liaison to T J E , the
role that had been Bernat's. One of his immediate tasks was to
find a storefront for M a k o m . After weeks of searching he finally
located a second-floor suite that formerly belonged to a doctor.
The office location was ideal, only a block east of the corner of
Clark and Diversey, one of the busiest corners in the entire N e w
T o w n area. By late July 1974 Glazer was able to open the doors to
M a k o m ' s headquarters. The first program was a creative Shabbat
service and an oneg. Nine people attended; together with Glazer
they comprised a minyan. Sensing a feeling of warmth despite the
lack of numbers, Glazer invited them back for the next Shabbat
service and asked them to bring friends. Again that week he was
out on the streets talking about M a k o m .
For the second Shabbat, 18 people showed up; the following
Shabbat, 40 were in attendance. To reinforce the developing good
feelings, Glazer began holding a Havdalah ceremony on the
lakefront: people would gather at the totem pole in Waveland
Park and them move down to the beach. Weekdays found more
and more people talking about M a k o m and "that mod Rabbi
Glazer." O n the Shabbat before Rosh Hashanah, 115 people came
for services and the oneg.
M a k o m ' s High Holy Day services were conducted in the Second
Unitarian Church, located about four blocks from the office.
Glazer predicted a large turnout and began preparing for it. H e
arranged for fliers, posters, and a mailing. Guitarists, readers,
and service writers volunteered their efforts. A n old friend of
Glazer's, Nancy Ginden, came north from Miami to help coordi
nate the proceedings. Michael Chase, a young m a n wh o had be
come captivated both by Glazer and by M a k o m ' s promise, offered
to be the cantor. That evening, 17 September 1974, nearly 250
people packed themselves into the seats of the church to take part
in a joyful Jewish worship experience. Those in attendance were
singing, clapping their hands, and hugging one another by the
end of the evening. It was, moreover, not only young adults from
N e w T o w n who took part in the service; people came from the
suburbs and the lakefront high-rises. Older adults with their
children, wealthy socialites, and curious philanthropists also
joined in the celebration. Apparently it appealed to them, for
another large crowd returned the following morning.
During the days before Y o m Kippur, M a k o m mobilized for ac
tion. O n a set of file cards, Glazer had recorded the names, ad
dresses, telephone numbers, and special interests of those w h o
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came for Rosh Hashanah. These cards—about three hundred in
all—were alphabetized and added to the mailing list. Other vol
unteers began writing the services for Shabbat Shuvah and Y o m
Kippur. Glazer found himself glued to the telephone. The Chicago
Sun-Times had published a two-page spread about the Rosh
Hashanah service, as had the prestigious neighborhood tabloid,
the Lakeview Press.2 People kept calling to get information about
future events and to offer assistance in the preparation of pro
grams.
By this time Glazer had come to the conclusion that M a k o m
was too large for one rabbinic intern. If he was to continue min
gling with the people, another intern would have to handle ad
ministrative details and coordinate programs. Glazer prevailed
on T J E to hire Neil Kraft, another Hebrew Union College student
and a close friend of his, as M a k o m ' s second rabbi. Kraft satisfied
both the need for an administrative intern and the sentiment for
added programs of a traditional character. In addition, he had
been raised in an Orthodox Jewish environment and knew how to
develop programs expressive of Yiddishkeit.
Y o m Kippur proved to be another important boost to the
M a k o m community. The seats filled up so rapidly for Kol Nidre
that Glazer had to come to the pulpit and urge those who could
attend services at other congregations to do so. Even with that
plea, over three hundred remained for the M a k o m service. A n
equally large crowd, by now usual, returned the following morn
ing.
In the two months following Y o m Kippur, Shabbat at M a k o m
became a permanent part of the social life for m a n y N e w T o w n
Jews. Not only did T J E consider M a k o m to be a huge success in
terms of these Shabbatot, but Jews from all over the city felt a
vested interest in preserving this alternative community. In
terms of both numbers of people and quality of programs, M a k o m
had already surpassed its goal for the nine-month period. Glazer
continued to promote M a k o m in the N e w T o w n gathering places,
but he also spoke to temples, synagogues, and secular Jewish
organizations around the city. Kraft, Ginden, and Chase coordi
nated the M a k o m activities, giving volunteers a variety of jobs
and program tasks to do. M a k o m opened its doors every evening
from 6:00 to 11:00. People came for classes, for program prepara
tion, or simply to socialize.
Shabbat was still the high point of the week. A crowd of 150 or
more filled all the rooms of the former doctor's office, and the
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overflow spilled out into the hallways. Every Friday an anony
mous person left a challah at the door. Thus, a motzi blessing was
added to the candle blessing and the kiddush. B y November dif
ferent individuals and small groups were writing the creative
services and conducting them. After services M a k o m people set
up refreshment tables for others to enjoy while listening to Israeli
music, chatting with friends, and meeting new people. At 11:00
P.M. M a k o m would close its doors, but the oneg would continue at
someone's apartment until the wee hours of the morning.
With larger numbers of people taking part in M a k o m activities,
Glazer and Kraft chose to broaden the base of M a k o m ' s
decision-making power. They created a steering committee, a
group of about ten people, to help shape the future direction of the
community. A s in any group this committee suffered a variety of
personality conflicts that often led to temporary frictions. All of
the committee members, however, shared two overriding goals.
First, they believed in the importance of maintaining M a k o m ' s
vitality. Second, they agreed that, despite any personality con
flicts, the community was better for having several people par
ticipate in the significant decision making.
By mid-December M a k o m had grown so large that a number of
new realities had to be faced. Shabbat services had undergone
such expansion that M a k o m ' s facilities were unable to accommo
date the crowds. Arrangements were m a d e with Temple Sholom,
a large congregation on Lake Shore Drive near N e w T o w n , to hold
Shabbat services in the temple's basement. (Many wondered if
M a k o m people would feel uncomfortable about coming to an es
tablished temple, but the initial gatherings dispelled these fears.)
Also, the large number of participants had put a strain on the
budget. In addition to accepting speaking engagements, oversee
ing the entire project, and meeting with people informally, Glazer
began soliciting funds from the Jewish community. Michael
Chase, too, devoted a great deal of his energy to the fund-raising
task. Meanwhile, Nancy Ginden became the administrator, tak
ing full responsibility for the organizational needs of M a k o m ;
Neil Kraft concentrated on the program, worship, and the educa
tional projects. In effect, M a k o m developed a natural structure in
order to serve the needs of its rapidly growing constituency. The
Chicago Jewish community proved quite supportive of M a k o m .
Various civic groups donated time and money to underwrite the
experiment. TJ E continued to be a valuable source of advice and
information. In m a n y instances the committee acted as a helpful
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liaison to the rest of the Jewish community. The prestigious
Chicago Board of Rabbis not only extended full membership to
Glazer and Kraft, but also promoted M a k o m among its congrega
tions, thereby adding to M a k o m ' s moral and financial support.
M a k o m took two steps to ensure that its size and small bureau
cracy would not negate its warmth and personal touch. Michael
Chase and others assumed responsibility for the creation, dis
tribution, and analysis of a M a k o m community questionnaire,
whose purpose was to allow for a broad range of views in any
future plans. Also, the celebration of Hanukkah reinforced the
haimish atmosphere of M a k o m . O n the first evening of the holi
day, 350 people came to the Unitarian Church for M a k o m ' s cre
ative service and a latke party. The Chicago Tribune covered the
festivities and published a lengthy article along with a number of
pictures.3 For the rest of the holiday, smaller parties, complete
with menorah lighting and chanted blessings, were held in vari
ous apartments, m u c h like the oneg Shabbat.
By January M a k o m could claim a fantastic achievement. Six
months before, the experiment had begun with a "hip" rabbi talk
ing to people on the beaches and in the bistros, and with nine
people attending the inaugural Shabbat service. Since then
M a k o m had evolved into a loosely tied community of some four
hundred diverse people. A small organizing committee effectively
channeled the special interests and talents within this c o m m u 
nity. The Jewish community had taken M a k o m to its heart both
in word and in deed. They recognized its innovativeflair,its au
thentic Jewish life-style amidst modern settings, its dynamic
presence in N e w Town, and its ability to attract participants from
the entire metropolitan area. Most important, they had fallen in
love with M a k o m ' s charismatic rabbi, David Glazer.
Notwithstanding the initial expectation of a community of dis
affected young N e w T o w n Jews, M a k o m ' s people actually came to
include a wide range of personality types from a diversity of
backgrounds. Both the card file and personal contacts mad e it
evident that young and old Jews alike from Evanston, Mount
Prospect, the Gold Coast, Rogers Park, Olympia Fields, Old
T o w n , Hyde Park, Glencoe, the University of Chicago, and
elsewhere—literally a fifty-mile radius—comprised the amor
phous group. Some M a k o m people participated frequently in the
activities (once a week and sometimes more often); most others
attended programs on a less regular basis. O n Shabbat, the high
point of M a k o m ' s week, hipsters mixed with lonely hearts, male
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chauvinists argued with W o m e n ' s Libbers, posh socialites hob
nobbed with homosexuals. Most boundaries of social stratification
went ignored at a M a k o m function.
The special interest of M a k o m participants reflected Jewish,
secular, and fad cultures. The card file listed mixtures of all three.
One person's hobbies included Hebrew, hatha-yoga, Jewish his
tory, and meditation; another enjoyed "administration, teaching
elementary Hebrew, meditation, philosophy, comparative reli
gion, music, and developing a street theater." A third mentioned
needlepoint, tennis, Yiddish, Jewish cooking, and arts and crafts.
Other cards asked for everything from Yiddish and Yoga to folk
dancing and self-development lectures. The questionnaire sought
to uncover w h y these people came to M a k o m . The steering com
mittee understood that any combination of factors influenced an
individual. Some came to meet a person of the opposite sex. Some
came to study Torah. S o m e needed a place to belong. Some
wanted an informal synagogue for celebrating the Jewish holi
days. Some merely wanted to rebel against organized Judaism.
W h e n the community's size began to diminish the feeling of
closeness, Glazer tried to organize small chavurot, which would
hold their own services, study sessions, and holiday celebrations.
Mentioning this idea at a Shabbat service, he was surprised to
encounter a strong measure of opposition. At this point, appar
ently, people enjoyed mingling in the larger community and saw
nothing attractive in the exclusivity of the smaller chavurah.
Thus, the original concept of small groups within a large c o m m u 
nity had to be abandoned.
M a k o m regulars reflected the size and diversity of the c o m m u 
nity. Nancy Ginden, for example, had developed a livelihood as an
artist. Michael Chase had spent years as part of the N e w York
City rock music scene. H e had played an important part in pro
moting the George Harrison Bangladesh concert. Later he studied
in India with Guru Maharji. Even Bart Collier, the pastor of the
Unitarian Church, became a M a k o m regular. Enamored of the
M a k o m community, he was an important fixture at both social
and worship events. The list goes on and on. A heavily made-up
girl would spend Shabbat looking for the right pickup. A former
Conservative rabbi, now a hospital administrator, found a mean
ingful role for himself teaching classes and conducting services. A
former actor in local Chicago theater productions came to M a k o m
to relieve the depression of a pending divorce. A n advertising
executive just wanted to meet some Jewish people. A
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psychoanalyst enjoyed being able to dance and sing in traditional
Jewish patterns. A secretary satisfied certain needs by organizing
party and oneg refreshments. T w o Orthodox rabbis taught Talm u d and arranged small ferbrangens. M a k o m ' s people truly came
from all walks of life to satisfy all kinds of needs. In this light one
person aptly described M a k o m as a Jewish spiritual community
operating on the principle of individual participation within a
setting of social interaction, cultural programs, classes, worship,
and Jewish life-cycle events.
The first programs that David Glazer created in his new role as
M a k o m ' s rabbi were the life-cycle celebrations, and these con
tinued to be the most successful in terms of both quantity and
quality of participation. People seemed to come out of the wood
work for these events. The creative Shabbat services and oneg
Shabbat instilled in people a positive feeling for Judaism and
Jewish identity. For m a n y this marked their first interest in the
religion since the alienation that had manifested itself in adoles
cent or undergraduate days.
A spillover effect resulted for other life-cycle programs. Rosh
Hashanah and Y o m Kippur created positive attitudes toward
M a k o m , attitudes reinforced by the other holiday celebrations.
People converged on a local Orthodox synagogue to celebrate
Sukkot and Simhat Torah. Amazed neighbors saw an assortment
of "freaks and straights" dancing in the streets. People gathered
at the lakefront (before the weather grew too cold) for Havdalah
and then dispersed to continue the socializing at smaller parties.
Hanukkah's massive crowd and good time gave the community
an infusion of new people with new ideas. M a n y , it w a s clear,
came to these events more for social contact than from a desire to
observe a Jewish holiday, but a certain sensitivity to life-cycle
events began growing even in the most socially oriented indi
viduals. By the end of December, those who had originally come
mainly for social reasons no w also consciously attended to take
part in a Jewish celebration.
M a k o m initiated a twofold educational program immediately
after Y o m Kippur. The program followed the model of the free
university, the alternative form of education that had developed
in radical subcultures during the late 1960s. For adults a broad
spectrum of classes w a s offered. Topics included Yiddish,
Orthodox-Conservative-Reform philosophy, history, Orthodox
law, Jewish cooking, the Bible, Judaism and women's rights, and
a weekly ferbrangen. For families M a k o m held a religious school
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on Sunday mornings. Unlike the more traditional forms of re
ligious school, M a k o m ' s school taught whole families, adults and
children together. Using the techniques of the open classroom and
student-centered curriculum, Glazer and Kraft created an ongo
ing program of family activities founded on Jewish holidays and
values.
Depending on the perspective, one could call these classes a
success or a failure. If one analyzes the quality of content, then
the program met its objective. Courses were well prepared,
teachers showed great interest in the students, students came
with a desire to learn, and the intellectual level was high. O n the
other hand, if one analyzes community-wide consciousnessraising, then the program fell short of its initial projections. Only
a small percentage of the 350 people listed on the file cards at
tended the sessions, and those w h o did attend did so only irregu
larly. The ferbrangen had to be discontinued for lack of interest.
B y January the steering committee had reevaluated the pro
gram and had m a d e recommendations to improve it. Classes
would be promoted with the same kind of intensity as the holiday
celebrations. Small fees would be charged to induce regular at
tendance. The idea was to establish peer reinforcements for the
idea that education was as important to the community as the
life-cycle events were. The suggestions worked: M a k o m now had
over one hundred people enrolled in its adult classes, and the
religious school had increased in size each week. A Shabbat Torah
brunch was begun and met with initial success. Education had
arrived for the M a k o m community.
Although the overt purpose of every M a k o m event falls into the
area of either education or life cycle, the social element remains a
covert, all-pervasive influence. M a n y people take advantage of
the opportunity to meet with friends or to m a k e new friends at
M a k o m functions. For m a n y a sense of belonging and identifica
tion exists that cannot be found with any other group. M a k o m
activities facilitate the chance to contact other Jews with similar
interests.
One of the goals of the questionnaire was to determine if the
social factor was the key element in the growth of M a k o m . Al
though no analysis had been attempted, the feeling was that N e w
T o w n residents and other young adults had tired of bars and
nightclubs as meeting places. Singles needed a less artificial en
vironment to meet other singles. Couples wanted to add a Jewish
dimension to their relationship, but not within a stereotypical
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religious institution. Thus, m u c h like the synagogues in ancient
Judea, 4 M a k o m became the social center for its diverse c o m m u 
nity.
B y almost any standard M a k o m had become a success
story in contemporary American Jewish religious life. A strong
Jewish presence now exists in the N e w T o w n area, an alternative
to organized religious institutions. Also, through media coverage
and public-speaking engagements by its interns, M a k o m has
created a broad base of support throughout the Chicago Jewish
community. Participants, it bears repeating, come not only from
N e w Town , but from all over the city. Only halfway through its
experimental year, M a k o m had reached nearly six times as m a n y
people (350) as it had hoped to reach by the end of that year. Most
important, M a k o m provided a social outlet for young Jewish
adults and employed that outlet to foster positive Jewish iden
tities, ritual practice, and new levels of religious awareness. The
only drawbacks were that, for a time, the educational programs
failed to capture the imagination of the community; the size of the
group and the need for adequate programs strained the budget;
and the community resisted developing small chavurot that
might have enhanced the sense of a more personal Judaism.
A variety of social forces operate continuously within M a k o m .
The two main elements are the evolution and maintenance of the
community and David Glazer's role as the M a k o m director.
M a k o m , it is evident, is no chavurah, but instead is a broad-based
community with a diverse membership. Still, M a k o m does have
the potential to develop chavurot within its large membership.
M a n y of the reasons for the vitality of the community stem from
the foresight of TJE , which had the insight to realize that disaf
fected Jews did not need another temple or synagogue, but rather
a clear-cut alternative to organized institutions. TJ E endeavors
to support M a k o m but at the same time to avoid interfering with
its natural evolution. To a large degree it has been successful.
Then, too, David Glazer and the steering committee had the sense
to eschew the group exclusivity that eventually had stifled the
chavurah movement of the 1960s. (The failure of the earlier
chavurot m a y account for the community's resistance to breaking
into smaller groups.)
Although the M a k o m community is authentically Jewish, it
reflects a typical American religious viewpoint that places pri
mary importance on the individual. W h a t Niebuhr said of the
Protestant Denominationalists of the nineteenth century is
equally true of these Jews of N e w Town—they have no unitary
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composition as a group. Within their shared activist attitudes
toward life, they preserve a large measure of individual selfconsciousness. The people have a general level of education and
culture, they have their financial security and physical comfort
(despite the recession), and they have promoted a sense of Jewish
peer identity. W h e n it comes to belief and practice, the N e w T o w n
Jews manifest a highly personal religion, like their Protestant
counterparts. Righteousness is seen as a matter of right actions
carried out in obedience to a series of divinely inspired mitzvot.
The ethical good is the moral welfare of the individual. Despite
the positive orientation of M a k o m and its community-wide sup
port, one cannot ignore the existing tension between disaffected
young Jews and present religious institutions. A s Lewis Coser
wrote, the distinction between an in-group and the outside world
is established through modes of conflict where the outside ele
ments are both the target of hostility and the positive reference.5
It is clear that American temples and synagogues are disdained
for their rigid structure but appreciated for their positive
aspects—promoting community pride, being conducive to social
intercourse, and providing educational and worship opportuni
ties.
In addition, it appears that the evolution of M a k o m closely
follows Smelser's model of collective behavior, a series of five
sequential actions that band a number of individuals into a col
lectivity.6 First, a structural conduciveness in the social system
allowed for the beginning of M a k o m . Bernat's ability to translate
his idea into reality, and TJE's full support of the experiment,
reflected the desire for an alternative Jewish community for
young Jewish adults. Second, the structural strain in the Jewish
community could be felt. M e m b e r s of the community feared the
loss of their youth, while the youth had no idea ho w to create a
Jewish communal identity of their own. Third, the growth and
spread of a general belief pervaded Chicago Jewry. A storefront
synagogue in N e w T o w n could become a viable addition to the
city's other Jewish organizations. Fourth, the precipitating factor
of word-of-mouth information about a hip rabbi aroused the
curiosity of the target group. Finally, mobilization for action was
needed. David Glazer did this almost single-handedly through his
power of persuasion and his ability to inspire a positive feeling in
those who came to M a k o m functions.
Collectivities are k n o w n to disintegrate rapidly. If M a k o m pro
grams evolve into an acceptable pattern of regularity (i.e., weekly
attendance of Shabbat services), the process will change the
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group from a collectivity into an ongoing community. M a k o m ' s
community will need continual high quality in programming and
periodic reinforcement of positive Jewish attitudes in order to
ensure its existence and viability.
It is doubtful that M a k o m would have achieved its level of
success under any other rabbinic intern than David Glazer.
Glazer displayed an understanding of the N e w T o w n Jews that
was essential to the building of the community. H e shared a life
style with the residents. His Judaic background gave him the
empathy to develop the kind of contemporary Jewish programs
that people wanted and needed. Opportunities for social contact
occurred in modern Jewish settings of education, celebration, and
worship. At the same time, Glazer radiated a good feeling for
Judaism as a religion. This positive identity was the primary
shared value of the community.
Glazer had one other quality that heightened both his pro
gramming skills and his h u m a n sensitivity: he had charisma.
Naturally endowed with dynamism, he attracted people to him
self. Males and females alike were stimulated by his intellect, his
empathy, his love for Judaism, his contemporary attire, his
"street savvy," his physical appearance, and all the other traits of
a charismatic leader. Establishing himself as the "Mo d Rabbi of
N e w Town" through both media coverage and word of mouth,
Glazer brought the people to M a k o m in the manner of a Jewish
Pied Piper. M a k o m ' s high-quality programs then ensured that
the people would return on their own.
Equally important, Glazer shared his authority and decisionmaking power with the community at large. The steering com
mittee and the questionnaire convinced people that he was con
cerned about their feelings and opinions. Not only did this en
hance his charismatic strength; it also gave the community the
feeling that M a k o m belonged to everyone. N o clique, no in-group,
no individual owned M a k o m .
Some wondered if M a k o m had become a David Glazer personal
ity cult. At the present time there exists no means of determining
this, nor is there any need to do so. M a k o m has survived as a
successful modern Jewish community. If M a k o m survives
Glazer's return to his studies at the Hebrew Union College it
certainly will deserve to be deemed something far greater than a
cult. Whether a cult or a community at present, M a k o m , under
his influence, has brought Jewish meaning to the lives of hun
dreds of disaffected young Jewish adults. The lesson for American
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Jewry seems quite clear. Normative Judaism has often enough in
the past encouraged the blending of innovation with tradition.
Positive change does not threaten an end to the Jewish w a y of
life. O n the contrary, such change offers hope of bringing the
disaffected back into the mainstream of American Judaism.

chapter eleven

Unorthodox Alternatives

It is worthwhile comparing the emergence of the Birmingham
Temple in the mid-1960s and the development of M a k o m in the
mid-1970s. In the mid-sixties, before the development of the coun
terculture, the Birmingham Temple was founded by eight couples
w h o felt no strong or particular alienation from the Jewish com
munity. These couples had the help of a handsome, single, rather
young (thirty-five), articulate rabbi who had moved religiously
from the right-wing Conservative Judaism of his youth through
the philosophy department of the University of Michigan and on
to Hebrew Union College. Then, after his ordination, he returned
to Detroit as assistant rabbi in a classical Reform temple. After a
stint as a chaplain, a return engagement as assistant at the clas
sical Reform temple, and a stay in Windsor as its only Reform
rabbi, Wine was eager, when guaranteed a living wage, to cross
the river back to Detroit to become founding rabbi of a new tem
ple (called Birmingham after the swanky northwest Detroit sub
urb, where, ironically, it has never been located). Since the tem
ple depended on Wine's charisma, it was willing to be formed in
his image—aloof, intellectual, sophisticated, and coolly casual
toward the existence of God.
The mid-1960s were a time of luxury, both economic and intel
lectual. The Free Speech movement at Berkeley was breaking
into the news. Detroit was changing: whites were leaving the city,
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but the auto and construction industries were booming. There
were distant rumblings from the nonwhite minorities wh o had
become part of the Great Society, but militant civil rights advo
cates had not yet turned Negroes into blacks. There were also
echoes from M-2s in Indochina, but Israel was at peace; ethnicity
had not become a life-style; and the media had time and space to
devote to Bishop Robinson's Honest to God and Fletcher's Situa
tion Ethics. The "Death of God" movement seemed to go hand in
hand with the civil rights m o v e m e n t . Rationalism w a s
triumphant. Hair was just beginning to grow on the counter
culture.2
The issue for the Birmingham Temple was really whether or
not its publicized atheism would provoke sufficient negative reac
tions in the non-Jewish community to warrant denying the tem
ple and its members a comfortable place within the Jewish com
munity. For the Reform establishment, the issue was whether the
movement was permissive enough to permit atheists a place
within it. But the issue was never pressed. Sherwin Wine's right
to use the title "rabbi" was never officially challenged by the
C C A R , and the Birmingham Temple never needed to develop the
militancy of today's Jewish gays. Unlike the gays, the straight
ignostics saw no need to press for membership within the Union
of American Hebrew Congregations.3
Ten years later, in the mid-1970s, the Birmingham Temple is
housed in an adequate building in Farmington, Michigan, less
than a mile from the Labor Zionist Alliance, but miles further
from Birmingham than the huge classical Reform temple that
Wine had assisted as a newly ordained rabbi. The Birmingham
Temple survived the Detroit riots of 1967; it reflected quietly on
the Six-Day War ; it stood rationally steadfast against American
involvement in Vietnam. Ironically, its biggest disappointment
came from the generation it claimed it would be saving for
Judaism.
The counterculture, with its mysticism, its fascination with the
occult, its disgust with technology, its embracing of ethnic cos
tumery, its active involvement in rather than passive contempla
tion of sexuality, posed the greatest threat to the survival of the
Birmingham Temple. While Rabbi Wine's congregation was de
voting itself to rational discussions and worshipping the "best in
m a n , " the young generation was either "tuning in or dropping
out" and becoming the Frankenstein monster created by "cool
M c N a m a r a n logicians." The counterculture, even in its modified
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form, avoided the Birmingham Temple, whose membership is
now drawn primarily from vestigial humanists wishing their sons
and daughters to have bar or bat mitzvahs or to be confirmed (the
latter a ceremony that need have no Hebrew content). The Bir
m i n g h a m Temple is rented by establishmentarian Jewish organi
zations for meetings and socials. Its Friday night service is no
longer a phenomenon. It has disappeared from the eye of the
media, and information about it is generally obtainable only
through subscription to Humanistic Judaism (a periodical pub
lished by three congregations close in belief to Rabbi Wine) or
through scrutiny of the synagogue section of the Detroit Jewish
News. In size its membership now is equal to or somewhat greater
than its membership when it was a phenomenon; but as an at
tempt to meet the needs of the next generation, it is no more
successful nor was it any more foresighted than were "the best
and the brightest" in whose image it had sought to create itself.
In apparent contrast to the creation of the Birmingham T e m 
ple, which was initiated by unaffiliated laymen seeking a rabbi
wh o were in fact led into religious radicalism by a charismatic
leader, stands the birth of M a k o m in Chicago. M a k o m , w e have
seen, was the brainchild of a rabbinic representative of a national
Reform Jewish organization, the Union of American Hebrew
Congregations, and was eventually cosponsored by a national
Conservative body, the United Synagogue of America. M a k o m
was not created in a suburb, but rather in a part of the central city
that had become a magnet for the avant-garde, former members
of the counterculture, those w h o had moved back from the sub
urbs, those wh o had never married and those wh o were divorced,
those w h o were creative and those w h o aspired to creativity. In
M a k o m , paradoxically, one sees what seems to be a successful
attempt by organized religion to appeal to those assumed to be
disillusioned by organized religion or shunned by existent Jewish
institutional forms. M a k o m is a perfect example of the co-option
of the counterculture person, the anti-institutionalist, and the
deviant—a co-option by the very institutions that may , in fact,
have had a role in propelling persons into the counterculture,
forcing them out of religious institutions and making them de
viant. It is precisely to the divorced, the homosexual, the anticler
ical, the mixed married, and other deviants that M a k o m makes
its strongest appeal.
M a k o m went so far as to secure two young m e n , neither as yet
ordained and one as far removed from the rabbinic stereotype as
is conceivable, and to grant them the use of the title "rabbi" to
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demonstrate to potential afflliators the noninstitutionalized na
ture of the place. In fact, whe n M a k o m calls itself a synagogue,
which it rarely does, the word is prefixed by the term "storefront."
In short, M a k o m might be regarded as a very well intentioned,
highly successful fraud—although it is certainly unfair to impute
subterfuge to either its conceiver, its leaders, or those wh o avail
themselves of its offerings.
With the Birmingham Temple, one has the advantage of some
ten years' hindsight. It began as a novelty. It appeared to offer the
possibility that it would be the starting place of a new movement
designed to appeal to a new generation of Jews enlightened about
God through empiricism and not bound to the past by guilt. It was
to be the true and logical fulfillment of the eighteenth-century
enlightenment and its nineteenth-century Reform extension.
However, it failed to anticipate a host of events that rendered it
less appealing to most Jews than Lubavitcher Hasidism; its
members (possibly Rabbi Wine and a few others are to be ex
cepted) settled for a position of respectability within the Jewish
mainstream in a modest but quite solid suburban temple.
M a k o m shares with the Birmingham Temple a wish to cater to
the needs of the modern Jew. It is crucial to note, however, that in
America, among Jews as among others, such terms as "contempo
rary" quickly dissolve into "establishment" or "faddist." M a k o m
is definitely God-accepting, though theologically amorphous. It is
ideological, rational, and physical (in contrast to previous m a n 
ifestations of westernized Judaism); and it accepts the current
belief that today's and, it is hoped, tomorrow's Jews do not wish to
pursue individualism if individualism means loneliness. They are
willing to surrender their ego to what Freud calls the "oceanic
feeling"—that is, they are willing to abandon empiricism for
community (no matter how unenlightened this m a y appear).
It is essential to bear in mind that, no matter what the appar
ent differences between M a k o m and Jewish humanism are, they
have a great deal in c o m m o n . Both are centered on a charismatic
personality. Although Wine and Glazer could not be more dis
similar in their "presentation of self," they and their institutions
are as one in attempting to meet Jews where they are today.
Neither the Birmingham Temple nor M a k o m is willing to sur
render its claims to Jewish authenticity, and both are examples of
methods whereby Jews are offered unorthodox Judaism in order
to preserve for the sake of Jewish survival the scattered remnants
of the household of Israel.

PART THREE

Children, W o m e n , and Men—The Use and Misuse of
Myth in the Formation of American Jewish Identity

Introductory Note

The final three essays of this book explore the existence of certain
Jewish myths, past and present, in the face of current knowledge.
The first focuses on the importance of legends, fantasies, and
myths in the shaping of Jewish identity. I have taken two ancient
legends (each grounded in some historical reality)—the story of
the founding of a rabbinical academy at Yavneh and that of the
last-ditch military stand of Jewish zealots at the fortress of
Masada. These two events date back to the same historical m o 
ment within the geographical confines of ancient, postbiblical
Israel but traditionally are the outgrowths of two antagonistic
Jewish values. One maintains that passivity in the face of exter
nal authority is to be encouraged among Jews, as long as Jews are
left the freedom to study Torah—a principle that, with the sup
port of external authority, was excellently suited to the mainte
nance of rabbinic authority over the Jewish masses. The other is
exemplified by the Jewish zealots w h o preferred to commit
suicide rather than surrender to external authority. W h a t I a m
attempting to demonstrate is the sociological and psychological
importance of these two legends in the mythos of Jewish identity,
but I think it equally significant to note ho w American unor
thodox Judaism has tried to weave the two legends into a single
myth supporting both the centrality of religious authority and the
need to fight to the death for Jewish survival. This is a noble
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ideal—there can be no disputing it—but it seems unlikely to
have the psychosocial effects of a true myth.
The second essay seeks to explain historically, sociologically,
and psychologically w h y the stereotype of the Jewish w o m a n , a
stereotype m a d e mythic through the creative enterprises of Jews
of both sexes, is perpetuated, even among Jewish w o m e n w h o
should k n o w better but whose internalization of the myth has
reinforced their self-doubt. I venture to predict, however, that, in
the face of heightened female consciousness and the welleducated Jewish w o m e n of today, a revolution is in the offing.
Finally, the essay on which I rest m y case deals, appropriately
enough, with the Sabbath in American Jewish life. For m a n y
Jewish m e n work is not drudgery but a freely chosen vocation.
W o r k freely chosen, emotionally and economically rewarding, is
at odds with the need for a day of rest from labor. Nevertheless,
the myth of the Sabbath as a foretaste of the messianic world to
come, or as a return to Eden, remains desperately needed in a
civilization that operates through "surplus repression" and
teaches its members to forget how to play. The Sabbath is no dead
myth, nor does it need to be secularized or profaned. It can be
come, if allowed to adapt itself to current reality, a day set apart,
holy in the truly—perhaps truest—Jewish sense of the word.

chapter twelve

Yavneh versus Masada

Of all the rallying cries shouted in the ears of American Jews,
hardly any have become less subject to challenge or more clicheridden than the call to give our children a "Jewish identity."
Som e people adept in the jargon of individual psychology glibly
describe someone as having an "identity crisis," a term usually
applied to what one might call the inability of an individual to
find either a satisfactory relationship between the various factors
that m a k e up his self or m u c h of a reward in the roles that his
society asks him to play. Anyone attempting to understand
American Jews is struck by the astonishing lack of overlap in
conceptualization a m o n g the people w h o speak of Jewish identity
as a group concern while describing individuals as falling unfor
tunate prey to identity crises. This is to say that the word "iden
tity" used in one context is not seen to bear a relationship to the
same term used in another context.
The lack of overlap is unfortunate, because while one group of
scientists, the ego psychologists, has gathered extensive casestudy data and, building on psychoanalytic theory, has begun to
fill in the missing links between individuals and collectivities,
another group of scientists is attempting to determine whether a
person has or lacks a positive Jewish identity by studying him to
see whether or not he meets preestablished criteria.
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The ego psychologists have developed for those concerned with
identity theories and case histories that seek to demonstrate the
inseparability of psyche, body, and cultural complexes in the pro
cess w e call identity. It is evident to the ego psychologists, but has
apparently been lost on those w h o measure Jewish identity by
commitment to Jewish institutions, that between the individual
and the institutions there are the needs of his drives, his body, his
ego defense system, his family, his country, his culture—all of
which must somehow be integrated before it is possible to speak of
a person's identity.1
The noted psychoanalyst Jacob Arlow provided the insights
that sparked the idea for m y speculations. Arlow argued, in an
unpublished lecture given in the spring of 1969 at a meeting of
the Cincinnati Psychoanalytic Society, that if a society is to give
meaning to the values it wants its members to acknowledge, it
must provide its m e m b e r s with some solutions to their interpsy
chic conflicts. This it does, if at all, through the process of renun
ciation and identification, i.e., through the formation of the
superego, a process that is never completely successful. Neverthe
less, the process is more likely to succeed if a mythos is operative,
one replete with a hero, identification with w h o m gives the child,
the youth, and the adult a feeling that what he is doing is good for
him and for his collectivity.2
It is noteworthy that in his lecture Arlow illustrated the
dynamics of the search for proper heroes (i.e., proper for the col
lectives) by contrasting the figures of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zaccai
and the Maccabees. H e pointed out that, historically, w h e n the
Jewish situation called for a rather compliant, passive hero to be
replaced by more active, more iconoclastic heroes, greater empha
sis was laid on the Maccabees than on Rabbi Yochanan. 3
W h a t follows, then, is an attempt to gain a better understand
ing of the importance of mythmaking in identity formation, par
ticularly for those concerned with Jewish identity. I want to ex
plore in some detail the impact of the Yavneh legend and the
recent effort by American Jewish educators to replace it with a
Masada myth, incorporating the achievements of Yavneh with
the seemingly antithetical personalities and events that consti
tute the Masada episode. In this way, perhaps, some light will be
shed on the viability of Jewish life in America and especially on
what has been overlooked in other studies of the formation of
Jewish identity.4
W h e n I was a small boy just beginning Sunday school and
weekday Hebrew lessons, m y teacher told m e a story. Shortly
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before the destruction of the Second Temple, Jerusalem was
under a heavy siege. The situation was hopeless. The Jewish na
tion was doomed. Judaism was going to die out. Suddenly, out of
desperation, the wise Rabbi Yochanan ben Zaccai seized upon a
plan. H e would feign death. H e would be put in a coffin and his
students would carry him out of Jerusalem, whereupon he would
go straight to the R o m a n general who was laying siege to the city.
Yochanan would ask him a small favor—permission to establish
a school in a forgotten village. The preparations were exciting.
First the coffin had to be carefully weighted to ensure the authen
tic feel of a dead m a n . Next, Yochanan had to get into the box and
have it sealed. Then came the most suspenseful part: the R o m a n
guards had to allow the cortege to pass. " M a k e them open the
coffin," yelled a centurion. "No, it's against our religion," replied
the students. "Then let's m a k e sure he's really dead. Pierce the
coffin with your spears, men," the tough centurion commanded.
"Please," the students pleaded, "it's bad enough that w e have lost
our beloved rabbi. Must w e suffer further by having his body
mutilated?" For some reason that escaped m e then, given the
reputed cruelty of the Romans, the soldiers desisted from stab
bing the coffin. The cortege was permitted to leave the city.
Yochanan then went to the R o m a n general and greeted him by
hailing him as emperor. The general was about to chastise the
rabbi for his apparent error when a messenger suddenly appeared
with the news that the emperor had died and that the general had
been named his successor. The general was pleased with Yocha
nan's prophetic qualities. H e decreed that Yochanan was entitled
to a favor. "I'm not asking you for much, O Caesar. Simply allow
m e and m y few students to establish a little school in a small town
named Yavneh." It seemed to the new ruler to be a reasonably
insignificant wish, so he granted the old rabbi's request. M y Sun
day school teacher then went on to tell us what a fool the emperor
had been, since because of that little school, the light of Torah was
kept burning. Yavneh became the seat of anillustrious rabbinical
academy. The R o m a n empire is now dead. But the Jews have
survived because they have always known that there is more
strength in learning than in force. That is w h y they are alive,
despite all of the persecutions that they have had to endure.
I was impressed with that legend and its clear meaning. W h e n I
heard it for the first time at the age of nine, World W a r II had
recently ended. Tales of the Holocaust were beginning to enter
the consciousness of American Jewish youth. Remnants of de
stroyed Jewish communities were struggling to reassemble in
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Palestine and elsewhere. American Jews were beginning to re
turn to the synagogue in the wake of the Jewish agony. The story
of Yavneh's founding seemed appropriate to the year in which I
first heard it. It was not difficult to picture Yavneh as an ancient
prototype of the Hebrew school I was attending. The classrooms
were musty. The teacher w a s k n o w n in m y city as a scholar. It
was rumored that he had received s'michah in some Polish
yeshiva n o w laid waste by the Nazis.
The legend of Yavneh's founding that m y teacher told and that
was presented as history in the textbooks of m y childhood differs
in some important details from the version in the Talmud. Ac
cording to the talmudic account, it is not Yochanan but his
nephew w h o devises the escape plan. Most significantly, however,
it is not the cruel R o m a n s who seek to spear the casket; it is the
rabbi's fellow Jews, the Biryonim (usually thought to be zealots),
w h o present thefinalobstacle to Yochanan's exit from the city. It
is they and not the R o m a n s w h o must be persuaded that it would
be a political error to mutilate the corpse of a great rabbi. The
talmudic account makes the Jewish zealots into the true enemies
of Torah. Furthermore, the Talmud elaborates on the method of
prophecy employed by Yochanan. The rabbi recites biblical proof
texts through which he has come to know in advance of the
R o m a n general's grand promotion.5
It is easy to explain the differences between the Sunday school
version and its talmudic source. Children would find it difficult to
accept the fact that Jewish soldiers were a greater hindrance to
the rabbi's plan than were the hated R o m a n enemy. It would be
thought pedagogically unsound to admit that Jewish factionalism
was rampant w h e n the survival of the people was at stake. As for
the deletion of the rabbi's use of proof texts, pure prophecy is more
wondrous to an American child than predictions based on the
interpretation of Scripture. The use of proof texts as the heart of
Torah study would bear an unwholesome resemblance to the
rantings of Christian revivalist preachers. The clever twist of a
text is lost on a youth ignorant of its place in Jewish tradition.
Both versions of the story, but especially the Sunday school
derivative, served an important function. The story operated as a
rescue fantasy, offering an alternative to those tales of rescue
that predominated in an America at war. Freud and others have
written extensively on the importance of rescue fantasies in the
development of the h u m a n personality.6 Such fantasies provide
children with a safe outlet from the parental oppression that is
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part of the oedipal struggle. A male child w h o unconsciously de
sires to rid himself of his father so that he might take his place at
the side of his mother needs release from the anxiety that this
wish m a y cause. H e finds the release in a story like "Jack and the
Beanstalk," a fantasy in which a young boy slays a devouring
giant and returns to his mother with a goose that lays golden
eggs; the boy and his mother are thus provided with the potential
for living together happily ever after. Girls w h o unconsciously see
their mothers as rivals for fatherly love find a release in tales
such as "Cinderella" and "Snow White," fantasies in which "some
day her prince will come" and remove her forever from the
tyranny of wicked stepmothers w h o keep her sweeping cinders or,
worse, try to kill her with poisoned apples. The displacement of
murderous thoughts onto a fairy tale enables the child to live
within the structure of the family.
But there is another utility to rescue fantasies, for they func
tion not only on a psychological level but on a sociological level as
well. Since w e are living at a time whe n w o m e n are exploring and
reassessing their traditional roles within the family and society,
perhaps it is n o w easier to see the sociological ramifications of
rescue fantasies such as "Cinderella" and "Snow White" than to
move directly into their role in the shaping of male and group
identities. Even without our new awareness of the place of w o m e n
within our culture, it is relatively easy to grasp the psychological
value of the Cinderella, S n o w White, Rapunsel, and Sleeping
Beauty stories. In each of these stories, the young girl is at the
mercy of a witch or a wicked stepmother until at some distant
time—up to a hundred years in the case of poor Sleeping
Beauty—a handsome prince comes along and rescues the girl
from her wicked female captors. Well-schooled as w e n o w are in
the ways of psychoanalytic interpretation, w e do not find it dif
ficult to accept the explanation that suggests that wicked step
mothers or evil witches are replacements for real mothers,
thoughts about whose removal are dangerous or even treasonous.
W e do not find it hard to believe that the prince is a replacement
for a father because to admit consciously a desire to marry one's
father would be to acknowledge a wish for an incestuous relation
ship and thus would cause intolerable guilt or anxiety.
W e have, however, been socialized into overlooking other func
tions of these tales—the fact, for instance, that beyond their psy
chological uses they also serve sociological ends. They all portray
females as being passive recipients of male benevolence. The girls
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cannot help themselves. They must sweep cinders, be locked in
towers, or lie in a comatose state until a male rescuer chances by.
These are not stories in which a Jack climbs a beanstalk and rids
himself of his oppressor, or a Saint George slays a dragon to
prevent the devouring of virgins. The woodsman rescues Red Rid
ing Hood and her grandmother; without him, Red Riding Hood
would be a wolfs dessert. Thus, these stories serve not only to
relieve young girls from oedipal anxiety but also to reinforce so
cial norms about what roles w o m e n are to have—not controlling
their destinies, taking matters into their o w n hands, or becoming
active shapers of their o w n futures:7
A culture that desires passivity in its w o m e n and valor in its
m e n is likely to provide rescue fantasies appropriate not only to
its members' psychological needs but also to the roles it wishes its
members to play in the larger society. Myths, legends, folktales,
and fairy tales are thus agencies of socialization; but it must be
remembered that in order for them to have a social value, they
must be firmly rooted in the realities of the individual psyche.
It is safe to say that the emphasis in American rescue fantasies
has been, for males, on physical action and even violence, when
necessary. American folktales tell of m e n heroically confronting
the enemy. Superman fights crime by beating up criminals. Batm a n and Robin, with some help from technology, punch their way
to justice. Enough has been written on the role of the Western to
m a k e m y point. In the Horatio Alger epics, it m a y have been
diligence and clean living that got the hero his reward—but not
until he did something physically heroic such as saving the mil
lionaire's daughter from drowning did he get the recognition that
w e k n o w he deserved. Military exploits have m a d e m e n president
of the United States: where would John F. Kennedy have been
without P T 109?
Seen in this light, the story of Rabbi Yochanan ben Zaccai runs
counter to the American grain. It elucidates what had heretofore
been a conflict between the American and Jewish identities; for if
w e reexamine the tale as a group rescue fantasy, w e find in it
elements that seem odd and strangely foreign to the American
mentality. It is a legend that is passive in its activity; for while it
is true that its outcome was the founding of a school, the method
of achieving this goal depended upon passivity. The rabbi had to
pretend to be dead. His students had to be mourners. His meeting
with the general had to take into account the fact that he recog
nized the R o m a n as having complete control over his and Jewish
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destiny. A s a result, he had to demonstrate that he was submis
sive to alien authority. In the talmudic account it is not even the
rabbi himself w h o devises the scheme. W h e n the rabbi makes his
prophecy, it is through a method that not only demonstrates his
skill at interpreting Scripture but also betrays a certain helpless
ness in the face of inevitability. Passivity, etiquette, acknowl
edgment of authority, and skill in ascertaining an already pre
determined event through mental acumen—these are what as
sure the Jewish future.
To be sure, the method worked. Yavneh became the center of
Jewish learning long after the Jewish state was destroyed.8 A n d
it was precisely Yochanan's success, as recorded in the legend,
that allowed Yavneh to become woven into the fabric of Jewish
identity from that time until the rebirth of active Jewish
nationalism within the last hundred years. This is not to say that,
within the vast web of life and legend that is the record of Jewish
history, other myths have not gained sway over the identity of the
Jew. It is to argue, however, that for people living semper et
ubique within the borders of alien and often hostile peoples, the
Yavneh story could and did serve as a socializing model for
Jewish survival. Furthermore, for a people whose leaders were
often the heads of academies and as such were skilled at inter
preting sacred texts, the legend served as a reinforcement of reli
gious authority as well as a reminder of the power of alien secular
authority.
It is possible to find within the legend a paradigm for certain
aspects of Jewish identity, for indeed it must be granted that, by
identifying with Yochanan and his small band of scholars, a
Jewish youth could meet his psychological rescue needs as well as
develop a relationship to his people, his religion, and external
(i.e., non-Jewish) authority. O n a psychological level, the legend
provides a child with the fantasy of rescuing Torah and Shekinah
(two "feminine" aspects of Judaism) while doing no violence to the
male authority figures represented by the rabbi-leader and
emperor-leader. A n d , of course, since the Torah and Israel both
came into being by divine sanction, saving them means that one
is serving the Ultimate Father, the O n e in Heaven. Anyone w h o
labors in Torah pleases God. H o w m u c h more pleasing is one w h o
rescues as well as studies Torah.
As a socializing myth, too, the story has validity. It teaches that
cleverness, learning, and the proper recognition of reality are in
the end more fruitful than hopeless, violent revolt. This has been
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a well-honored Jewish attitude throughout the two millennia
since Rabbi Yochanan ben Zaccai was allowed to settle at Yav
neh.
There have, however, been periods in which Yochanan's solu
tion seems particularly inappropriate. Ours appears to be such a
time. There are a number of reasons w h y this is true. O n e is that
w h e n Jews are given access to the culture of the general society,
invariably its values become part of their identity. Thus, when a
culture extols as heroes those w h o are activists rather than pas
sive students, a tension develops between two equally compelling
sets of cultural values. American culture, we have already noted,
has traditionally chosen as role models m e n such as those w h o
said, " D a m n the torpedoes, full speed ahead." Even the scholarly
achievements of such founding fathers as Franklin and Jefferson
are de-emphasized in favor of their inventions and their willing
ness to challenge and confront what they regarded as illicit au
thority. Americans place a stress on deed rather than word. It is
rather pitiful to read textbooks on American Jewish history
whose authors seek almost in vain to discover colonial Jews fit
ting the American image of fighter and activist.9
A second and more compelling reason for the need to replace
the Yavneh legend with a different type of rescue fantasy lies in
the events of World W a r II. Bruno Bettelheim, H a n n a h Arendt,
and others have examined the remains of the European Jewish
communities and found them sadly lacking in the will to gain
mastery over their o w n fates. N o matter how m u c h is inspired by
kiddush ha-shem, no matter how valiant the defenders of the
W a r s a w ghetto were, no matter how w e detest the attack on
European Jewry's few survivors by their critics, w e are forced to
suspect a certain glimmer of truth in their conclusions. A n d w h e n
w e read of the attempt of certain European Jewish communal
leaders and even some rabbis to reach a compromise with brutal
and merciless authority, w e have to find something lacking in the
Yavneh solution. Sometimes passivity in the face of villainous
authority is of no use. H o w can w e offer Yavneh to those reared in
the shadow of the Holocaust?10
Then, of course, there is the State of Israel. It is impossible to
deny that, were it not for the military stance assumed by the
Israelis, there would be no Jewish state today. N o matter how
m u c h land w a s redeemed through money, no matter how the
genius of the Jews m a d e the desert bloom, there is one fact that
seems irrefutable: without armed might and the willingness to
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employ it, Israel would not be available today to the Torah stu
dents who gather there to study and expound the Holy Books. In
the second-century case of Rabbi Akiva and Bar Kochba, where
rabbis and soldiers are joined, it appears that Akiva falls prey to
the error of thinking that he was living at the time of the M e s 
siah. Believing that one has found the Messiah is a mistake that
activist rabbinic Jews m a k e frequently enough. 11 So w e search
our history for legends seemingly more appropriate to our needs.
Rabbinical literature fails us, for it is mostly the work of the m e n
of Yavneh. The Bible is more helpful, but it has too m u c h to do
with God—to a skeptical, secular generation, it presents too
m a n y theological problems. Where, then, do w e turn for a n e w
myth? W e go to Jewish writings that do not have rabbinical au
thorship. W e find in the apocryphal Books of Maccabees and the
volumes of Flavius Josephus some possible alternative legends.
Perhaps it is not too well known that the association of H a n u k 
kah with the military victories of the Hasmoneans has not always
been central to the festival's celebration. The Talmud makes little
of the Hasmoneans in general and contains only a brief statement
about Hanukkah. The primary emphasis of the talmudic account
is on the miracle of the oil that burned beyond its natural capac
ity.12 To the extent that the later rabbis m a d e use of the narrative
found in the Books of Maccabees, it w a s to emphasize Mat
tathias's faithfulness to Jewish law and to extol the bravery of
Hannah and her seven sons who preferred to be martyred rather
than violate God's commandments. 1 3 For the Jews of the pre
modern period, H a n u k k a h was never more than a rather minor
observance. It became an important festival only for modern
Jews.
Living in a secular culture, modern Jews have needed the M a c 
cabees as culture heroes; they have needed Hanukkah as a rival
to Christmas; they have needed a modern concept like freedom of
religious choice to tie the exploits of the Maccabees and the
winter solstice festival together in a package with which both
Jews and non-Jews could live. It is unnecessary to dwell on the
emphasis given the Maccabees in our lifetime, though it is worth
noting that, in the actual accounts of the sons of Mattathias, only
Judah was called Maccabee (probably "hammer"). In modern ver
sions, those connected with the Hasmonean victory are almost
always called Maccabees. Maccabiads (athletic events similar to
the Olympics) are held in Israel, and the story of how Judah
fought for religious liberty is well known to Jewish children (as
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well as to non-Jewish children in areas of heavy Jewish popula
tion).
Although H a n u k k a h enjoys great popularity, the story of the
Maccabees and their descendants, the later Hasmoneans, offers
some obstacles to those in search of a heroic myth. The first, and
least important, is that the victory of the Maccabees was shortlived and that the Hasmonean dynasts subsequently proved to be
tyrannical proteges of R o m e . 1 4 A greater difficulty with the
heroism of the Maccabees m a y be that, in being locked into
H a n u k k a h as it is, that military force holds certain cultural con
flicts for American Jews. If there is any time of year in America
w h e n it is inappropriate to speak of war and rebellion, it is in that
season of paying homage to the Prince of Peace. One might call it
Jewish mazel to need to build a festival around military success
while the rest of the culture makes a nearly total effort to forget
the world as it really is. The Maccabees and their nationalistic
revolt fit well into the mythos of the State of Israel, but are not of
equal service to American Jews.
There is another place to turn for a suitable myth—the story of
Masada. Although its original version makes it questionable as a
rescue fantasy, its modern retelling has that possibility, a possi
bility that has already been exploited by both Israelis and Ameri
can Jews. At first glance the account of the defense and destruc
tion of the fortress of Masada presents special barriers for the
weaving of the episode into Jewish legendry and fantasy. O n e
obstacle is, of course, the fact that the story of Masada is con
tained in the works of Flavius Josephus.15 Although Josephus is a
friend to those trying to decipher Jewish history, his o w n personal
behavior is not exemplary to those seeking new heroes.
Flavius Josephus (or Joseph, the son of Matthias, the n a m e he
bore for the first three decades of his life) is k n o w n to us nearly
exclusively through his o w n writings. Through these writings he
seems to bear m u c h in c o m m o n with other fabulous characters of
the ancient world. At the age of fourteen, he was able to engage
the rabbis in discussion so intelligently that they asked his
advice—a feat allegedly accomplished by another precocious
youth, the adolescent Jesus of Nazareth. 16 At the age of sixteen,
"on hearing of one [Essene] named Bannus w h o dwelt in the wil
derness, wearing only such clothing as trees provide, feeding on
such things as grew themselves, and using frequent ablutions of
cold water, by day and night, for purity's sake I became his de
voted disciple"—in what w e would n o w call a psychosocial
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moratorium. With the mythic hero's penchant for the number
three, he leaves the Essenes after a three-year stay, only to join
the Pharisees, a group not known for its love for the Hasmonean
family, from which his mother was descended.17 Seven or eight
years after leaving the Essenes and joining the Pharisees, Joseph
is sent on his first rescue mission. H e goes to R o m e for the purpose
of saving certain Jewish priests w h o m the brutal procurator Felix
had dispatched to R o m e to be tried before Nero for some undeter
mined offense. In R o m e he becomes friends with a Jewish actor
w h o helps him procure an audience with the empress Poppaea
Sabina. She takes a liking to Josephus, and he returns to Judea
after having saved the lives of the priests.18
H e then undertakes an even more heroic task. H e goes to the
Galilee as a commanding general to lead a rebellion against
R o m e . Josephus leaves two contradictory accounts of his military
mission in the Galilee: in one he claims to have attempted to lead
his people to military victory; in the other he states that his
purpose was to convince the Galileans of the futility of challeng
ing R o m e . In either case it is clear that a bloody battle exacts
heavy tolls in dead and wounded on both sides. Finally the Jews
are vanquished, but Josephus survives. Not only does he survive,
but he goes over to the Romans—again, he claims, with a rescue
mission. This time it is to try to convince any Jews contemplating
rebellion against R o m e of the foolhardiness of such plans.19
It would be interesting to speculate on the psychological factors
involved in Josephus's radical shift of loyalties. Earlier in his life
he had abandoned his upper-class origins for a sect renouncing
material goods. Then he became a m e m b e r of a party antagonistic
to his family. Next he employed his high-born status to save his
father's priestly colleagues. Then he attempted to rescue the reb
els of the Galilee. At the age of thirty, he went over to the Ro
mans, substituting for his o w n family's n a m e that of the R o m a n
general under whose onslaught he had nearly lost his life (in
terestingly enough, the same general to w h o m Yochanan ben
Zaccai fled from Jerusalem—and this is not all that Yochanan
and Josephus have in c o m m o n ) . 2 0 Yet, under his new n a m e and
under the protection of his n e w family, somewhat like his biblical
namesake Joseph—indeed, in his precociousness, his narrow es
cape from death, his ability to charm, his ease in the face of a
foreign power, and his view of himself as a Deliverer, he seems to
identify himself closely with the biblical Joseph (whether by de
sign or chance, w e do not know)—he sets out to redeem his people,
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first by warning them not to resist R o m e , and finally by writing a
history of the J e w s whose purpose is to redeem their dignity in
the eyes of the G r e c o - R o m a n world. 21
Yet for all his heroic qualities, Josephus is not the stuff of
which Jewish heroes are m a d e . H e stood with the R o m a n s while
the Holy Temple w a s being razed and while his people were being
slaughtered in its defense. In fact, his n a m e and his work would
have perished forever a m o n g the Jews were it not for the irony
that someone had forged into his writings what w a s for centuries
thought to be the only historical reference to Jesus of Nazareth. 22
To the Jews, from the time of the fall of Galilee virtually to the
present, Josephus's n a m e , w h e n recalled at all, evoked a set of
reactions reserved by Christians for Judas Iscariot.23 Still, and
also ironic, modern weavers of Jewish m y t h , including the nonJ e w J a m e s Michener in The Source, cannot do without Josephus,
for without his writings there could be no M a s a d a for a n e w m y t h
and a n e w generation of Jews.
T h e fortress of M a s a d a w a s built by the H a s m o n e a n s and sub
sequently enlarged by Herod the Great. 24 Later, at the close of the
w a r with R o m e that destroyed the Jewish state and with it the
temple in Jerusalem, M a s a d a enabled about one thousand m e n ,
w o m e n , and children to hold off the furious attacks of Flavius
Silva, the R o m a n governor of Judea, and the additional legions
that he s u m m o n e d to crush this last citadel of the Jewish zealots.
Finally, after seven months of incredible valor and privation, it
became certain that on the m o r r o w M a s a d a would be taken, the
m e n killed, the w o m e n raped and, along with the children, sold
into slavery. Josephus writes that he learned of the last hours of
M a s a d a from two w o m e n and five children w h o had s o m e h o w
escaped the fate of the others.25 Their report inspired him—in
proper Hellenistic historiographical fashion—to compose a
speech for Eleazar ben Yair, the leader of the defenders of
M a s a d a . T h e speech went, in part, as follows:
Our fate at break of day is certain capture, but there is still the free
choice of a noble death with those w e hold most dear. For our
enemies, fervently though they pray to take us alive, can no more
prevent this than we can now hope to defeat them in battle. Maybe,
indeed, we ought from the very first... to have read God's purpose
and to have recognized that the Jewish race, once beloved of Him,
had been doomed to perdition. . . . For not even the impregnable
nature of this fortress has availed to save us; nay, though ample
provisions are ours, piles of arms and a superabundance of every
other requisite, yet we have been deprived, manifestly by God Him
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self, of all hope of deliverance. For it was not of their o w n accord
that those flames which were driving against the enemy turned
back upon the [defense] wall constructed by us; no, all this betokens
wrath at the m a n y wrongs which w e madly dared to inflict upon our
countrymen. The penalty for those crimes let us pay not to our
bitterest foes, the Romans, but to God through the act of our o w n
hands. It will be more tolerable than the other. Let our wives thus
die undishonoured, our children unacquainted with slavery; and,
when they are gone, let us render a generous service to each other,
preserving our liberty as a noble winding-sheet. But first let us
destroy our chattels and the fortress by fire; for the Romans, well I
know, will be grieved to lose at once our persons and the lucre. Our
provisions only let us spare; for they will testify, when w e are dead,
that it was not want which subdued us, but that, in keeping with
our initial resolve, w e preferred death to slavery.
Since B e n Yair's speech proved less convincing than he h a d
hoped, he spoke again.
Let us have pity on ourselves, our children and our wives, while it is
still in our power to find pity from ourselves. For w e were born for
death, w e and those w h o m w e have begotten; and this even the
fortunate cannot escape. But outrage and servitude and the sight of
our wives being led to shame with their children—these are no
necessary evils imposed by nature on mankind, but befall, through
their o w n cowardice, those who, having the chance of forestalling
them by death, refuse to take it. . . . N o , while [our] hands are free
and grasp the sword, let them render an honourable service. Unen
slaved by the foe let us die, as free m e n with our children and wives
let us quit this life together! This our laws enjoin, this our wives
and children implore of us. The need for this is of God's sending, the
reverse of this is the Romans' desire, and their fear is lest a single
one of us should die before capture. Haste w e then to leave them,
instead of their hoped-for enjoyment at securing us, amazement at
our death and admiration of our fortitude.26
Josephus then informs us that Ben Yair's words were heeded.
First the m e n quickly killed their wives and children, then each
other, and finally the last m a n fell on his sword and perished.
W h e n the R o m a n s entered the bastion they found a scene that
threw them into terror. All were dead except for Josephus's sur
viving witnesses. All property had been burned except some pro
visions indicating that none had died but for freedom.27
The story is attractive, but it clearly violates certain rules
necessary for a rescue myth that might help strengthen Jewish
identity in America. First, it w a s recorded by Josephus, w h o m
Jews have traditionally regarded as a traitor.28 Next, and more
crucial, is the tragic outcome of the story. The American mentality
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is able to assimilate stories of defeat (after all, Texas remembers
the Alamo, and the American South the Civil W a r ) , but it is hardly
capable of dealing with a struggle that is not a fight to the finish
and that, worst of all, culminates in the mass suicide of the
heroes. "Give m e liberty or give m e death" might be an American
rallying cry, and "Better dead than Red" might have inspired
some Americans in the 1950s and early 1960s, but neither of
these slogans was ever meant to imply suicide. They were taken
to m e a n that the tyrants would have to kill every last freedomloving patriot. Thus, the Masada story would seem to fail as a
replacement for the Yavneh story given us by the Talmud and
rabbinical tradition.
However, the story of the Masada myth is not finished. In an
ingenious way it has become part of modern Jewish mythology.
This has happened largely as a result of the rebirth of the Jewish
state. Jewry's survival after the war that ended with Masada, the
R o m a n empire's failure to survive, and the fact that there are
today Jewish zealots willing to die rather than lose their
homeland—these circumstances are not in themselves enough to
m a k e Masada the psychological substitute for Yavneh. W h a t has
happened is that a conscious effort on the part of American
Jewish institutions has m a d e Masada into a myth compatible
with American Jewish identity needs and institutional values.
This has been accomplished by combining elements of the past,
the present, and rabbinic tradition. Not surprisingly, m u c h of the
work has been done under the auspices of the Conservative
movement in Judaism, a movement that might be called, not
withstanding its ties to tradition, the most American of the
Jewish religious movements. 2 9
Mythic use has been m a d e of a number of factors, chief among
them the linking of Masada to the career of a contemporary
Jewish military hero victorious in all his attempts to deliver Is
rael from its genocidal enemies. That m a n is Yigael Yadin, a
figure particularly adaptable to the building of a myth. H e is
described by one American Jewish writer as
"one of the heroes of modern Israel. Born in Jerusalem in 1917, he
got his first taste of soldiering at the age of 14, when he became a
member of the Haganah, the underground resistance army fighting
against the British occupation of Palestine." Then Yadin "rose to
become chief of planning and operations for the Haganah."
General Yadin played a major part in Israel's victory in 1948. In
one famous incident, he wo n a crucial battle by using his knowledge
of an ancient, forgotten R o m a n road across the desert.
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This knowledge came from Yigael's first great interest in life—
the science of archeology. His father [E. L. Sukenik] was a worldfamous archeologist, and young Yigael had determined to be an
archeologist himself, before necessity turned him into a soldier.
After the war was over he went back to his studies. In 1952, Gen
eral Yadin left the army and joined the Hebrew University in
Jerusalem. There he became Professor of Archeology.
Professor Yadin was soon as renowned an archeologist and
scholar as he had been a general. H e conducted a number of impor
tant expeditions to ancient sites in Israel, where he made some
historic discoveries. H e was awarded prizes for his work and won
many honors throughout the world.
In 1963 Yigael Yadin led the Masada Archeological Expedition to
the mighty citadel near the Dead Sea which every archeologist in
Israel had longed to excavate. The expedition dug at Masada until
1965. Its finds amazed the world.30
Thus, in the person of Yadin w e have an ideal figure to bridge
the gap between the ancient and modern world—a hero. As both
general and archeologist, he embodies military prowess, modern
science, and a Jewish scholarly love for Israel, its history, and its
antisuicidal laws. In addition to Yadin's vital connection with
Masada, there are other factors that m a k e the excavated fortress
a convenient answer to the American Jewish quest for a n e w
myth.
A book entitled The Heroes ofMasada, by Geraldine Rosenfield,
has been issued by the Conservative movement. In the opening
chapter, called "Heroes of Today," Mrs. Rosenfield introduces us
to Reuven:
Reuven is nineteen years old. H e is tall and sunburned, is a hardkicking soccer expert, and plays a very tricky halil. (This is a
wooden flute which you m a y know as a recorder.) . . . If you hap
pened to meet Reuven you might think, "This fellow is great fun.
He's a great ball player. He's pretty handy with a halil and with a
tractor." You would probably never come up with the thought, " H e
is a hero."
But Reuven turned out to be one hero among many, among two
and a quarter million, in fact, during the historic six days, that
started on June 5, 1967.
. . . W h e n it came his turn to serve in the A r m y he was assigned
to duty with a tank unit. So Reuven found himself behind the wheel
of a tank instead of a tractor.
. . . One day the Company commander announced that all soldiers
must put on clean dress uniforms. They had been invited to join a
ceremony on the rock fortress of Masada.
. . . O n the day Reuven and his fellow students climbed up the
steep side of Masada they joined in a graduation exercise for m e n
and w o m e n who had just become officers in the Israeli A r m y . The
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soldiers stood at attention in V-shaped formation while the band
played cheerily and rousing speeches were made. A huge bonfire
was lit in the center and smaller fires glowed in a half-circle. Every
new soldier was presented with a Bible to remind him above all of
his God, his people and his history. Reuven repeated with his com
rades "Masada shall not fall again!"31
The author's purpose is patent. She wishes her young reader to
identify with the farmer-soldier. She also desires her reader to see
in M a s a d a the reminder, not of a terrible defeat, but rather of
another time of glory that, like our o w n , offered an opportunity to
save the Jewish people, its To rah, and its tradition from threats to
their freedom and survival.
B y paying little heed to the historical past and laying m u c h
emphasis on the present and future, w e have once again given
M a s a d a a n e w place in the Jewish mythos. Yadin and Reuven are
not losers; they are winners w h o excel at everything they un
dertake. They are not passive schoolmasters; they are warriorscientist-scholars or soccer-kicking, tractor-driving good fellows.
A n d they—more than the eloquent Eleazar ben Yair or the
traitorous Josephus—belong at Masada.
M a s a d a has other uses, too, as the focal point of a myth. For
example, the existence of Masada, unlike that of the temple or the
academy at Yavneh, does not have to be imagined. It is there to
visit and, even more, to visit us, as it has done in a traveling
exhibit under the auspices of the Conservative-sponsored Jewish
M u s e u m of N e w York. 3 2 It is tangible and real and m a d e palpable
to us through a knowledge of the Jewish past, the heroics of dar
ing archeologists, and the mastery of modern scientific tools and
concepts. It is no burning bush for whose existence w e must take
the word of God and Moses on faith.
A n d there is one final use that it has served. T o those w h o
argue that Jewish physical survival and observance of the law are
incompatible, M a s a d a seems to offer refutation. Masada's ruins
contain what have been designated ritual baths, a classroom, sa
cred scrolls, and a synagogue. O n e of the m y t h m a k i n g books re
ferred to above puts the matter this way:
To the Zealots, their religious faith was the most important thing in
life. Even while they were besieged on Masada, fighting for exis
tence, they still devoutly observed the laws of their religion.
Some of these laws dealt with ritual bathing. O n certain occa
sions, pious Jews were required to dip themselves in a special bath
ing pool of pure water. This pool had to be of certain size and shape.
And when one day, digging and probing atop Masada, the ar
cheologists came upon an unusual structure that the Zealots had
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added to the casemate wall, they realized almost at once that they
had found an ancient ritual bathing pool.
After excavating the pool, they discovered that it had been built
in exact obedience to the ancient rules. It was divided into separate
chambers. One chamber caught rain water and stored it. A pipe led
from this chamber to the main part of the pool. Before bathing, the
Jews would unplug this pipe and let some of the rain water flow into
the main part of the pool. According to the ancient rules, the rain
water purified the other water there. The devout Zealots could then
enter the pool and bathe.
Later, digging elsewhere within the fortress, the members of the
expedition uncovered a second ritual bathing pool. It had been built
in exactly the same way as the first one. Both structures can be seen
at Masada today. Standing on the dry mountaintop under the
scorching Judean sun, they show h o w strong was the Zealots'
faith—how fervently they clung to their religion, even under condi
tions of the most incredible difficulty. But, w e are told, "amid all the
hardship and danger of life on Masada, the Zealots also kept up
their study of the Bible," for the archaeologists also "uncovered a
religious schoolroom in which Zealot children used to sit—when
they were not needed for other tasks, such as helping to defend the
fortress." A n d there is more:
The most exciting discovery of all, among the religious structures
of the Zealots, was m a d e early in the expedition's stay at Masada.
"At the very beginning of our first season of excavations, while
digging in the northwestern section of the wall of Masada, w e came
upon a strange structure," says the expedition leader. "It was un
like any of the buildings w e had excavated up to then in the case
mate wall. Early in the dig w e noticed what looked like benches
plastered with clay protruding from the debris inside the building,
next to the walls. Gradually, pillars began to appear, made in sec
tions. W h e n w e had finished excavating, what appeared before us
was a rectangular structure with benches all round the walls, tier
upon tier, all plastered with clay."
The benches, the archeologists soon learned, had been built by
the Zealots. Some of them were m a d e of pieces of stone columns
taken from the remains of Herod's palaces. The strange rectangular
structure with its m a n y benches had obviously been used for public
meetings. But meetings of what sort? W h y had the Zealots gathered
together there?
The archeologists continued their digging, and finally they had
their answer. The Zealots had gathered there to pray. The building
was a synagogue.
The archeologists were not really sure at first. But as they dug
the evidence mounted. The building faced in the proper direction for
a synagogue—toward Jerusalem—and within it they found things
that m a y have been used in religious ceremonies. The diggers' ex
citement grew.
"If what w e had just unearthed was indeed a synagogue," says the
expedition leader, "then this was a discovery of front-ranked impor
tance in the field of Jewish archeology and certainly one of the most
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important finds in Masada. For up to then the very earliest
synagogues discovered in Israel belonged to the end of the second or
beginning of the third century A.D. "
In other words, if this building on Masada turned out to be a
synagogue, it would be the oldest one in the world. O n e last
discovery finally convinced the [archeologists] that the mysterious
structure was a synagogue. They found that below the floor, in two
carefully dug pits, the Zealots had buried scrolls.33
The construction of the modern Masada myth is n o w virtually
complete. The suggestion that there was a classroom in the for
tress and that a certain room was used for a synagogue (although
there is no w a y of verifying that fact) makes that clear. The possi
bility that there were mikvehs, a school, and a synagogue, and the
certainty that Masada contained sacred scrolls are central to the
building of the n e w myth. Although the scrolls found there in
cluded no complete copy of the most sacred Five Books of
Moses—in fact, they included excerpts from the Book of Psalms,
the noncanonical B o o k of Jubilees, and the B o o k of
Ecclesiasticus34—the mythmakers could hail the information
that the psalm fragments were identical with the official Masore
tic text of the Bible used today. Masada thus could be used to
validate the traditional belief, i.e., the reliability of the tradi
tional rendition of Hebrew Scripture. The Ben Sirah (Ecclesias
ticus) and Jubilee scrolls (found in Hebrew editions) allowed the
claim that the books' original language was Hebrew, rather than
the Greek of all other ancient editions.35
T h e m y t h m a k e r s chose to ignore another possible
conclusion—namely, that the zealots had followed a religion that
deviated in significant and even radical ways from what is now
accepted as normative Judaism. It would be as though ar
cheologists would at some future date discover the ruins of a
synagogue of today—only a meeting hall, classrooms, and some
fragmented copies of the N e w Testament (which most synagogues
have in their libraries)—and conclude that they had found a
Christian church.
But myths are not built on hard fact, even though today's
myths undoubtedly must contain at least shreds of scientific m a 
terial in order to be credible to a modern Westerner. The Masada
myth has such shreds. It has action. It has physical existence. It
has a new happy ending and a n e w hero in the person of Yadin.
And, most important to those w h o seek to place Masada among
their Jewish myths, it contains the elements of existing American
institutional Judaism—a classroom, a synagogue, the sacred
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writings (i.e., elements from the tradition that Jews are depen
dent on scholarship no matter what). So these essentials are n o w
in place. W h a t remains to be seen is whether that element most
crucial to a myth is also there, its ability to meet the individual
psychic needs of enough members of a group so that it is usable as
an effective socializing agent.
From a psychological standpoint, the n e w Masada m y t h has
both strengths and weaknesses. O n e strength is that, unlike the
Yavneh legend, M a s a d a includes a m o n g its defenders whole
families, with w o m e n and children fighting and dying alongside
the m e n . Masada was a family affair. Josephus tells us that, after
Eleazar ben Yair delivered his oration, he expected he would have
to convince them further to accept his fatal plan, "but was cut
short by his hearers, w h o . . . were all in haste to do the deed."36
Josephus tells of the devotion of the m e n , not only to their o w n
families, but to their comrades.
While they caressed and embraced their wives and took their chil
dren in their arms, clinging in tears to those parting kisses, at the
same instant, as though served by hands other than their own, they
accomplished their purpose, having the thought of the ills they
would endure under the enemy's hands to console them for their
constraint in killing them. A n d in the end not one was found a
truant in so daring a deed; all carried through their task with their
dearest ones. Wretched victims of necessity, to w h o m to slay with
their own hands their o w n wives and children seemed the lightest
of evils! Unable, indeed, any longer to endure their anguish at what
they had done, and feeling that they wronged the slain by surviving
them if it were but for a moment, they quickly piled together all the
stores and set them on fire; then [they chose] by lot ten of their
number to dispatch the rest.37
Psychologically this part of the story is potent. External authority
is ultimately defied. The R o m a n loses all control over the faithful
Jew; at the same time the Jew finds in death a full commitment to
family and community and, perhaps above all, wins through his
martyrdom the favor of God the Father. If the tragic episode ap
pears unappealing to children, it can be argued that it m a y prove
to be gratifying as well. T h e fear of being mutilated by one's
father, so m u c h a part of the oedipal struggle, is indeed enacted;
but the fact that the father does not survive the child, and that
w h e n the story is told today the child is not only alive but physi
cally able and called upon, like Yadin and his confreres, to pre
vent another Masada (i.e., to rescue fathers, mothers, and other
children as well as the community), might suffice to turn the
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unhappy defeat of the original Masada into a sort of oedipal
triumph. Such a triumph would be similar to the psychological
satisfaction the believer gets from dying in Christ, only to share
in his resurrection and join the army of the redeemed whose mis
sion it is to save those who do not share his standing with God.
The modern Masada myth now has all the psychological glory
of Yavneh. N o w the people of Masada m a y be seen to have pre
served Judaism, not only by keeping the faith, but especially by
leaving for posterity a synagogue, a school, and sacred scrolls that
help contemporary Jews heighten their faith in the continuity of
tradition. Torah was saved by Masada. The Shekinah was rescued
by the zealots—but this rescue is only successful if Jews today are
willing to study and to fight for God, Israel, and Torah. Masada
has these psychological possibilities plus an additional advantage
over Yavneh: it does not place the Jewish mythos in conflict with
American values. The defenders of Masada, either of old or in the
person of Yadin, did not passively trick and cajole their way past
the enemy. They did not beg the enemy for a small favor. They
fought him, finally overcame him, and took back from him not a
wretched musty little yeshiva but the entire land of Israel. N o
American could have done more.
Still, there are several flaws in the efficacy of the Masada myth.
The most obvious for a person concerned with the building of
Jewish identity in America is true of both Yavneh and Masada. In
order for either legend to achieve its goal as a myth, i.e., to meet
both psychological and group needs, it must be transmitted by
believing adults to children w h o are ready to believe. If the chain
of belief is broken and the matrix within which the myth has
preserved its psychological and social reality has been shattered,
the myth will fail in its function. If the community no longer
believes the myth but merely feels that it is good for children, the
children k n o w that what they are hearing is at best a good story
and at worst a package of foolishness. It is doubtful that Jews
bereft of belief in their o w n myths, a condition c o m m o n among
second- and third-generation Americans, can utilize Masada,
even though Masada conflicts less than Yavneh with the Ameri
can ethos. It is significant that, though Masada is popular with
Jewish youth, it is most appealing to leaders and members of the
Jewish Defense League (JDL), an organization that draws its
membership from those closest in generation to Europe, young
people w h o are not well entrenched in the middle classes, retain a
strong attachment to Orthodoxy, and see their future not in
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America but in Israel. For them the slogan "Never again" is
equivalent to the Israeli soldiers' oath—"Masada shall not fall
again." It is ironic that, consciously or not, the J D L , with its open
rejection of American society, has come to replicate most closely
one American wa y of life: given to racism, relying on jingoism,
instructed to achieve their aims through violence, they seem,
externals aside, to emulate John W a y n e more than the sage
Hillel.38
Herein lies the final paradox in the Yavneh-Masada saga. At a
time w h e n more and more American youth, both Jews and nonJews, are coming to distrust institutions, to seek to escape from a
society that seems to demand individual submission to national
societal causes and aggression and violence in the n a m e of free
dom, neither myth is satisfying, and yet both are. At Yavneh one
could turn one's back on the world, as long as one could place
ideology and methodology above self, and as long as one w a s
willing never to challenge proper authority. At Masada one could
live in a community, cherish one's ties to family and group, and
challenge authority to the end, as long as one was willing to
accept violence as a code of conduct.
W h a t are called for now are not Yavneh and Masada, but new
and better myths that will show themselves able to transform
social reality without denying its psychological underpinnings.

chapter thirteen

What Ever Happened to Lilith?

She is, of course, fat, noisy, spoiled and anxious to the point of
near-hysteria. She rules her husband and her children with the
vigor of a marine drill-sergeant tempered only by enough malig
nant over-protective hovering to lull her victims into thinking that
her bossing is benevolent and that her formidable presence is the
family's sole shelter from the evils of the non-Jewish (and therefore
hostile) world. . . .
She is also, by and large, a fraud. For the popular conception of the
Jewish wife and mother, sketched above and firmly imbedded in the
public consciousness is no more authentic than a caricature drawn
with something less than good taste. . . .
Part folklore, part ancient ghetto history, partfictionfostered by
puckish and imaginative Jewish novelists and comedians, the
Jewish wife is, as w e will document in these pages, the world's most
libeled female. The fact is that 30 years ago the caricature that still
makes people chuckle today contained more than a kernel of truth.
Today it is absurdly obsolete.1
"Where are you from?"
" N e w York."
"I m e a n your ancestors." . . .
"Polish Jews on one side, Russian on the other—"
"I thought so. You look Jewish."
"And you look like an English anti-Semite."
" O h come on—I like Jews."
"Some of your best friends . . ."
"It's just that Jewish girls are so bloody good in bed." . . .
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"You're the only person I've ever met who thought I looked
Jewish." . . . (Enough of sex—Let's get back to bigotry.) His think
ing I looked Jewish actually excited m e . God only knows why.
"Look—I'm not an anti-Semite, but you are. W h y do you think
you don't look Jewish?"
"Because people always think I'm German—and I've spent half
m y life listening to anti-Semitic stories told by people who as
sumed I wasn't—"2
These two passages—the first from The Jewish Wife, by G w e n
Gibson Schwartz and Barbara W y d e n , two non-Jews married to
Jews, and the second from Erica Jong's autobiographical novel
Fear of Flying (a conversation between the heroine, Isadora Wing,
a Jewish w o m a n married to a Chinese psychoanalyst, and Adrian
Goodlove, a British Langian analyst with w h o m she is about to fly
away)—reflect, I believe, popular stereotypes of Jewish w o m e n in
America. But it will not suffice to say, as Schwartz and W y d e n do,
that "the Jewish wife is . . . the world's most libeled female," nor
is the fictive M s . Wing's horniness to be adequately explained by
the description she offers of her o w n mother.
Of course it all began with m y mother: Judith Stoloff White, also
known as Jude. Not obscure. But hard to get down on paper. M y
love for her and m y hate for her are so bafflingly intertwined that I
can hardly see her. I never know who is who. She is m e and I a m she
and we are all together. The umbilical cord which connects us has
never been cut so it has sickened and rotted and turned black. The
very intensity of our need has made us denounce each other. W e
want to eat each other up. W e want to strangle each other with love.
W e want to run screaming from each other in panic before either of
these things can happen.
W h e n I think of m y mother I envy Alexander Portnoy. If only I
had a real Jewish mother—easily pigeonholed and filed away—a
real literary property. (I a m always envying writers and their rela
tives. Nabokov and Lowell and Tucci with their closets full of ele
gant aristocratic skeletons, Roth and Bellow and Friedman with
their pop parents, sticky as Passover wine, greasy as matzoh-ball
soup.)
M y mother smelled of Joy or Diorissimo, and she didn't cook
much. W h e n I try to distill down the basics of what she taught m e
about life I a m left with this:
1. Above all, never be ordinary.
2. The world is a predatory place: Eat faster!
"Ordinary" was the worst insult she could find for anything. I
remember her taking m e shopping and the look of disdain with
which she would freeze the salesladies in Saks when they suggested
that some dress or pair of shoes was "very popular—we've sold fifty
already this week." That was all she needed to hear. . . .
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H o w all this clogged up every avenue of creative and rebellious
expression for m e is clear:
1. I couldn't be a hippy because m y mother already dressed like a
hippy (while believing in territoriality and the universality of
war).
2. I couldn't rebel against Judaism because I hadn't any to rebel
against.
3. I couldn't rail at m y Jewish mother because the problem was
deeper than Jewishness or mothers.
4. I couldn't be an artist on pain of being painted over.
5. I couldn't be a poet on pain of being crossed out.
6. I couldn't be anything else because that was ordinary.
7. I couldn't be a communist because m y mother had been there.
8. I couldn't be a rebel (or, at very least, a pariah) by marrying
Bennett because m y mother would think that was "at any rate,
not ordinary."
W h a t possibilities remained open to me? In what cramped corner
could I act out what I so presumptuously called m y life? I felt rather
like those children of pot-smoking parents who become raging
squares. I could, perhaps, take off across Europe with Adrian Goodlove, and never come home to N e w York at all.
A n d yet... I also have another mother. She is tall and thin, but
her cheeks are softer than willow tips, and when I nuzzle into her
fur coat on the ride home, I feel that no harm can come to m e ever.
She teaches m e the names of flowers. She hugs and kisses m e after
some bully in the playground (a psychiatrist's son) grabs m y new
English tricycle and rolls it down a hill into the playground fence.
She sits up nights with m e listening to the compositions I have
written for school and she thinks I a m the greatest writer in history
even though I a m only eight. She laughs at m y jokes as if I were
Milton Berle and Groucho Marx and Irwin Corey rolled into one.
She takes m e and Randy and Lalah and Chloe ice-skating on Cen
tral Park Lake with ten of our friends, and while all the other
mothers sit home and play bridge and send maids to call for their
children, she laces up all our skates (with freezing fingers) and then
puts on her own skates and glides around the lake with us, pointing
out danger spots (thin ice), teaching us figure eights, and laughing
and talking and glowing pink with the cold. I a m so proud of her!
Randy and I boast to our friends that our mother (with her long
flowing hair and huge brown eyes) is so young that she never has to
wear makeup. She's no old fuddy-duddy like the other mothers. She
wears turtlenecks and ski pants just like us. She wears her long
hair in a velvet ribbon just like us. A n d w e don't even call her
Mother because she's so much fun. She isn't like anyone else.3
Both mothers—the one in The Jewish Wife and the one depicted
in Fear of Flying—still persist as stereotypes presented in the
media. The Jewish wife appears in motion pictures like The
Heartbreak Kid, on television as characters like Rhoda and her
mother, and in the monologues of Joan Rivers, for example. Erica
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Jong's stereotype of both Wing and her mother can be seen in the
images of television's M a u d e and Hollywood products like Barbra
Streisand's role in The Way We Were and the physician mother
in The Gambler. In brief, the Jewish w o m a n as presented in the
media is either a female who controls through guilt, is overly
concerned with food (either by stuffing others or by weightwatching), exalts her son while enduring her husband and ignor
ing her daughter until she becomes of marriageable age, or is an
exotic, seductive, creative neurotic torn between devotion to fam
ily and pursuit of individual romantic goals, be they sexual (as in
N o r m a n Mailer's Time of Her Time), creative and sexual (as in
Fear of Flying), or ideological and sexual (as in The Way We Were,
"Maude" [before she joined the Community Church], or John U p dike's Couples). Immigrant apparitions such as Gertrude Berg's
Molly Goldberg and Fred Allen's Mrs. N u s b a u m have vanished,
but otherwise it is a most intriguing fact that stereotypes of
Jewish w o m e n in the media have altered very little over the past
thirty years. W h y in the face of a rapidly changing social climate
do the stereotypes of the Jewish w o m a n persist in the media—
and, it might be added, at the expense of the Jewish woman's
self-image? There is, to be sure, a related question: Is the
stereotype presented in the pop culture really a bad one, or is it in
fact geared to Jewish writers' accurate perception of the wishfantasies of the mass (and mostly non-Jewish) audience?
For the sake of brevity, I a m going to limit myself to the East
ern European shtetl and the United States. I want to m a k e dis
tinctions between fact and fancy and between wish and reality,
distinctions that m a y be artifical, for wish often leads to reality,
which is magnified and simplified into stereotype, which, in turn
is reacted against or acted out.
In the shtetl, for example, religious laws, not easily broken
because of the high visibility that results from small-town living,
entitled w o m e n to some sexual gratification. It is also to be kept
in mind that the rules of ritual purity made their right to sexual
gratification roughly commensurate with their likelihood of
conception—a reverse rhythm system. Jewish w o m e n were rec
ognized as creatures with strong libidos, as were Jewish m e n , wh o
protected their wives from their neighbors and vice versa by im
posing upon the w o m e n laws of modesty in dress and virtual
unsightliness in male eyes (though there are certain features that
even a nun would have had difficulty hiding in an age that knew
nothing of bras or sunglasses). Jewish w o m e n from wealthy
families presented their fathers, whether voluntarily or not, with
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bright sons-in-law who could spend their days in prayer and
study; it was presumed that this would increase for both fathers
and husbands the possibility of winning appointments to positions
in the Academy on High and would ensure for the w o m e n more
frequent sexual gratification (since scholars did not have to leave
h o m e on long journeys to earn a living). O n the other hand, the
shtetl being essentially a culture of poverty, the labor of most
w o m e n and m e n was needed to sustain a household. The w o m e n
had small gardens, bargained in the marketplace, and often m a n 
aged the family economy, and the m e n often stayed away for long
periods of time peddling. W o m e n , though suffering low status,
were not without practical skills—especially in a society where
Torah study was exalted and where pragmatics further mired one
in the slime of this world.4
History reminds us of the frequency of pogroms that left Jewish
m e n unable to defend their wives from rape. A s Richard Rubenstein has speculated in Power Struggle, there must have been no
greater humiliation that a Jewish male could be forced to endure
than to stand helplessly by while his wife, daughter, or sister was
being raped by Gentiles.5 Powerlessness led to projection, which
led to the defense mechanism of "Jewish humor," a species of
Galgenhumor that thinly masks the blame incurred by the vic
tim while at the same time eroticizing her. "Let m y mother go,"
the child pleaded with the Cossack. "Shut up," said the mother,
" A pogrom is a pogrom!" Schooled in piety and pragmatism but
not robbed of her sexuality, the Jewish w o m a n left the shtetl for
the ghettos of America where her scholar husband lost his status
or her worker husband struggled to earn a living while learning a
new language. Before marriage she often found herself in a sweat
shop where, unprotected by the watchful eye of a small c o m m u 
nity, she could be mad e to serve her employers as a lowly play
thing.6 The exotic, the foreign, the strange, no matter how lowly,
becomes the object of the insider's lust. Vulnerable, free from
oedipal taint, the female outsider becomes an erotic fantasy. Oc
casionally, if the insider is powerful enough, his fantasy trans
lates into reality. Meanwhile, two seemingly opposing forces
work in collusion. The oppressed, degraded male and the oppres
sor work together to create a stereotype, the first in order to
de-eroticize his w o m a n while he himself conforms to the degraded
image provided by the oppressor, the second in order to de
humanize the object of his oppression and his lust and to render
himself thereby free from guilt.
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As the Jew rose economically, he often did so at the expense of
his and his w o m a n ' s self-esteem.7 H e frequently used the
stereotype as a mask that permitted him to keep his opponent off
guard. H e belittled himself, he laughed at himself, while subtly
outwitting his non-Jewish or assimilated adversary. H e remained
on the outside, a middleman between lower- and upper-class Gen
tiles. H u m o r became both his defense and his offense. Reading the
fantasy of his customer, he was able, with the emergence of
movies, radio, and television, to exploit the repressed wishes of
the masses, whether upper, middle, or lower class. A s a Jew on
stage, he allowed the masses to laugh at him. As a Jew backstage,
he laughed at the masses and served them up sex objects and the
stuff of which fantasies are made. As the occasion offered itself, no
doubt he tested the quality of the fantasy on the casting couch. At
the same time, he was assigning Jewish females to another couch,
that of the analyst. For while all this was going on, the Jewish
w o m a n , liberated from religious law, from the sweat shop, and
even from the family business, found herself the brunt of Jewish
humor. She was treated like, and became, a sort of princess. The
apple of her father's eye, she w a s shielded, educated, and
beautified (even surgically). Her enormous talents and her exotic
sexuality had to be contained. But ho w to contain them? Hold
before her mirror the "horrible Jewish mother"? M a k e her the
object of her own derision? Allow her education free and full ex
pression only in the company of other Jewish women? Organize
her into Hadassahs, Sisterhoods, Councils of Jewish W o m e n ?
Marry her off as quickly and as well as possible, but keep her
constantly off guard, fearful of her homeliness, frightened of her
unfeminine brightness? M a k e her uncertain of how well she is
raising her children? Keep her thinking she is too fat, too aggres
sive, too threatening to mak e her tolerable to anyone but a benign
Jewish husband? In fact the Jewish w o m a n has been a queen
among w o m e n , but in fantasy projected into stereotype she has
been a witch stuffing her children with food and devouring them
with guilt. An d all this is functional to the Jewish male, able
through these means to keep his w o m a n safely at home or in the
company of Jewish w o m e n and children, no threat to his already
threatened masculinity.8
True, the Jewish w o m a n is at the forefront of the W o m e n ' s
Liberation movement. She sits on the House Judiciary Commit
tee. She edits Ms. She writes the Feminine Mystique and Fear of
Flying. She becomes psychoanalyst (mainly of children). She
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founds Weight Watchers. She anchors a major television news
show. But in the media, in the pop culture, she remains that
fantasy, Portnoy's mother. Or she is Joan Rivers or Rhoda. Or she
continues to be the castrating Brenda Patimkin or the heartbro
ken kid. A n d w h o m are w e kidding? She is in the media what she
was in the shtetl and even earlier, the feared goddess Lilith, the
sexual bomb that must be defused, first by Jewish law, and then
by Jewish stereotype, a task mad e no less difficult by the media's
willingness to accept the stereotype because it is funny and be
cause it is safe. The stereotyped Jewish w o m a n is a salable im
age, but w h y and for w h o m ? The question becomes more urgent,
more potent, in this age of raised consciousness. There will soon
come a time when she will shatter the mirror handed her by
Jewish and non-Jewish society—and it is the Jewish male and
the non-Jewish female w h o are in for bad luck.

chapter fourteen

I Think I'd Rather Work !

W e have speculated in some depth about the Jewish w o m a n and
the stereotypes with which she is forced to struggle. But the
Jewish male, too, has his o w n peculiar set of stereotypes to con
front in the industrialized West, and the Sabbath m a y help him
see this more clearly.
M a n y dimensions are involved in a sociological evaluation of
the contemporary American Shabbat. The dimension thus far
best explored in the literature has been that of observance. The
findings of this exploration have been more or less uniform.
Briefly summarized, they reveal that a minority of Jews observe
the traditional Shabbat "thou shalt and shalt nots." Only 10 per
cent go to synagogue more than once a month, for example. The
Friday night family meal remains the most popular Sabbath ob
servance, but even in the child-centered suburban culture of Mar
shall Sklare's Lakeville, no more than 30 percent of the families
surveyed had one regularly. Viewed statistically (the way it has
most often been viewed in American sociology) the Shabbat offers
little consolation to those w h o pray, "just as Israel shall keep the
Sabbath so shall the Sabbath keep Israel."1
W h a t I intend to explore here, however, is a dimension of the
Shabbat that has been neglected because it appears to be the very
antithesis of the Shabbat concept. It is m y contention that no
discussion of the Shabbat, no prescription for its restoration to
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primacy a m o n g Jewish holy days, can take place without an
examination of what the Shabbat is supposed to contrast with,
namely, work. For just as the Shabbat is more than the sum total
of the rituals performed on the seventh day, work is more than
the time spent on a job.
Reform and Conservative rabbis minister to few hewers of wood
and drawers of water. They are more likely to have on their con
gregational boards buyers of veneer and shareholders in the w a 
terworks. Therefore, w h e n I talk about work I m e a n the jobs from
which middle-class people draw the major portion of their in
comes. With rare exceptions this work' involves more the tongue
and the tail than the torment of the heavy load. The workers are
more likely to suffer from strained eyes than strained muscles.
W h a t can "rest" m e a n , when work does not consist of "toting
barges and lifting bales"?
Other problems still need to be probed. Is work still a curse, or
in this era of relative middle-class plenty is it the culmination of a
student career that presents the Jewish youth with the widest
range of job possibilities? Harvey Swados has written about the
"myth of the Happy Worker" and has shown that nearly every
working class employee dreams of leaving the factory or mill; and
a plethora of studies indicate that the professions, managerial
work, and self-employment are those occupations from which the
smallest percentage of workers would depart, offered any alterna
tive.2
In short, the "terror of work" is absent among North American
Jews. Most of them are doing what they want to do. Far from
being a curse, their work is their salvation. A divine c o m m a n d to
desist from what one most enjoys is hardly a blessing.
This seems to m e to be the crux of the contemporary problem of
the Shabbat, for American Jewish males, at least. Wor k does not
m e a n what it used to m e a n . Therefore, rest does not m e a n what it
used to m e a n . Thus, Shabbat continues to endure at present
primarily as an opportunity to testify to one's Jewishness. That is
to say, "I observe the Shabbat because I wish publicly to demon
strate that I a m a committed J e w rather than because of the
intrinsic value of the Shabbat." This makes the Shabbat into a
Jewish "pseudo-event," to borrow Daniel Boorstin's term. 3 A s
long as the Shabbat is not rooted in the modern Jew's relation to
work and play, it must remain artificial.
Let m e briefly review "work" in the Jewish world view of the
past seventy-five years; relate attitudes toward the Shabbat to
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this view; and, finally, propose a Shabbat relative to the place of
work in our own day.
The shtetl Jew lived for the Shabbat. His weekly life was domi
nated by two concerns: having enough work to sustain his family
and having enough strength to sustain the enormous psychologi
cal and physical burden imposed upon him by the work he did.
Most Jews were poor. Their incomes were tenuous. The pursuit of
parnoseh put them into contact with the unpredictable, unstable
socioeconomic world of the Eastern European Christian peasant.
The shtetl Jew as scholar-craftsman is a pious myth, though cer
tainly not a figment of the imagination. Most Jews were tailors
and wagonmasters a n d shoemakers, barkeepers and
middlemen—though they longed to be scholars. Most work was
semiskilled, societally scorned, and scarce. A rest from cursed
labor, the worry of uncertain parnoseh, even an enforced rest, was
indeed a blessing. W o r k itself was not a mitzvdh. In general, the
Jews w h o immigrated to America from Eastern Europe were
people whose occupations had given them financial insecurity
and a very low position in the status hierarchy of the shtetl or
ghetto. A s N o r m a n Mailer writes, "the poor are the great voya
gers."4 W h e n they came to America, however, they found them
selves exposed to two ideologies that, though contrasting in m a n y
ways, agreed on one fundamental fact—the importance of work.
Both socialism, with its exaltation of the worker, and the Protes
tant and capitalist ethic, with its elevation of hard work to
mitzvah status, mad e involvement in the pursuit of one's liveli
hood more than merely a means to an end. It was a way of proving
one's virility. Sloth was the prime sin of the American ethos. Not
overwork, but unrewarded, unrecognized, uninspiring, alienating
work was the arch enemy of the proletariat. Both ideologies place
the traditional Sabbath as a day of rest on shaky ground. The
American ethos makes the day of rest into a day of recuperation.
The Sabbath's only justification is that in the long run it enables
an exhausted worker to regain his energy; through the teachings
of the church one learns the virtues of deferred gratification. For
the successful it is a day to show God how wise was His choice for
good fortune.
To the Jewish socialists, the Sabbath was a product of the old
order designed to keep workers poor by preventing them from
working an extra day. It was one more symbol of the devaluation
of the worker, because implicit in the sanctification of rest is a
judgment about the profane quality of work.
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Thus w h e n they entered the portals of the new world, the bulk
of American Jewry gained a n e w world view in which work, not
Shabbat, was the prime value. If the older immigrants them
selves did not learn, their public school-educated children soon
learned that all rewards in this world come through work. Jews
learned quickly. This lesson was part of being an American. For
the first time keeping the Sabbath became contradictory to the
dominant ideology and not just an added burden on the economic
needs of the Jews. The problem of Saturday versus Sunday was
never the fundamental Sabbath problem for the majority of Jews.
Instead, the question of the Shabbat was whether to keep it on
Saturday or not at all.
If work is holy, w h y rest? Fresh air or card games both provide
more of a change from the work week than that ritually difficult
Old World institution, the Shabbat. America is the land of work.
Weiss, Harwood, and Riesman offer this observation:
Except for a few science fiction writers and other Utopians, no
Americans have ever proposed as an eventual aim of national policy
the elimination of work. There are people w h o work harder than
we, such as the Germans and Swiss, but it is doubtful if there are
any people on earth to w h o m work is as important to a man's self.
Our problems arise when w e must do work that has too little mean
ing, or when work invades other areas of our lives, or when there is
too little work for us or when the rewards of work are insufficient,
or its conditions oppressive.5
This is the world into which the Shabbat, the foretaste of
heaven, fell. In America the contrast has never been between
work and Shabbat; it has been, until recently, between work and
sloth. The Great Depression was more depressing in America
than nearly anywhere else except G e r m a n y . The American
worker regarded no work not only as a physical disaster, but as a
psychologically castrating catastrophe.
After World W a r II still another blow w a s dealt to the
Shabbat-work relationship. For the first time in modern Jewish
history, Jews were permitted not only to work in occupations
determined by the external Gentile community and the preju
dices of the internal Jewish community, but to enter careers of
their own choice. Jews could be engineers or college professors.
They had that freedom to select work that comes with financially
secure parents, higher education, and an ever-expanding econ
omy. In a culture that placed a premium on work, the Jewish
male in World W a r II America was in the enviable position of not
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only having a job, but having a job that he liked. Children of the
Gilded Ghetto makes the point that rather few third-generation
Jews in Minneapolis went into their father's business, even
though doing so ensured financial success.6
Here I want to pause in order to refute a notion that Americans
observe but that their traditional attitude toward work keeps
them from perceiving. Far from being merely a burdensome
source of money to spend in one's leisure time, work itself is the
objective of working. It is the organizing principle in a man's life.
In Who Was Who obituaries, a man's occupation is almost always
listed immediately after his n a m e and long before the names of
his survivors. M e n dread retirement, even when they have no
financial worries, because work is life. A s the tightrope walker
Karl Wallenda said, after his family perished in a fall from the
wire and as he was about to resume his career, "Life is on the
wire. The rest is waiting."7 So work is life. To work and to love are
the goals of a healthy m a n , according to Freud, and to love one's
work is the closest to sublimation one comes in western culture.
This is the era in which Jews, Orthodox or unorthodox, find them
selves and the Shabbat, an era in which the only certain escape
from the terror of finitude is prolonged submergence in work.
W h e n for some reason a m a n and his work are not a good fit, or no
fit at all, an American m a n gets sick. Impotence and unemploy
ment correllate significantly. Matriarchy emerges in America
when m e n work hours that are not too long but too short or too
degrading. The Moynihan report on the Negro family documents
this point.8 But this is an era that m a y be ending.
What, then, of the Shabbat in a country in which work is king
and Jews can bask in the reflected glory of its sovereignty? Sev
eral trends, in both American and American Jewish life, lend
promise to what has heretofore been only the hope of concerned
Jews that Saturday will again be Shabbat, something special,
something sanctified and sanctifying.
One trend is the willingness of a small but significant group of
Jews to observe the Shabbat in a w a y clearly different from an
ordinary day off. In large cities there are Jews, intellectual and
professional, who, due to a stay in Israel, a personal commitment
to Judaism, or even a belief in God, search for a means to m a k e
the Shabbat a new day. They do not regard the halacha pertain
ing to the Shabbat as binding, but neither do they feel the need of
deliberately violating it, if in some of it they can find whatever
they are looking for.9 Rabbis must look at what they do for
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suggestions and be suggestive in their own right. They must re
sign themselves to the circumstance that for the majority of
American Jews, the Shabbat is a dead symbol, but so is nearly
every other traditional Jewish symbol at least part of the time.
This does not m e a n that Judaism is dead, nor does it m e a n that
one can, through reason, replace the old symbols with those of
one's o w n design. That is not the w a y symbols become symbols.
Symbols emerge from the depth of feeling and historical experi
ence. Symbols happen. More importantly, however, rabbis cannot
claim to be leaders of the Jews merely because they share with
the majority the feeling that for them, too, these old symbols are
dead. Religious leadership is not granted to those who can only
say: "You don't find the Shabbat meaningful; well, neither do I.
That means you and I have something in common." There is a
minisculebut important group of those who want the Shabbat.
That is positive trend number one.
The second positive trend is more problematical, but more in
teresting in its possibilities. The American attitude toward work
is under attack from several sides. America is a society that has
for the first time in history reached a stage in which too m u c h
work, rather than too little, is a danger to the economic progress
of the ruling elite. Automation can produce goods more quickly
and more cheaply than m e n can. But m e n are needed to buy the
goods. Furthermore, it is clear, m e n want to work; they need to
work. So at the present time a stalemate has emerged between
the work ethic and the usually irreversible force of technological
progress. This stalemate manifests itself in the outcropping of
phenomena like the "hippies" and counterculture people, w h o
both attract and repulse most Americans: on the one hand, they
do what virtually all Americans at one time or another would like
to do, namely, play all day; and on the other hand, they seem so
miserable doing it. It is possible that this apparent misery is what
the golden age of abundance holds in store for Americans. The
important fact is, however, that the concept of play is returning to
the realm of adult h u m a n possibility for the first time since civili
zation took A d a m from the garden.
Herbert Marcuse theorizes, and the hippies demonstrate for us,
another meaning for play. "In a genuinely h u m a n e civilization,"
Marcuse writes, "the h u m a n existence will be play rather than
toil and m a n will live in display rather than need." A n d he goes
on: "These ideas represent one of the most advanced positions of
thought. It must be understood that the liberation from the real
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ity which is here envisaged is not transcendental, 'inner,' or
merely intellectual freedom . . . but freedom in the reality. The
reality that 'loses its seriousness' is the inhumane reality of want
and need, and it loses its seriousness w h e n wants and needs can
be satisfied without alienated labor. Then, m a n is free to 'play'
with his faculties and potentialities and with those of nature, and
only by 'playing' with them is he free. His world is then display
. . . , and its order is that of beauty. Because it is the realization
of freedom, play is more than the constraining physical and moral
reality:'. . . m a n is only serious with the agreeable, the good, the
perfect; but with beauty he plays.'"
True freedom is the freedom to play, to invest one's libidinal
energy, not in what has to be done, but in what ought to be, will
be: freedom itself, the freedom to play. "The mental faculty exer
cising this freedom is that of imagination," says Marcuse. 10
Those w h o have carefully studied the hippies have noted that
one of the outstanding characteristics of their w a y of life is their
disavowal of expertise—they even play music badly. In a world in
which playing baseball means joining the little league, playing
tennis means making the team, and being a musician means
performing publicly, doing something badly is revolutionary.
Most social critics agree, too, that the one major contribution of
the hippies to our lives is their music, the first truly indigenous
music produced by American whites.11
Marcuse summarizes his vision of the possibilities for the
affluent society as follows:
(1) Th e transformation of toil (labor) into play, and of repressive
productivity into "display"—a transformation that must be
preceded by the conquest of want (scarcity) as the determining
factor of civilization.
(2) T h e self-sublimation of sensuousness . . . a n d the desublimation of reason . . . in order to reconcile the basic an
tagonistic impulses.
(3) Th e conquest of time in so far as time is destructive of lasting
gratification.
These elements are practically identical with those of12a reconcilia
tion between pleasure principle and reality principle.
O n e can note the similarities b e t w e e n Marcuse's vision a n d the
traditional conception of the S h a b b a t as a foretaste of the M e s 
siah. Right n o w synagogues and Shabbat reflect the present. Ser
vices a n d S h a b b a t p r o g r a m s are m o s t often slavishly worshipful
of form a n d as devoid of fantasy and fancy as sisterhood teas.
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A future for mankind that is an era when repression no longer
rules, where play is returned, where time is decathected is, for
Marcuse and others, not a luxury but man's only hope. If others
dare not desist from dreaming of this Shabbat of Shabbats, dare
rabbis desist from "remembering the Seventh D a y to keep it
holy"?

Conclusion

Writing of J e w s in his classic Childhood and Society, Erik H .
Erikson first examined traditional psychoanalytical thought on
anti-Semitism, but then went on to offer a most interesting in
terpretation of the theory of psychosocial identity.
The universal concept of defensive rigidity and of adaptive flexibil
ity, of conservatism and progressivism, in the Jews of the Diaspora
expresses itself in the opposition of two trends: dogmatic orthodoxy,
and opportunistic adaptability. These trends, of course, were fa
vored by centuries of dispersion. W e m a y think here of types such as
the religiously dogmatic, culturally reactionary J e w , to w h o m
change and time mean absolutely nothing: the Letter is his reality.
And w e m a y think of his opposite, the Jew to w h o m geographic
dispersion and cultural multiplicity have become "second nature":
relativism becomes for him the absolute, exchange value his tool.
There are extreme types which can be seen as living caricatures:
the bearded J e w in his kaftan, and S a m m y Glick. T h e
psychoanalyst, however, knows that this same set of opposites, this
conflict between the adherence to the Letter, and the surrender to
the changing price of things pervades the unconscious conflicts of
m e n and w o m e n of Jewish extraction w h o do not consider them
selves, nor are considered by others, as "Jewish" in a denomina
tional or racial sense. Here that Letter m a y have become political
or scientific dogma (socialism, Zionism, psychoanalysis) quite re
moved from the dogma of the Talmud, yet quoted and argued in a
way not unlike the disputation of passages from the Talmud and
the tradition of their ancestors; and exchange value m a y have be
come obsessive preoccupation with the comparative value—of val
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ues. Economically and professionally, later stages of history have
exploited what earlier history initiated: the Jews were confined to
what they did best, while they, of course, learned to perfect what
they were permitted to do. Thus they have become not only the
traditional traders of goods, but also the mediators in cultural
change, the interpreters in the arts and sciences, the healers of
disease and of inner conflict. Their strength, in these fields, lies in a
responsible sense of relativity. But this defines Jewish weakness as
well: for where the sense of relativity loses its responsibility it can
become cynical relativism.
Jewish genius, in turn, quietly possessed of the courage of the
ages, lifts the matter of relative values to a plane on which known
reality becomes relative to more inclusive orders. In the religious
sphere w e have observed that Christian ethics is based on a radical
subordination of this world to "the other world," of earthly empires
to the Kingdom of God: w h e n Hitler called conscience a Jewish
blemish, he included Christianity and its doctrine of sin and salva
tion.
In modern times, m a n ' s freedom of will, of the conscious choice of
his values, and of his power of judgment have been questioned by
the theories of three Jews. The Marxian theory of historical deter
minism established the fact that our values unconsciously depend
on the means by which w e m a k e a living. (As a psychological fact
this is not entirely identical with the political doctrine of Marxism,
which in a variety of countries has led to a variety of socialisms.) In
psychology, Freud's theory of the unconscious snowed abundantly
that w e are unaware of the worst and of the best in our motivations.
Finally, it was Einstein's theory of relativity which gave modern
reorientation the broad basis of changing physical theory. H e
showed that, indeed, our measuring sticks are relative to the rela
tionships which w e measure.
It is clear that the theories of these m e n can each be shown to
have emerged at the "logical" m o m e n t in the history of their respec
tive fields; and that these thinkers climaxed the cultural and scien
tific crisis of Europe not because they were Jews, but because they
were Jews and Germans and Europeans. Yet the ingredients which
go into radical innovations at the crossroads of any field have
hardly been studied; and w e m a y well ask whether it is altogether
mere historical accident that Marx, Freud, and Einstein, all m e n of
German-Jewish ancestry, have come to formulate and, moreover, to
personify radical redefinitions on the very ground m a n thought he
stood on.
Strong eras and strong countries assimilate the contribution of
strong Jews because their sense of identity is enhanced by progres
sive redefinitions. In times of collective anxiety, however, the very
suggestion of relativity is resented, and this especially by those
classes which are about to lose status and self-esteem. In their effort
to find a platform of conservation, they cling with grim single
mindedness to the few absolutes which they hope will save them. It
is at this point that paranoid anti-Semitism is aroused by agitators
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of m a n y descriptions and purposes, w h o exploit mass cowardice and
mass cruelty.1
In his book Boundaries
observes:

the social scientist Robert Jay Lifton

One response to the crisis of boundaries is a desperate attempt to
hold fast to all existing categories, to keep all definitions pure. This,
is, unfortunately, the impulse of a great deal of political, military,
and cultural thought throughout the world, including that of classi
cal Marxism and classical psychoanalysis. More than being merely
conservative, this response is a reaction to a perceived threat of
chaos; it all too readily lends itself to nostalgic visions of restoring a
golden age of exact boundaries, an age in which m e n allegedly
k n e w exactly where they stood. The approach is self-defeating and,
moreover, impossible to maintain.
The opposite response is to destroy, or seek to destroy, all bound
aries, in the n a m e of an all-encompassing oneness. N o r m a n O .
Brown, for instance, holds up the model of Dionysus, "the m a d god
[who] breaks down the boundaries; releases the prisoners; abolishes
repression; and abolishes the principium individuationis substitut
ing for the unity of m a n and the unity of m a n with nature." Quite
simply, according to Brown, "The conclusion of the whole matter is,
break down the boundaries, the walls." But this impulse to elimi
nate all boundaries confuses a great mythological vision (embody
ing a basic component of the imagination) with a "solution" for
man's problems of living. The approach all too readily collapses into
a pseudo-instinctualism in which the only heroes are the infant, the
pre-human animal, and the schizophrenic.
Though seemingly antagonistic to one another, these two abso
lute responses share a schematic disdain for history, and for m a n ' s
symbol-forming connection with history. W e r e they our only ap
proaches to the question of boundaries, they would, if anything,
escalate our present spiritual warfare with ourselves, and at the
same time render it more static.
There is, however, an alternative. Boundaries can be viewed as
neither permanent nor by definition false, but rather as essential
and yet subject to the fundamental forces for change characterizing
our age. W e require images of limit and restraint, if only to help us
grasp what w e are transcending. W e need distinctions between our
biology and our history, all the more so as w e seek to bring these
together in a sense of ourselves that is unprecedentedly fluid and
tenuous. In speaking of boundaries of destruction, of death and life,
of the self, or revolution, and of the N e w History, I bring together
various strands of m y work . . . woven around, and specifically
addressed to one overall issue: the breakdown and re-creation of the
boundaries of our existence. I end up with no definitive conclusions,
no permanent "walls," but only with a series of specters, directions,
and possibilities.2
Both of these statements m a y be taken to s u m m a r i z e the hopes
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and dangers that face American Jews in their attempt to seek
solutions to problems of identity. W a y s need to be worked out to
maintain the flexibility that can only loosely be called the
"Jewish essence." I have attempted in this book to examine some
of the stresses placed on Jews working at this task—a task that
involves a continuous reevaluation of the acceptable boundaries
in the quest for a secure American Jewish identity. There is no
question in m y mind that this is a healthy process, one that has
historically led to Jewish survival. The real question is whether
American Jews are willing to wrestle with this problem. M y o w n
feeling is that it is worth everything to maintain a Jewish people
capable of preserving those values that m a k e for not only a
wholesome Jew but a humanity that is humane. It m a y not be for
American Jews to complete this mission, but neither are they free
to abandon it.
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A b (Ninth of)

aflkomen

Akedah
am ha-arets
Amidah
bat mitzvah

Ben Sirah
bet midrash
Biryonim

B'nai Abraham, B'nai
Yisrael

a midsummer fast commemorating
the destruction of the Jerusalem
temple in antiquity
matzo hidden during the Passover
seder meal, to be found by children
and eaten at the meal's conclusion
the sacrificial binding of Isaac (Gen.
22)
a person unlearned in Jewish law
and observance
the benedictions that form the core
of the Jewish worship service
the ceremony, initiated in the twen
tieth century, by which a Jewish girl
assumes religious duties and respon
sibilities; equivalent to bar mitzvah
for a boy
the author of the Book of Ecclesiasti
cus in the Apocrypha
a place set aside for Torah study
Jewish anti-Roman activists during
the Judean rebellion against R o m e
(66-71 C.E.)
the descendants of Abraham, Jacob
(Israel); the Jews
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Borchu
brith

challah
chasid
chavurah (pi. chavurot)
cheder
davening
Dorf (pi. Doerfer)
ferbrangen
Galgenhumor
get
goy
haimish
haskalah

Havdalah

herem
hosanoth
hupah
Kaddish

kasher
kashrut
kiddush
kiddush ha-shem
kippa (pi. kippot)

the call to worship in Jewish morn
ing and evening services
a covenant (specifically, Abraham's
covenant with God); often symbol
ized in circumcision
Sabbath bread
a person of exceptional piety; a dis
ciple of a charismatic personality
a fellowship group focusing on a Jew
ish purpose
a traditional Hebrew school
the prayer style of Orthodox Jews
the Central European equivalent of
the shtetl
a Hasidic-style get-together
gallows humor
a traditional writ of divorce
a non-Jew
homey
the nineteenth-century Jewish E n 
lightenment in Central and Eastern
Europe
a ceremony marking the end of Sab
bath and the beginning of the work
week
excommunication, ostracism
prayers for salvation declaimed on
various festivals
a bridal canopy
a doxology, often the version asso
ciated with commemoration of the
dead
kosher, ritually acceptable
dietary regulations
a sanctiflcation prayer recited over
wine
martyrdom
a skullcap

Glossary
k'lal yisrael
kohen
Kol Nidre
Lubavitcher Hasidim
makom

malkoth
maskil
mazel
Mi Chomocho

mikveh
minhag
minyan
mitzvah (pi. mitzvot)
mohel
Moshe Rabbenu

motzi
oneg, oneg Shabbat
parnose h
Pesach
Purim
qeva
Sabbath
Shabbat
Shabbat Shuvah

Shekinah
Shema
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the entire Jewish people
a member of the priestly caste
the prayer ushering in the atonement
fast of Y o m Kippur
the followers of the Lubavitcher
Rebbe, now domiciled in Brooklyn
place; sometimes used euphemisti
cally for God
the ritual of shaking the willow
branches on Sukkot
a proponent of the haskalah move
ment
luck
a proclamation of God's wondrous
power
a ritual bath
a custom or folkway
a prayer quorum
a divine command; a good deed
a ritual circumciser
the biblical Moses cast as a rabbi
a benediction recited over bread
usually a Sabbath festivity
a living
Passover
a late winter holiday commemorating
Jewish deliverance from persecution
a routine
the period from sundown Friday to
sundown Saturday
Hebrew for Sabbath
the Sabbath of Repentance between
Rosh Hashanah ( N e w Year) and
Kippur (the Day of Atonement)
the feminine aspect of God
the prayer "Hear, O Israel, the Lord
our God, the Lord is One"
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shikse
shomer shabbat
shtetl (pi. shtetlach)
shut
Simhat Torah

s'michah
succah (sukkah)

Sukkot
Tachanun
Talmud Torah

tfilah
yeshiva
Yiddishkeit
Y o m Tov

Yiddish slang for a non-Jewish fe
male
a Sabbath observer
a predominantly Jewish town in
Eastern Europe
a traditional synagogue
the ritual celebrating the Torah cy
cle at the conclusion of Sukkot
rabbinical ordination
the tabernacle or booth constructed
during the celebration of the Sukkot
festival
the autumnal tabernacle festival
a petitionary prayer
a traditional religious school
prayer; often used to m e a n the
Amidah
a school for rabbinic students
the Jewish life-style
a Jewish holiday
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identity, examines ways in which organized
Judaism has been largely ineffective as a
response to the wants and needs of large
numbers of Jews involved in the search, and
considers the drift away from the traditional
synagogue and the establishment of "new
culture" congregations outside the Jewish
community — such phenomena as "Jesus
Jews" and temples led by atheist rabbis.
As he sees it, the major threat to Ameri
can Jews lies in "the quality, not the quan
tity, of Jewish life." It troubles him to find
Jews allowed to take their Jewishness for
granted; he would have them taught that
Jewish life, with its emphasis on family ties,
its ability to take up the challenge of chang
ing times, and its attempts to resolve the
needs of Jews, offers an admirable c o m m u 
nity religion. H e believes, moreover, that
Jews should be reeducated to become "emo
tionally demonstrative, not afraid of chal
lenging God or Jewish institutions, . . . of
expressing joy and sorrow, love and hate, in
the context of the synagogue and other
Jewish institutions."
A m o n g other topics, Dr. Mirsky discusses
the experience of unorthodox Jewish move
ments, the sexual problems and anxieties
associated with Jewishness, the ordination
of w o m e n , the rising rate of intermarriage
and its meaning for the Jewish community,
the rabbinate, and the problem of suicide.
H e also examines the plight of the Jewish
day school; the establishment of the Bir
m i n g h a m Temple in suburban Detroit; the
extraordinary M a k o m c o m m u n i t y in
Chicago, which strove to infuse n e w reli
gious spirit into the life-style of young
central-city Jews; and the persistence of cer
tain Jewish "myths" in the face of current
"reality."
N o r m a n B . Mirsky is an associate profes
sor teaching contemporary Jewish studies at
Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of
Religion in Los Angeles.
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